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Summary

This thesis examines the application of sentiment analysis towards financial news. The primar}' 

goal within the field of sentiment analysis is to develop a methodology by which the sentiment 

or emotional view being expressed by the author(s) of a text may be extracted and quantified.

Within the financial domain sentiment analysis aims to quantify the polarity of textual data 

related to financial institutions. Past works have included the examination of news stories, 

financial fillings, search trends, and message board posts. This data can either be viewed as 

having an impact on the future financial performance of a company or index whereby the 

sentiment will either have an impact on investor confidence, or may indicate information which 

has yet to be incorporated into current market price. An alternative \'iew is that any sentiment 

extracted will merely be a proxy of currently existing investor sentiment, and while not having 

any impact on mai'ket prices, does provide valuable information regarding views of the mai'ket.

1 apply a bag of words approach where texts are summarised as a vector of terms and their 

frequency. Through the examination o f this vector the emotional polarity of the text may be 

extracted. A key aspect of this approach is the identification of appropriate terms to be included 

for later examination. A common approach includes the usage of comprehensive reference 

dictionaries, whereby terms are categories according to their polarity, topic and usage.

However, such dictionaries may be flawed in that the specific meaning of a term is domain 

specific, those from one domain do not translate to all others with the same affect bearing. 

In this I aim to propose a methodology whereby given an external peg I refine any given list 

of term in an objective and systematic manner. This is achieved through the usage o f two 

biologically inspired algorithms, genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimizations I train 

these against six months of financial news against future mai'ket movements. Both o f these 

search heuristics have been shown to be successful within numerous optimization and search 

problems. I collected a news coipus from the AP financial news wire concerning the US 

economy, and examine the sentiment extracted using four different lexica against three US 

mai'ket indices. By refining or pruning  these reference lexica, where terms are selected for 

inclusion and exclusion, the predictive ability of the affect based time series on future market 

returns is improved, successfully eliminating terms which within tlie domain of finance ai'e 

misclassified in regards to their affect meaning.



iv Summary

A secondan ' area of exam ination is the role of news flow in sentiment analysis. The 

volume of news arrival is non-static and highly volatile with changes in the frequency of 

news arrivals over time. The larger the discussion taking place may indicate the greater the 

importance of such an event. W ithin this I examine the role and frequency of duplicate news 

items. Where news stories may be repeated either in their entirety or with minor modifications 

or updates. W hile these news item may contain no new infonnation the mere act of reprinting 

and updating a commentar}' may indicate the importance of an event or perhaps an attempt to 

drive a discussion towards a given topic or event. I find that the inclusion o f such duplicate 

news items has a significant impact on sentiment analysis and their inclusion significantly 

improves any statistical analysis against future market movements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The role of sentiment and affect on financial market is an area of growing interest. Increasingly 

researchers are interested in the role which sentiment has on financial movements. Investors are 

susceptible to sentiment towards the financial markets, market increa.ses may be described as 

bullish a period of “chai'acterized optimism, investor confidence and expectations"' or bearish 

where “prices of securities are falling, and widespread pessimism causes the negative sentiment 

to be self-sustaining” .“ In these definitions changes are cited as the result of optimism and 

pessimism, perhaps not rooted in technical infoiTnation but in the mood of mai'ket sentiment. 

If such movements are influence through sentiment within the market, one should ask w'here 

might this be found? One post hoc view is that contemporary reports capture the behaviour 

and aspirations of the stakeholders. This idea led some to believe that if sentiment is presented 

within such documents it may be supposed that it is presented in a manner to influence a reader. 

So as to produce this emotional response the author will attempt to convey such information 

through the usage of specific terminology; thereby sentiment is encoded within texts.

The extraction of such tenninology allows for an abstraction of complex emotions; produ

cing frequency measurements of affect beai'ing terms. In this manner unstructured qualitative 

data within language may be abstracted to produce structured quantitative information. This 

presents the challenge of detemiining which of these terms provide the greatest level of senti

ment bearing. This problem  may be approached in a num ber o f fashions; a human intuition 

basis, individuals with know'ledge of the field produce lists of terms which according to their 

knowledge and views capture the language of the domain. A linguistic approach; conducting 

experiment asking individuals to identify the affect o f a given term. Or from a Corpora 

examination approach; from examining the structure and terminology within a representative 

coipus and identifying frequently occurring terms. As "Assessments by native speakers o f  the 

relative acceptability largely correlates with their assessments o f the relative frequency” [83],

' http://w w w .investopedia.eom /term s/b/bullm arket.asp (last accessed .'^1/07/201.'^)
-http;//www.investopedia.com/tenTis/b/bearmarket.asp (last accessed 31 /0 7 /2 0 1 3 )
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Figure 1.1: Qualitative Information Extraction & Econometric Integration.

the repetition of a term within a domain represents its acceptance. From this we have the 

method for the potential examination of sentiment within a given text and once quantified may 

track its movements over time.

1.1 Motivation

The first motivation for this research stems from the increase in the availability of financial news 

and infonnation and its value towards financial analysis. There appears to be no systematic way 

in which such data is curated and the information extracted from it. The growth in information 

content available through the internet; message boards, news sites and web forums has lead to 

an infonnation overload.

The ability to develop a system which allows for the automated concuirent processing of 

financial data and news is ciurently a key challenge of the 2 1 ” century. Within this area I see the 

challenge of identifying and processing potential empirical content of news in conjunction with 

num erical data as very important. As has been noted when exam ining affect term frequency 

the target domain m ust be taken into consideration, financial news reporting may contain a 

num ber of linguistical variations between what is observed in other ai'eas. W hile in theory 

financial reporting should be of a factual and analytical form, such an area is rich with regards 

to metaphorical language. Discussions on the health of a company, m ood  of the market, and 

the risk of contagion are common w'ithin financial news.
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An examination of the contents and flow of new's items allow's for an evaluation of the 

frequency of key affect teiTns as defined against a given lexicon. By counting the frequency of a 

given list of affect terms in a corpus of news items an affect score for each day can be calculated. 

The frequency of a given list of affect terms is summed across all documents on a given day and 

a sentiment score is calculated for the day. By ordering these affect scores in a chronological 

m anner an affect time series  can be constructed. This time series outlines the changes of the 

sentiment measurement w'ithin a the retrieved news corpus over time. This allows for the 

development of a structured m ood Time series  from such unstructured emotional content. For 

economic analysis, this qualitative information may be examined against quantitative data such 

as price movements; the goal of which being to combine the two as show'n in figure 1.1.

The second motivation stems from the reliance on legacy lexica: researches examining the 

emotional content contained within texts frequently rely on precompiled lists of positive and 

negative affect terms used by speakers of English, German or indeed any natural language. 

W hile these lexica are valuable tools within textual analysis they may fail to capture the 

nature of the language of the domain being evaluated. In financial language the term share 

while positive in general language has no bearing or emotional content within financial news. 

Similarly a term such as crude while negative in most usages when used in reference to crude 

oil again has no emotional bearing. Crude oil is a physical term, a state of matter to describe a 

commodity that is traded on a frequent basis. Researchers examining financial new's analysis 

have discussed a consistent m anner in which such lexica ai'e developed and while noting the 

en'ors; proceed to develop their own term list based on their conclusions. WTiile domain specific 

lexica may be considered to being superior, their construction is time consuming, and there 

is no guai'antee that the researchers' selection accurately captures the nature of the dom ain's 

language.

The goal of this work it to develop a system from which a Contemporary' Lexicon may 

be developed. Allowing for the automated selection of affect terms when applied to a given 

domain or topic. Through minimal human interaction a given list o f term s may be refined 

producing terms which when applied to financial news have a negative or positive bearing. 

These Contemporary Lexica are applied to the domain o f sentiment analysis o f finance. To 

investigate the potential for an automated extraction of sentiment wathin financial news and 

examine the impact towards mai'ket behaviour.

This is achieved through the usage of biologically inspired algorithms. From which a 

given lexicon may be refined; according to some performance measurement, removing terms 

which ai'e misclassified within the domain of financial news. As outlined in figure 1.1 such a 

methodology allows for the production of an affect based time series which may be examined 

against a financial instrument.

While this methodology was developed specifically for an examination of sentiment within
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financial m arkets, with the provision of an adequate performance metric such an approach 
should transfer to other areas of textual analysis. The nature of the domain, initially provided 
key temis and texts should be irrelevant; provided there is some means for measuring perform

ance a refined lexicon with appropriate affect terms should be produced. Key terms may be 

identified allowing not only for superior analysis of texts but also an insight into the nature of 
the specific structure of the given domain’s language and terminology.

1.2 Publications

Daly, N ., Ahmad, K. & Kearney, C. (2009) Correlating Mai'ket movements with consumer 

confidence and .sentiments: A longitudinal study Text Mining Services 2009 [18].

My first paper examined a correlation ben\'een tw'o well established measurements o f 
change in financial markets return and volatiliry and consumer confidence about nation 
economies, and sentiment within financial news. The sentiment extracted was collected 
from Irish news over a ten year period (1995-2005). This was my first attempt to show a 

relationship bem’een sentiment and future firiancial movements. Statistical analysis showed 
that the measurement o f sentiment was found to not be randomly distributed.
Ahmad, K ., Daly, N. & Liston, L. (2012) What is new? News media. General Elections, 

Sentiment, and named entities Sentiment Analysis where A1 meets Psychology (SAAIP) 
2012 [3].

This paper expanded my work on textual analysis to the area o f political news analysis. 
Using Rocksteady (a program I aided in the prototy'pe development of) we examined i f  there
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was a relationship between candidate citations and performance in the Irish general election 

o f February 2011. News was collected from a number o f  Irish news sources, both national and 

regional, and found a relationship between the frequency o f  candidate names within articles 

and the election outcome. A follow-up study was conducted on the Irish presidential election 

and again showed a relationship between candidate citations and election outcome.

1.3 Contributions

Two areas of contribution have been developed during the progress of this work.

Automated Lexicon Refinement

The first and main contribution aims for the developm ent o f a methodology allowing for an 

objective development o f a lexicon for the purpose of sentim ent analysis. So as to extract 

sentiment from a text some form of reference dictionary is required; a list of terms and key 

concepts, identified as being positive or negative in emotional context or indeed any affect 

category of named entity class. One approach is to select seed  dictionaries, where a list of 

terms has been comprehensibly examined, discussed and through manual examination tagged 

according to the affect polarity. Such dictionaries may be taken whole, regardless of the domain 

and topic of interest and trusting the comprehensive and systematic manner in which it has been 

compiled. Alternatively such dictionaries may be used as a starting point and through manual 

examination and consideration of the domain in question prune such dictionaries, eliminating 

and adding terms based on the researchers own expeil knowledge. This filtering of a given 

dictionary is implem ented to account for changes in language, the variation over time in the 

importance and usage of individual terms, while also being implemented so as to account for 

the topic domain in question.

Alternatively it may desired to examine the term inology against some external peg, ex

amining documents and terminology for the emergence and presence of tenns observed during 

some external event, quantified external variables such as volume of market trades or financial 

movements. Within the area of sentiment analysis in finance this may be pegged against some 

market movements, examining which terms occur surround specific market behaviors such as 

increases or decreases in share prices, trading volume or volatility. W ithin this work the two 

methods are combined with the provision of a seed list of terms and an external market index, 

and prune the given list of terms with the aim of identifying the terms which within the given 

domain contain some affect bearing. This is achieved through the implementation of two forms 

of biologically inspired algorithms; genetic algorithms and particle swai'm optimization.
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From this an implementation was developed-^ allowing for the generation of an affect time 

series, based on the frequency of key affect bearing term according to a given reference lexicon. 

This resulting time series may be examined against a market index in a statistical manner. 

The origin of such key terms is irrelevant, the system allows for the refinement of such terms; 

eliminating those which provide no useful information in regards to the extraction of sentiment 

specifically applied towards financial language and its bearing on future market returns. In this 

manner a refined contemporary lexicon is generated w'hich having excluded noise terms and 

those incorrectly classified as bearing positive or negative affect towards financial news should 

provide superior explanatory and predictive results on future market returns. In a systematic 

manner terms may be selected for exclusion and inclusion based on its impact on a developed 

affect time series as outlined in algorithm s 1 and 2, the aim of this is to remove ourselves 

from selecting and identifying such terms so as to achieve what others have attempted through 

manual examination, in an automated and objective manner.

This methodology is applied to sentiment analysis o f financial news, by collecting news 

items over a time period and counting the frequency of certain affect terms in news items 

on each given day a time series recording the frequency o f these affect terms over tim e is 

constructed. By taking this time series where each data point is the frequency of affect terms 

and carrying out regression analysis of this time series against a financial index time series I 

aim to gauge the impact sentiment may have on future market behavior.

•^All code was developed in Java
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W hen exam ining m ovem ents in financial market it is com m on  to look  at the returns o f  

prices, returns can be defined as changes in the natural logarithm  o f  prices. If P, is the market 

price o f  an index or com pany at tim e t than the returns at time t R, can be calculated as

W hen attem pting to m odel returns it is com m on to exam ine the influence o f  past returns 

and their potential impact on the current market price through regi'ession analysis. If the returns 

at price r are m odeled as a function o f the past 5 observed market returns R, may be m odeled as

where a  is a constant and /3 is a coeffic ien t w hich show s the im pact o f  the value at the given  

tim e on R,.  The inclusion  o f  these past value or lags  can be sum m arised with an operator L5.  

where L5[x, )  — [x,_iA /_2 -v,_3 A',_4 Av_5 ]. This work aims to expand on equation 1.2 and include 

values from  an affect tim e series into the m odel so as to investigate i f  there is a relationship  

between the affect score collected from a corpus o f  financial new's and future market returns. If 

Sent, is the sentim ent m easurem ent at tim e r it is p ossib le  to expand the equation to include  

sentim ent as shown in equation 1.3.

W'hile quantitative inform ation is based on market m ovem ents, trading volum e, and other 

technical vai'iables, and has been the source o f  m uch study and exam ination regarding their 

role in the behaviour o f  the market. The role o f  such qualitative inform ation is som eth ing  

which in not understood to the sam e degree.

First, given a list o f tem is and a training corpus, a time series o f  tenn frequency is generated, 

evaluated, and regressed against a financial time series. Through m achine learning techniques 

terms are selected for inclusion and exclusion , resulting in a new  word list o f  key affect terms. 

This refined tenn list is then used for later analysis and against a test coipus for the generation  

o f  an affect tim e series as illustrated in figure 1.3. In regards to the selection  o f  appropriate 

word lists tw o varying previously developed lex ica  ai'e used. Firstly the negative and positive  

affect categories provided by the General Inquirer developed by Stone et al., this com prehensive 

and independently developed  dictionary provides a valuable resource w'hereby a num ber o f  

individuals within a com m ittee in a system atic m anner classified  thousands o f  terms across a 

number o f categories. Secondly I exam ine a dictionary developed specifically  for the usage o f  

sentiment analysis o f  financial news developed by Loughran & M cDonald professors o f  finance 

at the university o f  Notre Dam n, this dictionai'y was constructed through manual evaluation o f

( 1 . 1 )

R, — a  +  (i\ { R t - \ )  +  f52{Rt-2)  +  +  f t (1 .2)

Ri — cc P .L 5 (R i ) y .LS[Scnt j ) (1.3)
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frequently occurring terms found within financial reports classified according to the authors’ 

knowledge o f financial language. These two sources o f negative and positive affect word 

lists allow for an exam ination o f the impact o f domain specific dictionaries and provide the 

advantage that both have been used in a num ber o f studies in the field o f sentiment analysis 

of financial texts and tlieir impact on future market movements. The perfom iance of such a 

methodology is examined against three previously studies indices within sentiment analysis; 

the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the S& P 500 and the VIX index. The selection of these 

indices was that a number of studies from econometricians have concentrated on these as major 

indices which may reflect the health of the US economy. As such these are examined against 

financial news regarding the US economy retrieved from the AP financial NewsWire.

News Flow and Data Curation

The second area of research relates to the field of data curation; a system was developed which 

with minimal human interaction allows for the collection, sanitisation and archiving of corpora. 

Data collected from an online repository may be ordered and sanitized with extra metadata and 

markup comment removed. Further text items may be examined against those within the coipus 

so as to examine if  the given new's piece is a duplicate of a previously released item. Such 

duplicates may be verbatim in nature and a simple reprint, or may represent a modification 

or extension o f a previous news piece. A high flow of news arrival, the continuous updating 

of news commentaries and events may indicate the development of some key event. Updated 

versions of a news item are released as a story or event evolves and issues, and facts emerge. 

Such an examination provides three corpora; one containing all the news items, regardless if 

they contain new information or not, one comprised of no exact duplicates w'here only those 

items which have been re-released word for word are excluded and lastly near duplicates where 

news items which are found to be an variation, expansion or correction of a previously released 

news item are excluded.

1.4 Thesis Roadmap

The remainder of this thesis is presented as follow's:

•  A n  A l g o r i t h m i c  B a s e  F o r  D i c t i o n a r y  C o n s t r u c t i o n  ( C h a p t e r  2) Presents 

a discussion on the field o f textual analysis, presenting some o f the key resources 

available and their usage. This is followed by an examination on sentiment analysis 

and in particular its applications within financial news analysis. Lastly is a discussion 

on biologically inspired algorithms and present two varying forms; genetic algorithms
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and particle swarm optimization. Their m ethodology and application tow'ards textual 

analysis form a key topic for discussion.

•  M e t h o d s  fo r  c o n t e m p o r a r y  L e x ic a  D e v e l o p m e n t  (C h a p t e r  3) The pro

cesses by w'hich news items may be collected, ordered and from which, construct an 

affect based time series is presented. Through the exam ination o f the frequency o f  

key terms an affect based time series can be constructed, allowing for an evaluation of  

changes in polarity within a given corpus over time. Following is an outline o f the steps 

through b iologically  inspired algorithms may be applied to the refinement o f  a given  

lexicon, provided some external m edic for evaluating the performance of the analysis a 

given lexicon may be pruned, removing teiTns misclassified w'ithin the given domain.

•  Im pr o v e m e n t  of  R efin e d  L e x ic a  (C h a pter  4) Presents an examination between 

sentiment extracted from a news corpus concerning the US economy and the future 

movements seen within three market indices; the DJIA. S&P and VIX. These indices 

are selected as they have been presented in previous works within sentiment analysis 

of financial new's. providing a mean for comparison. Firstly an affect time series obtain 

from a num ber of Legacy lexica is evaluated, the improvement obtained by using the 

automatically refined lexica produced from this methodology is presented.

•  C l o sin g  R e m a r k s  (C h .^pter  5) Concludes this work and discusses future areas of 

research, such as the potential for an examination on the impact of news flow, based on 

the level of infonnation airival rather than its content and the impact of re-release of old 

news data. Secondly the potential for adapting this m ethodology and im plem enting it 

towai'ds other areas of textual analysis not solely sentiment of financial new's.
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Chapter 2 

Motivation and Literature Review

2.1 Motivation

News sites, blogs, forums and user generated content sites have allowed for the generation of 

an unprecedented quantity of textual information. As such the development of tools for the 

indexing, and organising o f such data is a field of expanding interest both academically and 

commercially.

The goals within textual analysis vai'y from a wdde range o f aspirations, content analysis, 

text summarisation, text classification, spam identification and sentiment analysis are but a 

few. Examining human textual content posses a number of challenges towards the researcher, 

human language is filled with subtlety, terms m ust be considered not simply with regards to 

their surrounding content but also the context and domain to which they are being applied.

The motivation is to explore how to asses sentiment of traders within a market; this 

motivation arises from past price, returns, earnings or volume movements which cannot be 

explained by endogenous variables alone. One can look at sentiment analysis o f a random 

sample of people in a specialist situation; finance [89] economics [44], Lasswell introduced 

sentiment analysis or rather sentiment proxies, sets of terras used to express a feeling or desire 

about people [55], abstract things such as equities [ 104] or notions expressed in consumer good 

reviews [110],

The information related to sentiment contained within a given set of words, labeled typically 

as positive, negative or neutral categories, comprising unstructured or semi-structured texts can 

be viewed as an information extraction task either perfomied automatically or manually [54]. 

This task is performed by experts and intelligence officials, for example, who present their 

analysis as structured infom iation in terms of opportunities and threats respectively. As 

defined by modern literature this is motivated by the promise of statistical techniques that 

may aggregate frequency, and locational information about linguistic units for the purpose of
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producing structured information from unstructured data. In this case the structured information 

is a sentiment proxy as indicated by the usage (frequency) figures for the so called negative or 
positive words in conjunction with a key topic (location).

In the above discussion the sets of words being referred to Positive, Negative or neutral 
the technical name for this set is a glossary; a list with explanations o f abstruse, antiquated, 
dialectal, or technical terms; a partial dictionaiy.' There are intuitive reasons for building 

these dictionaries as outlined by Stone et al. [100] where the sentiment annotation was earned 
out by political scientists, linguists, psychologists and computer scientists for annotating a 

word with its sentiment category. This method of work was imported into financial sentiment 
analysis in its entirety by other workers [104],

The criticism for this whole sale import of a list of annotated words has lead other research

ers [37,64] to claim that classification was not right or misleading. However the critics of old 

word lists have used their own word list in order to evaluate the impact of sentiment on prices 
and returns. It is possible that an annotated word hst is a necessary prerequisite of sentiment 

analysis if indeed this task can be carried out by looking at words as sentiment proxies. The 
methodology proposed here is this, beginning with a selection of words, and by using an 
objective measurement of performance or error of each random selection and through selection 

mechanisms drive the word list towards the optimization and refinement of these given words. 
The recent developments in evolutionary computing [27] are found to be useful and w'ill be 
used for the methods and techniques for a set of randomly selected words trial solution; to 
predict market returns. Section 2.2 begins with a discussion of the development of textual 
analysis and its movement towards content analysis allowing for the integration towards a 
number of varying academic fields. From this the issue of text analysis and the specific domain 
of sentiment analysis is examined.

Following the area of sentiment analysis is examined in section 2.3; a growing domain 

with the goal of from the usage of statistical and linguistical analysis extract the emotion 
or sentiment from a given document; extracting such qualitative information towards the 

development of quantitative information. This is followed by a discussion on the growing field 

of sentiment analysis on financial information, aiming to extract sentiment information and 
examine the impact it has on financial market behaviour.

In section 2.4 flow of news information, the variations of quantity of news arrival over time 
is discussed. Of specific interest is the issue of collisions, news items re-released multiple times 

over time. Such re-released may be either exact in nature where there has been no alteration to 

the new's items content, or with minor alterations within the news item’s content. The impact 
such news items would have on any textual analysis and the means for the identification of 

such duphcates are topics for examination. Section 2.5 examines the area of evolutionary

' O xford English Dictionar}'.
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computing, an area where algorithms model certain beha\ iours seen in nature. Two algorithms 

are presented genetic algorithms and particle swarm optim ization, both have been shown to 

perform well in certain problem areas. The aim of this work is to combine these algorithms 

with a glossar}' based approach to sentiment analysis of financial new's. Closing is a brief 

discussion regarding the key topics w'hich have been oudined within this chapter.

2.2 Content Analysis

There is the operaTinnal problem o f  analysing the semantic content o f  messages; 

this step has come to he known as content analysis.- J. B. Carroll Study of Lang, 

iv. 120 OED

Content analysis aims towards the extraction o f information from some form of human 

communication within the social sciences. The aim is to put forward methods by w'hich 

researchers may identify some means to extract meaningful information from communications 

(94|; books, articles, speeches or any form of human comm unication and allow' for the 

quantification of such qualitative information. Harold Lasswell put forwai'd simply "who says 

what, to whom how, and with what effect?" [54], with Holsti proposing the additional question 

of “why” [40]. Through the application of grounded scientific methodologies and statistical 

analysis unstructured information may become structured.

Early work within content analysis was aimed at the manual linguistic examination of 

human texts, term frequencies were manually counted and reference lexica were compiled from 

lai'ge number of texts across numerous fields and topics. Such resources proved invaluable as 

they provided a systematic approach to the examination of terms within texts. Such reference 

lexica would provide researchers with an objectively compiled dataset which records how often 

a given term occurs across texts. It may be concluded that if  the frequency of an individual 

term within a reference text is significantly greater tlian that found across a wide range of texts 

that such tem i should provide some valuable inform ation within the texts domain, view or 

authorship style, as the repetition and frequent usage of a term within a language indicates its 

acceptance.

Much of this early work was aimed at an examination of political texts, examining the news 

coverage regarding elections in an attempt to gauge support for individual candidates [55.75], 

while others aimed to examine the poHtical stances of candidates through an examination of 

terminology used within speeches [56 ,57 .58]. Indeed much of Lassw ell's early work was 

aimed at an examination of language within political texts and particularly propaganda [53].

While a number of news sources may not inherently endorse candidates within elections 

studies have noted that on occasions a single candidate may receive a significantly dispropor

tionate level of coverage within a sources news coverage [3.11] having a potential bearing
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on the outcome of an election. Early attempts of such information extraction relied on an 

examination of the amount of space with a news source given to a particular candidate or party.

2.2.1 The GI Dictionary

Pioneering work by Harold Lasswell in the early 2Q’ '̂ century has used sentiment to convey the 

idea of an attitude permeated by feeling rather than the undirected feeling itself. Lassw ell’s 

work examining the linguistical content in political and economic texts was further developed 

with later works by Philip Stone creation of the Harvard Dictionary of Affect or the General 

Inquirer(GI) Dictionary [2]. The General Inquirer dictionary has over 11,000 entries in it 

and the entries are in many categories, there are 25 categories where each is divided into 

sub-categories making a total of 82. The m ost im portant is based on O sgood’s semantic 

differentials that comprise adjectives that express evaluation(words covering negative and 

positive affect) potency (words indicating strength and weakness of an event or opinion) and 

activity (words expressing active or passive attitudes). The evaluated words comprise a third of 

the entries, the remaining categories are important with words specific discourses (political or 

militar)'). The other attributes ai'e mentioned in table below in table 2.2. The point here is that 

each word may have the attributes of one or more category of the Gl dictionary. So the militar)' 

term “waifare” has a negative evaluating, is strong in potency and shows activity, while “able’' 

is positive, with weak potency and passive attitude.

Terms may be tagged an num ber o f times across the original categories, as illustrated in 

figure 2.1 a significant number of terms are tagged across multiple dimensions, with as much 

as 10% being tagged across 8 categories, and a single term across as many as 9. Domain topics 

range from Political, Economic & Military' and similarly may contain a emotional, strength and 

activity tag assigned to tliem. Such as the tem i Advantage  termed as being a strong, positive 

economic term.

Table 2.1: Distribution of diametrically opposed temis in GI

Polarity Ratio
+ n - n

Positive 1915 Negative 2291 1.19
Active 2045 Passive 911 0.44
Strong 1902 Weakness 755 0.39

The distribution of terms across the above cited categories is summarised in table 2.1; 

there are significant differences in the num ber o f terms across the categories, while the 

ratio of Positive to Negative 1 ; 1.19 across the second and third axis there is a significantly 

greater number of terms across the positive axis than negative. So as to deal with multiple
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Number of Tags

25 %  -|-

Figure 2.1: Percentage of Terms by Number of Tags GI

interpretations of individual terms multiple entries are possible, accounting for nouns, verbs, 

adjectives and other part o f speech variations. As shown in figure 2.2, a significant num ber 

of term s have multiple entries within the General Inquirer, though the usage o f linguistical 

analysis it is possible to identify which variation o f the term is being used w ithin a given 

sentence, which should allow for the correct semantic identification of an individual term.

A sample of terms contained within the negative and positive affect categories of the GI are 

presented in table 2.2. As can be seen the dictionary covers a wide range of terms, some of 

which such as commoner and abdicate are somewhat archaic and would not be expected to be 

seen commonly within modern political or economic texts.

Table 2.2: Selection of Positive and Negative affect terms within the GI.

Positive Negative

hero, excellence, trophy abdicate, decadent, default

experience, playful, aspire alien, deficit, loss

unforgettable, nominate, super beggar, exile, tax

faith, reconciliation, ascribe break, hideous, horrify

amour, righteous, interested brutish, disappointment, abate

realistically, lover, share capital, commoner, fearsome

W hile such dictionaries are a valuable resource for textual analysis, it may not be applied 

directly towards analysis w ithout further consideration and refinem ent based on a human 

knowledge of the language of the given domain. Studies have dem onstrated the value of
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Figure 2.2: Frequency of Multi Entries within GI

custom lexica based on the domain in question for text analysis and text classification [ 107], 

yet note that such work may be impractical due to the requirement for an individual lexicon 
for every domain of interest. The development of domain specific lexica is an arduous and 

time consuming task, while for film or product reviews such work may be carried out by 

any individual, highly specific areas would require extensive work with experts within the 

field, legal, financial or political analysis would cover a wide range of terms and concepts not 

necessarily clear to the general public.

2.2.2 Variants of the GI

As noted when examining textual analysis from a lexicon based approach the decision of 

an appropriate lexicon source is of key importance. While comprehensive lexica such as 

the General Inquirer provide a source which has been compiled through large scale human 

intervention, providing classification of terms across a wide number of categories/domains 

issues continue to arise. Within textual analysis the domain of the application must always 

be considered; reviews for products, movies or services are clearly different in that while the 

aim of these texts is to serve the same purpose namely a recommendation or critique each 

possesses its own specific linguistical style [110,117]. Paul Tetlock used the GI dictionary as 

was constructed by Philip Stone and relied primarily on the evaluative word list to estimate 

the sentiment. It is not clear from Tetlock’s work [103,104,105] that he looked at the domain 

specific uses of certain words. For example the word share has a positive connotation of
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meaning in the Gl. competition  a negative one and pound  is given the negative evaluation 

sti'ong potency and activity. If cai'e is not exercised in disambiguating the use of these words 

then It’s a possibility that the affect count would increase. More importantly when new terms 

are introduced then used to convey negative affect (Sub-Prim e mortgage) the one would 

underestim ate negative affect in those texts. So recently researchers in finance have used 

variants of the GI dictionary in two possible ways first manually updating the GI dictionary and 

'‘fixing’’ the polarity of words. The second alternative is to use machine learning techniques to 

identify words that are more frequent W'hen the mai'kets are rising and words which are more 

frequent when markets are falling [51],

Loughran & McDonald

The usage of the GI dictionary recently by economists and financial researchers for the 

usage of examining textual content within financial texts in recent years is a testement to the 

comprehensive and value of the GI developed by Stone [ 104],

However it is only in recent years that the ability to rely on the GI as it is presented in its 

original form has been questioned. Loughran & McDonald [64] provide a discussion regarding 

the potential flaw's found within the GI w'hen examined against financial teiTninology. They 

note terms such as share and company that; w'hen applied to terminology w'ithin the financial 

domain have no em odonal bearing So as to counter this they propose both a positive and 

negative term list based on their own knowledge of financial terminology. Firstly they examine 

all terms which occur in at least 5% of document within a corpus of financial reports; these 

terms are deemed to be of relevance in financial language. Following they consider each 

term and assign appropriate terms to a financial negative or financial positive  categor)'. This 

produces a negative word list of 2,337 temis which they propose are accurately classified when 

applied to financial news, and a positive financial w'ord list of 353 terms.

Thi'ough the usage of such custom lexica they develop affect time series which they regress 

against movements of shai'e prices for a given company. This is conti'asted witli a modified 

version of the negative and positive word list within the GI whereby they include inflections of 

tenns. They find that the usage of custom dictionaries produce different results when compared 

to those obtained from the usage of the GI. The authors go on to claim that the usage of their 

dictionaries in identifying affect laden words, when used in a regression equation for estimating 

retums appear to be closer to observed results when compared to an affect time-series produced 

using the original GI.
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Da, Engelberg & Gao

Similarly; Da et al. [16] consider the flaws of the GI w'hen examining financial language. 
They proceed to use the dictionaries developed by Loughran & McDonald, and contrast the 
results obtained from the usage of the original GI dictionar)'. They examine the frequency 

of such affect terms within financial news regarding individual companies and examine such 
frequencies against future market movements. While the used Financial Negative & Financial 
Positive were developed for the examination of somewhat more technical reports they again 

note superior results when predicting future market movements.

Machine Learning

An alternative approach to lexicon development in financial sentiment analysis is through the 
usage of machine learning techniques. Antweiler and Frank [5] examined the relationship 
between the frequency of negative and po.sitive affect terms within financial message boards 
and news items against financial markets. Rather than relying on a given lexicon here term lists 
were generated through the usage of a Naive Bayes classifier. A ti'aining coipus was developed 
containing 1.000 messages retrieved from financial message boards, each was assigned to one 
of thi'ee categories Buy, Hold & Sell. These authors do not relate buy, .sell and hold directly to 
positive or negative content of message board postings. The buy signal for contrarian investors 
relates to the market bottoming out and dominance of the bearish sentiment. Of issue here is 
the requirement for a number of human annotated messages for the purpose of training the 
system. While this may appear a simple but tedious task, it is not without the possibility of 
errors. As noted by Pang et al. [81] where when developing a word list for film classification 
terms provided through human interview performed rather poorly. Pang et al. propose that 

a corpus based approach my be superior than relying on prior intuitions. This work aims to 
combat the need for human annotation in a manner similai' to Koppel and Shtrimberg [51] 

where movements in the mai'ket can be used for training purposes. If there is a relationship 

between sentiment within financial news and next day market movement it should be possible 
to use the market movements as a form of tagging, where an upward movement is positive and 
a downward movement is negative. Antweiler and Frank lays the foundation of what appears 

to be machine learning techniques discussed in section 3.3.

2.2.3 Discussion

This section has discussed the area of content analysis and in particular the usage of Lexica 

within the field of textual analysis. Stone's General Inquirer was an innovative approach 
towards the classification of terms regarding their polarity, domain, potency and activity has
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provided researchers with a tool allowing for extraction of textual information from  a given 

text.

This work aims to develop a means to examine the issues of contemporary and legacy lexica, 

as while comprehensive legacy lexicon prove a valuable tool towards researchers they are not 

without their flaws. In each instance such lexica must consider the domain to which the corpus 

of interest refers to. language is dependent on the target domain whereby the affect meaning of 

a term withm one domain or topic does not hold true for others. And while the development of 

expert lexica have shown to be advantageous they remain flawed in their reliance on large scale 

human development and agreement requiring possible in-depth knowledge of the domain in 

question. This is achieved through two machine learning algorithms Genedc Algorithms and 

Particle Swarm Optimization. Both methods are developed with the goal o f taking a legacy 

lexicon and through feature selection identifying terms which are of interest in textual analysis. 

The basis behind Genetic Algorithms and Particle Swarm Optimization is presented in section 

2.5.

Such a methodology should improve the performance of any analytical evaluation yet also 

pro\'ide information regarding the linguisdcal style of the given domain. Providing a lexicon 

which having been refined identifies terminology which is correctly classified and that which is 

incorrectly classified.

2.3 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis has been defined as an attempt to determine the attitude of a speaker or 

writer o f a document [ 100,104]. The history of sentiment analysis can be traced back to the 

emergence of content analysis where documents were first encoded manually in terms of their 

polarity, potency, and activity for example and then analysed by machines [76]. A basic tenant 

of sentiment analysis is that one can determine the affect of the authors or authors by doing a 

quantitative analysis of the documents written by tlie author or authors. This may involve for 

instance estimating the news flow, for example the number of messages posted on a site, or a 

frequency count of given polarity categories [ 104],

Sentiment analysis begins with the premise that texts may contain an emotional view or 

argument expressed by the author. This is followed by the concept that the aim of the text is 

such that the author(s) may wish to pass this view onto the reader; conveying information, 

knowledge or attempting to influence the readers' view's on a given topic. If a text written 

by an individual attempts to convey an emotional quality we may suppose tliat within this 

text through the selection of teirns by the author sentiment has been encoded  w'ithin the text. 

Lastly that, through the application of machine learning techniques and statistical analysis of 

document contents and structure we may extract such information and identify the polarity  of
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a text, quantifying sucli qualitative data regardless of the topic domain, producing in a sense a 

proxy to the sentiment which the author wished to express.

O ther works may be concerned more with the classification of texts according to more 

complex human emotions, such as feai', hatred, anger or depression [19]. Works have also 

examined the ability of systems to automatically identify the objective or subjective nature of a 

text.

Sentiment analysis can also be considered as a subset o f information extraction and text 

classification; while text classification aims to determine the topic towards which a given text 

is in reference to, within sentiment analysis we aim to determine the polarity of a given text. 

W hile various textual analysis classification techniques aim towai'ds a binar}' classification 

system such that document D may be assigned to category C with a certain level of probability, 

within sentiment analysis we may not view classification as binary but rather as a level of the 

negativity or positivity of the text. Considering sentiment analysis of film reviews, a film is not 

necessarily Good  or Bad  but generally assigned a score on a scale representing exactly how 

good or bad, or neutral, it may be viewed.

With the growing importance of online-shopping, product reviews have become a key area 

o f interest both in terms o f commercial and academic importance. Sites such as Am azon & 

TripAdvisor allow for the generation of product and locational reviews provided by site users, 

given the impact o f such reviews towards future custom ers purchasing patterns such review 

content is a key are of interest and importance. The exti'action of sentiment from review's is 

difficult as a single review may express multiple opinions o f differing features on a single 

product, users to provide personal reviews on items and venues. If examined on a sub-sentence 

level analytical techniques may be able to extract the varying view's on individual features, 

such as an aesthetically pleasing design yet lacking in software for a computer product [117].

As with other areas of sentiment extraction the selection of an appropriate lexicon, tech

niques have been implemented so as to develop a domain independent reference source for 

product reviews. Where as movie reviews language may be complex and requiring a domain 

specific dictionary [107] due to the possibility of plot summai'}' descriptions within the review 

such as describing the horrible nature of the villain, within product reviews authors are probable 

to use emotionally adjective terms purely as a de.scription of their experience, such terms may 

be extracted from a complex lexicon source such as WordNet [42].

A further problem  when examining the sentiment o f product reviews is that reviews on 

sites such as Amazon tend to be vary in length, with several being extremely short while 

others providing a more comprehensive review. Due to the variations in length weighting 

m ethodology is o f importance. W hile a short review w'ould generally contain an high level 

of relative emotional/affect terms, a longer and more comprehensive review’s value would be 

lower yet more useful to potential customers in their decision making [50]. The m arketing
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industry appears to be keen on using custom er reviews wliether they are about books, full 

length texts or about film reviews which are essentially sentences or the Likes/Dislikes seen 

on social media. The quantification o f the views of one writer, or indeed a whole cohort of 

writers, evaluates a product or a film is usually conducted on word frequency counts or co-word 

analytics [102]. There is an emergence of literature establishing a coirelation of the content of 

the reviews and external variables.

Early work by Pang et al. [81] turned to an examination of sentiment analysis towards film 

reviews. Using a number of varying textual classification techniques they aimed to classify 

documents within a pre-annotated corpus as being positive or negative film reviews. Text 

classification techniques such as Naive Bayes and Support vector m achines and Maximum 

Entropy are shown to perform well, in both unigram and bigrams analysis when looking at the 

frequency of presence of terms anywhere in the text. W hile the results returned are promising 

the authors note that such results are inferior when compared to those using similai' techniques 

when applied to standai'd topic based classification. Such results posses the potentially more 

complex problem in regards to the automated extraction o f sentiment contained in human 

speech and texts.

Tong [107] allowed for the generation of a sentiment tim e-series based on the frequency 

of affect terms, however as such terms were predefined by the author such a lexicon is 

domain specific, an expansion towards other fields would require further time consuming 

human decision making. Independently, Turney [110] proposed the examination of sentiment 

however across varjdng review topics". Similarly while results were promising difficulties 

arise when examining film classification. A key issue o f interest within this work is the 

author's commenting that when examining terms across varying dom ains it is necessary to 

consider varying inteipretations of terms towards their topic domain. Within automobile 

reviews “unpredictable"’ would be a highly negative term  yet when applied towards a film 

such a term may be viewed as positive. Work within sentiment analysis may concentrate on a 

document, sentence or sub-sentence level. There are number of advantages with regards to the 

examination of sentence and sub-sentence level analysis in terms of texts relating to product 

reviews; where users may praise single features while addressing flaws in others.

W hen research concentrate on tlie usage of a pre-defined lexicon for sentiment analysis 

issues arise from the negation factor within human language. Returning to film and product 

reviews the comments “Not Bad” or “Not Good” dem onstrate the im poitance o f control for 

term negation, while simple methods for controlling for this occurrences are available through 

simply labeling all negation temis as N O T. which do lead to improved results there remain 

other issues frequently within the field of varying language usages across varying domains [81]. 

Other studies have shown that despite controlling for the negation of tenns an examination

-B anks, Film s, holiday destinations and autom obiles
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of negative sentiment within documents may be o f greater value. W hen examining Google 

queries [16] it is probable that individuals will not enter a term w'hile seeking its negation, it 

would be counter-intuitive to speculate that a query for Growth in Profits would be entered 

when expecting results discussing a drop in profits. This may be due to the concept that human 

beings are more emotional or better influenced when presented with negative information, 

such that we positive inform adon can be considered as the absence o f negative informadon. 

Past experiments have moved further to dem onstrate the differences in human responses 

when presented with similai' facts yet phrased differently to lend importance tow'ards positive 

outcomes when compared to negative outcomes.

2.3.1 Rational and Irrational Behaviour

Standard theories tell us that markets are rational entities, traders behave in a purely rational 

manner; considering purely factual data towards determining their trading strategy.

Within the Efficient Market Hypothesis produced by Eugene Fama as soon as informadon 

becomes available it will be absorbed into the market share price instantly. Market movements 

are the result of rational behaviour based on technical and quantitadve information. All 

currently available information is already incorporated into the market price and as such would 

be absorbed before any media reporting may be published.

However it is easy to see how such behaviour is not seen within the real world, theory tells 

us that prices move in a random w'alk; the returns of prices w'hen plotted will form a classic 

bell curve, with most price changes being of very small amounts, while large price changes 

are possible their occurrences should be so infrequently they need not be considered. Yet 

there is sufficient empirical data which shows that markets are not always rational, that these 

predictions regarding the nomiality of returns is fai‘ from true. Following given theories market 

bubbles and busts should not occur, and even if they do their frequency should be so rai'e that 

they may be considered one off events.

Mandelbrot has shown that the market crash within the US in August 1998 should never 

have happened; on August 4'^’ a drop of 3.5% in the Dow' Jones Industrial Average was seen, 

three weeks later a drop of 4.4% on August 3 F '. According to the efficient market hypothesis, 

based on normal distribudon of returns confined to 4 standard deviations it should not have 

happened. The probability of the August 31' '̂ was one in 20 million, while the cumulative 

probability of bodi occuiring, based on financial theory' is less than 10^^ “odds so small they 

have no meaning”(Page 4) [67].

The cause of such events are unknown and unpredictable, however the human factor 

must be considered. Humans do not behave radonally, when evaluadng outcomes individuals 

concentrate on the positive and downplay the likelihood of the negative. Studies show' that
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given two situations each containing identical probability of outcomes individuals concentrate 

on those they view as risk aversion.

2.3.2 The Role of Sentiment Analysis within Finance

Following is a discussion regarding the analysis of sentiment on texts in the field of sentiment 

analysis o f financial documents. Works aimed at extracting sentiment from financial news 

stories [18,90,103,104], firm reports [37.64], Google queries [17], message boards [5] and 

Twitter feeds [9,88] have in recent years been of growing interest to investors. Most research 

and apphcations are aimed at the developm ent o f systems which w'ould allow for future 

predictions of financial returns or indications of future market volatility.

Varj'ing theories persist regarding the role of sentiment towards financial instruments. Past 

works state that market behaviour is based purely on rational behaviour with all information 

being cun ently incorporated within the firms shai'e price based purely on technical information 

such as profits and earnings. Holding to theories of a purely rational and efficient market 

such infomiation should be meaningless, any technical information provided has already been 

incoiporated into any current stock price. While any emotional or sentiment data within news 

will have no impact on a purely rational market. However as far back as 1936 noted economist 

John Maynai'd Keynes coined the term Anim al Spirits viewing that economics is not entirely 

governed by rational behaviour and mathematical analysis but by the natural tendency for 

human optimism and actions governed and motivated purely by human emotions and feelings. 

Holding towards the prepositions regarding .sentiment w'ithin texts outlined earlier it is desirable 

to examine if such emotional motivations may be derived from relevant texts, their impact on 

investor's extracted and quantified. If this theory hold to be true two following interpretations 

are possible; information contained within news items may simply be a barometer of a firm’s 

“health” and while an examination o f such information may show it to be consistent tow'ai'ds 

market behaviour there is no new infomiation contained within the news item. Alternatively it 

has been proposed that news sentiment may in itself influence the perception of investors and 

as such impact on an investors’ behaviour.

A case for consideration is that which occurred in 2008 when a new's story regarding United 

A irlines’ 2002, through a flaw in an article 's time stamping a new's story was picked up and 

indexed as being new and included on Google News. Individuals reading the story or simply 

the headline ’UAL Files for Bankruptcy’concluded that UAL w’as filing for bankm ptcy for 

a second time and reacted accordingly. Following this item was posted on Bloomberg news 

services, within a number of hours UAL's share price had dropped 73%. While the eiTor was 

corrected on news-services accompanied by a statement by UAL regarding the emergence of 

this old news story which followed a rise in stock price this error was not fully corrected for.
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According to the efficient market hypothesis clarification regarding this incident would have 
been absorbed instantly into the financial system and the stock price would behave accordingly, 

if there had been no other relevant news items or information prices would connect quickly to 

the companys previous price. However studies examining the event have shown that while 
other airiines who’s prices were affected by this event did indeed correct. UAL's share price 

was adversely affected for four days [68].

Bag of Words

Within textual analysis a commonly applied method is a Bag of Words(BOW) technique, 

which examines the frequency of terms independently of their position within a text and the 

surrounding content.

A vector is constructed where each element records the frequency of an individual term, 
while simple in its concept and implementation BOW methodologies have been shown success

ful within textual analysis and, in instances outperform methods of greater complexity [10.81]. 
Alternatively a bag of words may be a binary vector indicating the presence or absence of 
specific terms within a dataset, such an instance may be termed Feature Presence (F P ). while 
a model which includes the frequency of the feature within the dataset as Feature Frequency. 
While on first consideration the recording of purely the presence or absence of a term appears 
simplistic reseai'chers have produced successful results within textual analysis [81J; however 

other works have argued that the performance of such methods may not consistently outperform 
featui'e frequency [78].

Within a Bag Of Words technique documents may be summarised as

Dj = { W ^ j .W2,.. . ,W,u ) (2.1)

Where / is the frequency of terra / in document D. Terms are generally examined in a unigram 

format independently of their surrounding vocabulary, while this may lead to the meaning of 
terms being altered by their surrounding vocabulary such as the case of the usage of a negation 
term developments in textual analysis allow to deal with such events. An expansion of this 

method allows for the examination of Bi-Gram terms where the frequency of terms commonly 
found within the surrounding vocabulai7 will be examined as a single unit of the document 
vector. An issue for consideration within a Bag of Words approach is the elimination of terms 

which in diemselves provide no novel information towards textual analysis or classification. 
Terms could be removed according to human annotators however such work is time consuming 
and noise temis from one domain will not necessarily transfer effectively to other domains. 

A number of methods are presented by which document vectors may be refined, common 
method include the exclusion of all terms deemed as Stop Words', while there is no defined list
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of Stop Words terms such as “the, a. is, it.." and other such function terms are contained within 

documents and speech generally for grammatical purposes and they themselves contain little 

affect bearing information.

In combination researches comm only apply a term weighting feature towards textual 

analysis, the resulting analysis will be based on the relative term frequency across a training 

corpus and documents to be evaluated [69, 77, 80]. Through the assignm ent of weights 

towards individual terms based on the frequency of their occurrences across a training set 

of documents.The impact of common tenns which may have no bearing on the documents 

content will be assigned a weight which will mitigate their impact on further analysis. Further 

refinement method such as Weirdness [4] evaluation examine the frequency of a term within 

a text against a given reference coipus allowing for a methodology for the identification of 

important terms within the given domain. Alternatively researchers may wish to examine the 

frequency of predetermined terms. Such terms may have been assigned to a category either 

within general language of domain specific usages.

While it may appear intuitive to include stems of terms as their meaning and concept would 

contain similar information with variations in terms begin for purely grammatical purposes, 

previous works [59,69] have demonstrated that such inclusion may actually be detrimental to 

classification results while increasing the computational time of any such training methods.

Weirdness

Weirdness allows for an automated means for the exti'action of key terms with a given corpus 

based on their relative frequency within texts when compared to a reference corpus. By 

comparing the frequency of terms across a specialist corpus these frequencies may be compai'ed 

to the terms relative frequency found within a non-specialist corpus. By selecting a non

specialist coipus such as the British National Corpus (BNC); being compiled from 100 million 

term across a wide range of topic domains it is possible to estimate the average frequency of a 

term within the English language. If a term occurs significantly more often witliin a specialist 

coipus when compared to a general language corpus it may be concluded that this term may 

be of interest within the specialist domain providing possible information. Calculating the 

weirdness of a term is based on an examination of the term ’s frequency within the specialist 

corpus to the non-specialist corpus according to equation 2.2 [4].

Weirdness =  —  * —  (2.2)
r, IV,

W'here VV̂ and are the frequency of the term within the specialist corpus and general 

language corpus respectively, while ts and t  ̂ are total num ber of terms w'ithin the corpora. 

In this case Ahmed et al. have introduced the notion of z-Scores, which normalise values
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according to the standard deviation and mean across the data set. for both relative frequency 

and weirdness. By evaluating the weirdness value, if a term 's weirdness value is greater than 

1 it is occurring more frequently within the specialist corpus than would be found randomly 

according to the general language corpus.

If this weirdness measurement is applied to film reviews or scientific documents it would 

be expected that a number of terras to have a high weirdness value as they are at times domain 

specific, this is certainly true when examining scientific documents as many of the tenns found 

within are dom ain specific [33], With a threshold value determined the resulting analysis 

allows for the extraction of a lexicon specific to the given domain; whereby any term with a 

weirdness value greater than 0 can be considered informative when attempting to examine texts 

within the field. W here 0 is a predetermined threshold value. The weirdness o f closed class 

words is typically of the order of unity, showing that closed class words of a given language are 

distributed similarly across text types. However the open class words especially the domain 

specific words are generally greater than unity.

Term-Weighting

When looking at the frequency of individual tenns or n-grams within a corpus for the purpose of 

textual analysis, rather than counting simply term frequency the application of a term weighting 

method is a common approach for the identification of key terms.

Through the implementation of a weighting function noisy or commonly occurring tem is’ 

impact on any future analysis should be mitigated as the weight of these terms will be decreased. 

If we wish to examine a corpus regai'ding financial or political events we may expect number 

of terms to occur more frequently that within general language texts. If we wish to classify a 

number of texts towards their topic and we identify the term Economy, this would be a strong 

indicator of the documents topic, however if examining a specialist corpus such a term provides 

little to no information. While a number of weighting methods are available the most common 

implementation is a term frequency inverse document frequency m ethod ( t f  — id f )  , which 

aims to quantify the rareness or importance of a term within a given document. If a term has a 

high frequency within a given text but a lower frequency across the corpus as a whole it may be 

concluded that such a term has valuable information towards the given text. Firstly the inverse 

document frequency of a term (idf) is calculated according to the fomiulate 2.3.

Where |Z)| refers to the total number of documents within the given coipus and \{d E D : t E d)\  

is the num ber o f documents within the corpus containing the term t, if the term occurs in 0 

documents within the corpus a zero may be assigned or it is possible to inflate the frequency of
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all teiTTis by 1.

Using equation 2.3 t f  — i d f  may be calculated according to equation 2.4:

t f  * i d f \ t  . d . D)  = t f { t . d )  * id f { t  . D)  (2.4)

W ith t f { t . d )  being the frequency o f term  t in docum ent d.  Returning to the com m only studied 

field o f movie reviews it may formulate that if term  t is found very rarely within pre-annotated 

positive reviews yet frequency within negative review's that such a term  has a high probability 

of being negative within the confines of movie reviews, as this repetition o f a terra indicates its 

acceptance w ithin the target domain.

2.3.3 A synthesis of work in financial sentiment analysis

T he literature on finance analysis to report use o f different kinds o f lexica, variants o f G1 and 

m achine learning dictionaries; d ifferent kinds o f  texts have been analysed for identify  the 

m ood o f the m arket; and the im pact financial news has been established on price m ovem ents; 

com pany returns, proxy w hile using a variety o f d ifferen t environm ental m odels. Four have 

been selected here

Table 2.3: Com parison studies o f sentim ent in financial new'S.
This table sum m aries four studies within the field o f  sentim ent analysis o f  financial text and contrasts them with 
m y own research. Each study applied a bag o f  words technique to extract sentim ent from the given source and 

carried out regression analysis with the aim o f  im proving prediction o f  market returns.
A ntw eilc r & F rank  
15 ](2 0 0 5 )

T c tlo c k [1 0 4 ]  (2001 i L oughran  &. M cD o n 
ald  1 6 4 J (2 0 I1 )

D a e t  al. [ i6 J  (2011 ) M y P roposa l

L ex icon M ach ine  L earn ing  
A nnota ted  Texts

G eneral inqu irer G enera l In q u ire r R e 
fined th rough  Expert 
K now ledge

G en era l In q u ire r R e
fined th ro u g h  E xpert 
K now ledge

G enera l Inq u ire r R e 
fined T h ro u g h  M a
ch in e  L eam in ii

Texts F inanc ia l M essage 
B oards  & N ew s 
Item s

W SJ C olum n F in an ce  R epo rts G o o g le  Searcli 
T rends  &  N ew s 
h em s

F inanc ia l N ew s

T im e S eries C om pany  R eturns. 
T rad ing  V olum e & 
V olalililv

D JiA  R eturns C o  m pa ny R et LU"n s , 
T rad ing  V olum e 
V olatility

C om pany  R etu rns. 
T rad ing  V olum e &. 
V olatility

Index  R e iu m s

O utpu t E xcess  R etu rns, 
V olum e, V olatility

E xcess R eium s E xcess  R etu rn s E x cess  R etu rns. 
V olum e. V olatility

R e ium s

Four past studies examining sentiment analysis within the dom ain of finance are sum m arised 

in table 2.3. note that researchers have begun w ith the usage o f the G eneral Inquirer lexicon 

[100] for the purpose o f sentim ent analysis, follow ing refining the lexicon through their own 

know ledge w ithin the dom ain [64J. Loughran & M cD onald  com m ent that the G1 lexicon is 

advantageous as it has been produced in a system atic m anner placing it beyond the control o f 

the researcher, however they then proceed to generate a lexicon based on the authors’ subjective 

op inion on financial language arguing that w hen exam ined w ith in  the confines o f financial
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temiinology as much as 73.8% of terms are not negative witliin the financial domain [64], The 
authors present terms such as capital, board, liability, foreign and vice as notable examples. 

Within these studies researchers expand upon the given lexicon to develop through manual 

evaluation a domain specific lexicon. In each instant the author(s) construct an affect based 
time series, this time series is constructed by counting the frequency of a list of key affect 

terms and a sentiment score is generated for each datapoint. With this time series a regression 

model is constructed which aims to demonstrate a relationship between sentiment and future 
market behaviour.

The lexicon of financial terms produced by Loughran & McDonald was later used by 

Da et al. [16] when examination sentiment witliin firm specific news items contained within 
the Dow Jones Newswire articles. While the proposed lexica used were developed for the 

usage against company report fillings rather than financial news articles it may be possible 
that while less technical the variation in language would be minimal, such that if a term is 
negative within a financial report this would hold true within news reporting. This affect time 
series was evaluated alongside a Google search volume index of individual companies, the 

researchers examined the frequency at which people searched for a specific company, so as 
to ensure accuracy and concentrate on examining traders search trends they use individual 

company market codes than company names.

Alternatively is the usage of machine learning techniques for the development of lexica; 
through the manual evaluation of text items Antweiler and Frank [5] tagged each as positive or 
negative in nature; from which through the application of machine learning techniques such 

as Naive Bayes a lexicon for a given corpus may be produced. This was combined with an 
examination of affect tenn frequency within financial new's in the Wall Street Journal on finrt 
specific news items. It should be noted that while Antweiler and Frank selected LexisNexis 
as their source for retrieving news items there is no mention of the possibility for colHsions 

within their coipus and the potential impact this may have within any textual analysis.

Experimental evidence demonstrates the benefit of such domain specific lexicon; while a 
corpus of inter-company financial reports and fillings is notably different from that compose of 

financial news reporting [64], the target domain is comparable. While a lexicon aimed at more 

technical forms of reports may contain a number of terms rarely used within financial news 
reporting it is unlikely that the meaning of the terms is significantly different as the domain 

remains similar.

Through an examination of the frequency of key affect tenns regression models may be 

developed to examine movements against a given financial time series. The resultant models 
include technical data such as market price changes, volume traded and other technical financial 

valuables. The models will generally incorporate a lagged value of sentiment, this is so as to 
allow for sentiment information to be assimilated while also to ensure that no future knowledge
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is used within analysis. Added to these is the inclusion of a form of measurement for sentiment; 

this inclusions of sentiment allows for an inclusion of qualitative  data against a technical 

quantitative system. While the impact of sentiment has been shown to be to a fai‘ lesser extent 

than that of m arket fundamentals the inclusion within models of future financial movements 

has be shown to be statistically significant.

Tetlock [104] provides an examination of affect term frequency within a single daily column 

within the WallStreet Journal against the Dow Jones Industrial Average. This column Abreast 

o f the Market provides a discussion on the movements and events obsen^ed within die financial 

markets during the course of the day. His selection of news source is of note as the DJIA was 

created by Wall Street Journal editor and Dow Jones & Com pany co-founder Charles Dow, 

this selection may be based on the assumption that given this relationship a significant portion 

will be devoted towards a discussion on the DJIA. Also rather than considering the collection 

of a wide number of news sources, a single news item per day is selected, this limits the work 

as it prevents and examination on the role of news flow and the quantity of individual news 

items being released on a daily basis.

Two methods for the measurement of sentiment are proposed; firstly an affect time series 

is obtained through an examination of the frequency of tem is within two categories within 

the G1 Negative and Weak. A secondary m ethod producing a pessim ism  factor is proposed; 

firstly all teniis across 77 categories within the General Inquirer are counted, from this through 

component factor analysis which collapses all categories into a single media factor which 

captures the maximum variance across all categories. By exam ining those categories which 

contain the greatest level o f variance across a training corpus with the aim of extracting 

the most important semandc components and reduce redundant categories. An issue which 

does not appear to be discussed is the occun'ences o f terms across multiple categories, as 

a significant number o f terms are classified across m ultiple categories with one across as 

many as 9 categories (figure 2.1) this may lead to double (or as many as instance 9 times) 

counting where initially all terms are given equal weighting, such an impact would inflate 

the importance of a certain terms. This multi variant analysis is in contrast to other studies 

where sentiment is composed of a single set of terms of equal weighting. The issue of multiple 

categories comes because a dictionary such as the general inquirer was created manually 

by psychologists, political scientists and economists headed by a native speaker o f English 

Philip Stone. Combining the knowledge o f subject domains and fluency in English assigned 

categories to which a word can belong, essentially it was the judgment of the GI team involved 

in the making of the GI lexicon. For me this was a point of departure and my attempt to 

reduce subjectivity. In the work reported in this thesis, categories are not assigned per-se; 

but make inferences about the impact of the use of certain words on the market movements. 

Having produced three affect time series a regression model is proposed where lagged values
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of sentiment are examined against future market movements. Lagged values are used firstly to 

discount the possibility of future knowledge, secondly for the examination if sentiment is a 

short lived impact namely that given time once this information has been absorbed will market 

behaviour returns to fundam entals. This model is further developed through the inclusion 

of a number of exogenous variables; such as a detrended squared residual of the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average as a means to account for high levels of volatility while also introducing 

control variables so as to account for market crashes.

The results obtained within this study find a statistical significant relationship between 

Tetlock's produced pessimism  factor and market returns on the following day. While sentiment 

does have a statistically significant impact on market movements on the following day further 

analysis demonstrates that this is followed by a reversal, whereby the impact on movements 

is reversed and the impact of sentiment is lost during the course o f the week. This view that 

sentiment is short lived and that the impact of it is corrected at a later point is sim ilar to 

examinations o f the impact of abnormal trading volumes where given time markets revert to 

fundamentals [12].

2.3.4 Discussion

This section has discussed the area of sentiment analysis within the field textual analysis. 

Sentiment analysis’ main premises stem from the argument that a given piece of text may 

contain an emotional or sentiment being expressed. From this it may be suppose that this 

sentiment which the author may wish to express in this text and is expressed through the 

selection of key terms by the author o f the text. It is possible that the author was reacting 

to, or reflecting upon, an event which persuaded him or her to use the specific terms. If 

indeed such key ternis express the sentiment it is possible that through an examination of the 

occurrences of such tenns the sentiment being expressed may be extracted. This may allow for 

the quantification of such qualitative information allowing for an examination in a statistical 

m anner Within sentiment analysis the domain towards which the text is being applied is of 

importance. The interpretation of terms vaiy according to which topic or domain they are being 

applied. This work aims to examine such techniques in the domain of sentiment analysis within 

financial news. W hile financial markets are viewed to behave rationally; based on technical 

data and statistical analysis of market fundamentals such views have been brought into doubt. 

This work examines sentiment contained within financial news and the potential impact such 

news has on future market behaviour. Studies have demonstrated that through an analysis of 

the frequency of affect terms within relevant news items and other textual sources a statistically 

significant link can be observed towards future market returns.
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2.4 Collisions and News Flow

When examining news items about a given event it is common for individual news sources to 

simply reprint an item produced from an alternative news source, AP NewsWire, Bloomberg, 

Reuters. If such texts are exact duplicates there is no reason to believe that these items contain 

novel information, the identification and exclusion o f such text is a trivial matter yet if not 

considered may have a significant bearing on the analysis. However it is possible that the 

simple re-printing of such items indicate their importance within a corpus, a reprinted review 

may reflect that of a notable and therefore influential author, similarly if numerous sources 

reprint an identical news item this may simply be due to the importance of the event and 

reliability of the given source. Of further consideration is the issue of partial re-prints; within 

blogs or forums the quoting of previous posts would be rather common and while any resulting 

analysis would have already been included within the system it is worthy of considering that 

similarly to the reprinting o f review this post may represent an important view within the 

cuirent discussion. Within news events these may occur for a simple factual or grammatical 

clarification yet may also indicate the repeated discussion relying heavily on previous texts and 

being released for the purpose of clarification tow'ards events as they unfold.

Through vai'ious means it is possible to quantify the textual similai'ity between two texts, 

allowing for the tracking and changing of a topic, event or review over time. It is assumed that 

instead of matching two documents word for word it is possible to use the notion of cohesion 

to create a representation of text. There are two types of cohesive devices available to a writer, 

lexical cohesion and syntactical cohesion. W here syntactical cohesion would be the use of 

determiners, when talking about sentiment in text we introduce the topic by stating we are 

investigating the presence o f sentiment in text and subsequently suggestion that later on in 

tlie text negative and positive sentiment the determ ina the makes a definite reference to the 

topic being considered and links the two sentences. On the same level we can say Paul Tetlock 

devised a scheme and then later on suggest “he” concluded, linking the two sentences. Lexical 

cohesion focuses on open class words and links are form ed in the text by the repetition of 

domain .specific words, a so called cohesion graph can be used to compare the similarities of 

two different texts by comparing their cohesion graphs [21]. Rather than attempting to match 

documents on a structural basis seeing if the documents are near word for word identical in 

their ordering, it is possible to examine the frequency o f certain terms. Kilgarriff counts the 

frequency of the n m ost common terms w'ithin two corpora, the frequency of the tem is ai'e 

compared against the expected frequency if both corpora were random samples [49]. By using 

a Chi-Squared test (x~)  Kilgarriff was able to compare the difference between the expected and 

actual occurtence of a term within a document. Where if the size of corpora 1 and 2 are Â i and
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No, and the word h’ has a frequency o f i and 0 „ ,2  the expected value is calculated as

with calculated similarly. x~ can be calculated by examining the differences between the 

expected and the observed frequencies.

By compai'ing the difference between how frequently a term occurs and how frequently it would 

be expected to occur it is possible to gauge how similar the two text ai'e. This approach has 

the advantage that rather than examining the structural content of a document the frequencies, 

which ai'e far easier to calculate, are examined.

It has been proposed that while old new's events have a lesser impact on market behaviour 

[105] w'hen compared to new' events and commentaries this information is non-trivial. The 

possib ility  that diat the mere act o f  reprinting, coiTecting or expanding on a piece is in itse lf  

a reflection towards the importance o f the original text(s) should not be excluded. W hile 

the identification o f identical duplicates are trivial determining partial duplicates poses a 

challenge, if grammadcal variations may be found at any point within the text, the alteradon o f  

a single letter would alter any simple examination o f the proposed texts. Methods towards the 

development and methods for the identification o f such duplicates will be discussed in section  

2.4.2.

2.4.1 Text Sanitisation

Frequendy documents retrieved from online repositories w'ill contain a number o f  tags, the 

purpose o f which is to classify and record the topics o f the document while providing further 

information such as the author, origin and date. This informadon is o f value however care 

must be taken to ensure that none o f tliis m eta data  is included within the later analysis. A 

sample o f an article retrieved from the Lexi.sNexis online repository is presented in figure 2.3, 

this repository provides the ability to search across a large number o f sources based on criteria 

regai'ding topic, key words and date.

Files may be retrieved in batches; however for som e o f the research it is o f value to sp lit 

such files into a corpus o f  individual text files. The consistency o f the output format allows 

for the identification o f the beginning and end o f  each individual file, while also extracting 

date information and removing all meta data. W hile such meta-data are o f use as they index a 

number o f key topics regai'ding the text such as the topics, persons mentioned or infonnation  

regarding geographical location o f the even when exam ining term frequency such tags may

(2.6 )
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1 of 1122 DOCUMENTS 
The Nev.’ York Times 

December 31, 1996, Tuesday, Lare Edition - Final 
Home Resales Surged a Surprising 1.8% in November 
BYLINE: By ROBERT D. HERSHEY Jr.
SECTION:Business/Financial Desk
LENGTH: 671 words
DATELINE: WASHINGTON, Dec. 30

Spurred by falling mortgage rates, sales of existing 
homes rebounded smartly in November[...]

LOAD-DATE: December 31, 1996 
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
GRAPHIC: Graph: "Leading Indicators" tracks index[...]
Table: "Leading Indicators: Component Analysis"[...] 
Copyright 1996 The New York Times Company

Figure 2.3: A Sample LexisNexis Article Format.

have a detrimental effect on later analysi.s.

The beginning line always indicates the placement o f the article within the downloaded 

batch and allows us to determine the beginning of a new document, as stated this provides 

a consistent form at of Number  of Number  Documents, this patter is easily identifiable 

through the usage of a regular expression statement: “([0-9]!,) o f  ([0-9]!,) DOCU M ENTS".

This is then followed with a line indicating the source of the document with the date 

following subsequently in a natural language format. In this instance it is simply required to 

extract the first term as the month in natural language, followed by digits indication the year 

of publication. From this comes the ability to extract articles in an individual form at while 

indexing them in a machine readable manner. Given the aim is to track variations of sentiment 

over tune towards the construction of an affect based time series the publication date of each 

news item must be stored. Unfortunately there is no guarantee that an exact timestamp of an 

article’s release is included within the news item, as such articles are indexed and stored in a 

daily manner. For this purpose all articles once split are stored in a custom naming convention: 

M M J ) D .Y Y Y  -  DOW @Headline.txt

W here DOW' stores the day of the week, within this m anner all articles can be stored in a 

simple machine readable fashion.

In regards to included meta data there is frequently a number of lines which provide 

information regarding the author and domain yet through manual examination of the files 

it is shown with consistency that the first paragraph marks the beginning of the documents
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body. Following the docum ent's body is a num ber of pieces of meta data, while there is no 

consistency regarding which tags ai'e included there is a limited number and such once any o f 

these manually identified tags such as LOAD-DATE or LANGUAGE the pai'ser has reached the 

end of an individual article.

In this m anner a corpus may be collected in a simple and efficient manner, little hum an 

intervention is required beyond the selection of document requirem ents, while all m eta data 

is automatically removed and the docum ent’s body may be extracted and stored with the 

publication date returned. This automation not only allows for the rapid development of a large 

scale corpus but also ensures that the generation is canied out in a consistent manner.

2.4.2 Collision Detection

W hile examining the produced corpus for the purpose of experiments a certain issue was 

found where there appeared to be a significant number of documents with identical or similar 

headlines. On closer examination it w'as found that the corpus contained a number o f articles 

which were either exact duplicates of previously returned new's items or simply minor variations 

or expansions o f others. These duplicates will be referred to as colhsions; it was found that 

the inclusion of such duplicates may have a major bearing on any textual analysis output, if 

examining the impact of the reporting of an event these collisions could have a detrim ental 

impact on any analysis. As these collisions represent either exact duplicates o f previously 

published news items or minor vaiiations of others it is possible that such articles may provide 

no new information in their own right. These collisions may simply be a m istake in the 

indexing of the news repository or were found to frequently occur simply for the correction of 

a minor or grammatical error and as such would provide readers w'ith no new information and 

would be assumed to have no further impact on an individual’s reaction to an event or piece of 

information.

However others were found to on occasion be an expansion of previously w'ritten pieces, 

adding paragraphs at some point within the document, generally in the interest o f clarifying 

some point or expanded as events unfold and furdier information becomes clear regarding 

an event being discussed. The developm ent of a m ethodology towards the identification of 

duplicate items was in itself a non trivial problem, while the task to identify an exact duplicate 

is a simple comparison operator others proved more challenging. Four individual m ethods 

for duplication detection were developed, each tailored towards a specific form o f collisions 

for detection. Once news items have been collected each ai'ticle is examined against all other 

articles released within a -1 day +1 day window', while there is no guarantee that collisions 

will occur outside this window when expanded the num ber of comparisons grows rapidly 

eventually reaching an infeasible number. Additionally a test examination whereby all aiticles
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-w Collision Detection r Refined CorpusRaw Corpus

Figure 2.4; C orpus Refinem ent.

were exam ined against all o ther articles w ith in  the sam e m onth  identified one single extra 

collision outside o f this range over the course of a corpus com prised o f a year's  worth o f news 

articles.

Exact Duplicate

T he identification o f instances o f exact duplicates is a trivial problem  as a sim ple com parison 

betw een the two articles is sufficient. All w hitespace is stripped from  each article and passed 

through a hash function, after w hich a com parison betw een the tw o integers is ca iried  out. If  

equal an exact duplicate has been identified and the later instance is excluded. These duplicates 

represent occasions w hen the data-source as sim ply reprin ted  an artic le word fo r w ord; the 

cau.se o f such instances is unclear. On occasion such duplicates appear on the fo llow ing day 

or may be the result o f flaws w ithin the repository  archiving. The headlines o f such text are 

ignored within the string com parison however as there are instances whereby the sole changes 

made within an article occur purely in the headline. These alterations are m ost likely due to an 

editorial decision regarding style rather than conveying any alteration o f the given inform ation. 

Within a sam ple corpus from the AP financial news wire retrieved from LexisNexis an instance 

o f this occurring was identified whereby:

R ates rise in weekly Treasuiy auction. M ay  1' '  2006

R ates in w eekly Treasuiy auction h it h ighest levels in over f iv e  years. M ay  1”  2006

This alteration in the headline represents the sole difference between the two given news items; 

w hile the la ter does provide som e form  o f new  inform ation  regard ing  the extent o f  this rise, 

given the m aintaining o f the artic les’ content this appears to be perhaps a m ore sensationalist 

m anner o f reporting selected for journalist style alone.

Begins W ith/Ends With

These collisions represent occasions when a block o f text has been inserted at the beginning or 

end o f a previously released text; generally these item s represent an expansion o f som e event
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or greater level of explanation as demonstrated in figure 2.5. The provided excerpts of two 

news items within a retrieved corpus illustrate instances whereby a previously released news 

item is expanded upon; indeed the complete text of the second news item is approxim ately 

twice that of the original.

Bu.sh Trum pets New Econom ic Num bers-
AP Financial Newswire Januar}' 6'̂ ' 2006

Bush C onfident .4bout E conom y for 2006-
AP Financial Newswire January 6'̂ ' 2006

Bush, who also visited the Chicago Board o f  Trade, 
spoke as he and leaders of
his econom ic team fanned out to trumpet recent im
provements in the economy
despite Friday’s mixed jobs report showing a slow 
down in monthly hiring.

[...]

Bush, who also visited the Chicago Board o f  Trade, 
spoke as he and leaders of
his econom ic team fanned out to trumpet recent im 
provements in the economy
despite Friday's mixed jobs report showing a slow 
down in monthly hiring.

[...]

By h ighlighting recent econom ic advances. Bush
took an opportunity to turn
attention aw ay from  the conflict in Iraq.
Bush and other m em bers of his econom ic team em 
phasized the overall creation of[,..]

Figure 2.5: Begins with Ends with Collision.
An example for two collisions found within the news corpus. The text in bold was added to the original new's

item.

The identification of these events is achieved by comparing the two items where the longer 

item is trimmed; firstly from the end removing the text provided in bold, so that the two items 

are now of the same length and compared to the shorter such as in the above example this 

allows for the identify of a news item which has been expanded upon. A second comparison 

trims the beginning and allows for the identification of instances where some text is added to 

the beginning. If two given items are identified to begin or end with the same text the short is 

excluded as the longer expanded version should provide more information.

Longest Common Substring

W hile the two previously mentioned approaches do succeed in identifying some instances of 

duplicates neither is capable of identifying more complex duplicates. I f  a single chai'acter is 

altered within the middle of an article both methods would fail. This is problem atic as these 

instances would be the most important as such duplicates are for a purely grammatical reason 

or journalistic style.

For the identification o f these forms of duplicates a longest comm on substring approach 

was implemented. The longest common substring aims to locate the longest common sequence
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within two or more given strings and is a common problem within the domain of computer 

science.

Stocks Set to Open Down on Oil Prices- 
Financial NewsWire .January 12'^ 2006

Stocks Open Lower on Oil Prices- 
AP Financial NewsWire January 12'^2006

The dollar declined against the Japanese yen. recently 
at 113.59 yen from 114.24
yen late Wednesday, ahead of U.S. trade data that's 
expected to show a narrowing 
deficit to $66.2 billion in November from S68.9 billion 
in October.

Weekly jobless claims and import price index data are 
also due for release.

The Euro and the British pound were [...]

The dollar declined against the Japanese yen. recently 
at 113.59 yen from 114.24
yen late Wednesday, ahead of L'.S. trade data that's 
expected to show a narrowing 
deficit to $66,2 billion in November from $68.9 billion 
in October

The U.S. trade deficit improved slightly in Novem
ber but was .still the third
highest on record as imports of foreign cars hit an 
all-time high and America’s [...]

The Euro and the British pound were [...]

Figure 2.6: Longest Common Substring Collisions.

The simplest implementation converts two given strings A and B into arrays; from this 
an operator may iterate through each element of the arrays and compare each element. The 
number of characters of the same value is recorded and the position within the given strings is 

stored. If the length of the longest common substring is greater than some threshold value based 
on the total length of the given texts it can be concluded that a duplicate has been identified. 
This method would be conservative in regards to the identification of duplicates; the length of 
the cominon substring must be greater than 60% of the shorter text before it can be concluded 

that such an event is a duphcate as shown in equation 2.7. This threshold value was set to a 
high level so that false negatives would be favoured over over false positives so as to reduce 

the risk of eliminating a large number of texts which were in fact not duplicates.

Lengthi^iigc,stConiin<)nString 
ArticleLength

While this method is generally applied towai'ds short strings it is possible to implement across 

longer strings such as two given news articles. This method for duplication detection also 
allows for the identification of instances where a small amount of text is inserted within the 
middle of a document being the only difference.

Examining the extract from die two articles presented in figure 2.6 a single paragraph 
has been changed within the centre of the news item however the rest of the text is identical. 
This gives and interesting example of a duplicate where the earlier article is of a speculative 

nature Stocks Set to Open Down while the second being a conformation Stocks Open Lower. 
The modification within the centre of the news item is an expansion, where new information

> 60% Collision Detected
(2.7)

No Collision
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which was scheduled has been released and the original piece has been modified to include 

such information. W hen such collisions are detected if duplicates are to be excluded the first 

would be the ideal selection, given that the later would generally provide more information and 

would be of greatest interest, or if  the exact tim ing is unknown the longer news item would 

be selected. As this method is influence by the total lengtli of the article where a collisions 

is measured identified by the percentage o f the text that is the same rather than tlie absolute 

length the lengtli of tlie article should not play a lai'ge role in the identification of a collision. 

The biggest requirement is that there is a block o f text larger than the threshold value that is 

uninterrupted. Where this method is most likely to fail is if there are number of small changes 

in the text, if however two articles were to include an extensive quote on the same topic making 

up the majority of the text but draw very different conclusions and commentaries provided the 

quote makes up a sufficient quantity o f the text it would be flagged as a collision despite the 

different inteipretations. If only a single character or value is changed at regular intervals in 

the text while the majority of the text might be identical the longest common sub-string will be 

interrupted and never represent more than a small percentage of unmterrupted text.

Levenshtein Distance

The Levenshtein distance algorithm  is a string com parator which provides a metric for the 

difference between two string; the num ber of individual characters w'hich need to be edited, 

inserted or deleted so as to make two strings identical developed by Vladimir Levenshtein [60]. 

A common application of this algorithm is within the area of spell-checking in text processing 

software and search engines to compensate for human eiTors in spelling and input [96].

A simple example such as the distance between Buffoon and Baboon outlines the m eth

odology of the distance algorithm; the distance between the two is 3 as the replacement of 3 

characters is required to make both strings equal.

1. BUFFOON ^  BUFOON - Removal of F

2. BUFOON BUBOON- Alteration of F to B

3. BUBOON BABOON- Alteration of U to A

Collisions detected through the Levenshtein distance algorithm are those generally arising 

from numerous m inor modifications throughout the document, as seen in Figure 2.7 there 

is minimal difference in regards to the actual content of the pieces. If a num ber o f minimal 

differences are constantly encountered the longest common substring would be rather small 

in length, and would fail to be identified by the proposed methodology. Differences stem 

from updated values regarding m arket prices; however the major text within the document 

remains the same. W hile the later does provide updated and relevant information, the textual
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information has no difference, as our interest is in textual and qualitative analysis these figures 
would have no impact on any analysis but the duplication of textual information would lead to 

double counting between the two articles.

Also of note is the altering of the headlines across the articles, while the first refers to the 
increasing in price due to positive namely growth, the later shifts the focus to a fearful headline 

over the risk of international conflict, both however maintain the same discussion regarding 
Iran w'hereby the key tone and discussion of the articles are unaltered other than an update 
regarding cuirent market prices.

Oil Prices Up on Expectation of G row lh-
■A.P Financial .NewsWire Januaiy 12'̂ ' 2006

Oil Prices C lim b on Fears Over Iran-
AP Financial NewsWire Januar}' 12'̂ ' 2006

Oil prices rose Thursday amid market jitters over Iran's 
nucleai' development and
on traders' convictions that econom ic growth will
cau.se energy consumption to
rise.

Light sweet crude for February deliver^' rose 96 cents 
to $64.9(1 a ban el in
m orning trade on the N ew  York Mercantile Ex
change.

Heating oil futures jumped 2.2 cents to $1.7493 a gal
lon. while gasoline surged 2 1/2 
cents to $1.7576 a gallon. Natural gas futures rose 
4.2 cents at $9,254  
per 1.000 cubic feet.

The threat o f instability in the Middle East [...]

Oil prices rose Thursday amid market jitters over Iran's 
nuclear development and
on traders' convictions that econom ic growth will
cause energy consumption to
ri.se.

Light, sweet crude for February' delivery rose 72 cents 
to $64.66 a barrel by
m idday in E urope in electronic trading on the .New 
York Mercantile Exchange.

Heating oil jumped over 2 cents to $1.7480 a gallon, 
while gasoline surged 2 1/2
cents to $1.7579 a gallon. Natural gas gained 6 cents 
to $9,300
per 1.000 cubic feet.

The threat o f instability in the Middle East [...]

Figure 2.7: Levenshtein Distance Collisions.

Clearly the distance between the above articles is minimal as when compared to the total 

length of the articles only a few numerical characters must be altered, similarly to the longest 

common substring, a threshold value must be determined. This value would similarly be based 
on the total number of alterations when compared to the overall length of the news items. If 

the number of edits required is less than 10% of all characters within the longest document it is 

concluded that a collision has been detected as shown in equation 2.8.

Distance  
ArticleLength

< 10% Collision Detected
( 2 .8 )

No Collision
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2.4.3 Discussion

This section has discussed the instances of collisions; the reprintmg of news items verbatim or 

the expanding and modifying of previously released news items. While such re-releases may 

in themselves contain no new information the act of repetition and expanded discussion on a 

single event may indicate the importance of such an event or topic. The inclusion of any such 

instances may have a significant impact on any textual analysis, if the reprinting and expansion 

of a new's item indicated importance the inclusion of an event such news items would be of key 

interest. By evaluating the changes between individual collision it is also possible to view the 

changes in the reporting of an event over time. Articles may simply add information but as 

seen may also shift the tone of the news piece and the intended direction and bearing of the 

commentary.

2.5 Evolutionary Computing

The following section presents an examination o f two forms of evolutionary algorithms; 

examining their origins and later expansion into numerous applications across vaiious fields of 

computer science and information science while examining their practicality within textual 

analysis and lexicon development. Two evolutionary algorithms are applied in the interest of 

completeness and to test the methodology with two algorithms which have both been shown to 

perform well for feature selection.

Biologically inspired algorithms is an area o f algorithms which take inspiration from 

behavior seen within areas of namre. The field is composed of a number of algorithms w'hich 

draw inspiration for real world observations from social, biological or genetic behaviour; such 

works have frequently originated from a desire towards the modeling o f such events with 

the aim to gain a greater level o f understanding of the mechanics behind such events. Yet 

subsequent research has displayed their success across a number of computational problems.

Firstly is a discussion on genetic algorithms, developed by John Holland [39] which draw 

inspiration from evolutionary genetic behaviour witnessed within nature. Beginning is an 

overview of their origins and key concepts for consideration, examining the mechanisms by 

which genetic algorithm s mimic life and the process in which the system learns. Following 

is an expansion of the mechanics of the system and an examination of their practicality 

and implementation within the field of feature selection and a number of varying situations. 

Secondly is examination of pai'ticle swarm optim ization, initially developed by Kennedy & 

Eberhait; particle swarms represent an alternative area within evolutionary computing which 

draw inspiration from social and group behaviours. Groups of animals such as flocks of birds 

and schools o f fi.sh are witness to behave in some form of complex group behaviour, while
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initially aimed at sim ulating real life behaviour such algorithm s have since proved robust within 

areas o f optim ization and problem  solving.

M y aim  here is to apply genetic algorithm s and partic le  sw arm  op tim iza tion  to the area 

o f  lexicon refinem ent fo r sentim ent analysis o f  financial new s. By using a reference lexicon 

like the G eneral Inquirer my aim  is to identify  term s w'hich in finance do not have a positive 

or negative affect m eaning. By giving the system  a list o f  w hat have been defined as affect 

bearing term s tlie aim  is to select key term s and return a w ord list w'hich is a subset o f the 

initial list, this new refined word list should provide for a better m easurem ent o f sentim ent in 

financial news.

G enetic A lgoritlim s were selected as they have been show n to be a highly effect problem  

solving techniques, and perform well in the area o f feature selection. In particular they perform 

well in areas with a high num ber o f features and noisy data [112], including the area of feature 

selection in textual analysis. Genetic Algorithm s have been successfully applied to the areas of 

text m ining [6], topic identification [48] and text classification [82].

Abbasi et al. [1] u.sed genetic algorithm s for feature selection o f textual analysis o f m ovie 

reviews and U.S and M iddle Eastern web forum postings. In their work the solution produced 

from  GAs was a list o f  tenns used for text classification. An initial feature set was extracted 

from  a corpus o f files, the solution produced by the system  was a subset o f term s, w'hich by 

using they improved the classification accuracy of the system . This m ethod was sim ilarly used 

by M ukherjee et al. [72] for content analysis o f em ails. D ocum ents w ere sum m arised  as a 

vector o f term s and their frequency, these were com pared against G A  solutions w here term s 

w ere excluded if the feature representing that term  in the solution was set to 0. In both cases 

the produced solution will represent a list o f  relevant term s for the given task.

A deeper discussion regarding the im plementation o f genetic algorithm s and particle swarm 

optim ization w ithin the context o f textual analysis is presented in section 3.3.

2.5.1 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms are a search heuristic and optimization m ethodology which draw inspiration 

from  natural selection and genetics, im plem enting genetic operators w'itnessed w ithin nature, 

such as die concept o f survival o f  the fitness, breeding and m utation.

G enetic algorithm s begin with a population o f candidates, each o f  w hich is a p roposed  

solution to  a given problem ; each candidate represents a so lu tion  as a binary string o f size n. 

Upon initialisation the encoding o f each candidate within the population w ill be generated in a 

random  m anner with each bit within the candidate being random ly set to 1 or 0.

Upon each iteration or generation, each candidate so lution is evaluated against a given 

fitness function; from  w hich a fitn e ss  value  m ay be assigned  determ ined  by the solutions
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performance at solving a given problem. Once evaluated a limited num ber of candidates ai'e 

selected for survival; the probability of which is determined by the relative fitness value of each 

candidate. Through this competition the system ensures that candidates which have performed 

well will continue to survive and be selected as parents. Selected parents will be paired and 

components o f each will contribute to the breeding of a child candidate for the following 

generation. Candidates well adapted to the given environm ent(problem ) will, as seen within 

nature, survive and pass on their genetic material/information towards the generation of new' 

individuals.

Successful traits and characteristics will spread throughout the population while those which 

perform poorly will fail to be passed on, such robustness provides an attractive methodology 

towards the adaptive development of solutions for complex optimization and search problems 

within computing. Successful individuals will pass on their genetic information and combine 

with those who have also prove successful, from here valuable information and complex 

solutions will overtime emerge.

Early work within genetic algorithms was generally concerned with the development of 

algorithms allowing for a simulation of real world genetic behaviour, hoping to give greater 

understanding towards the role played by genetics in the development o f organisms capable 

of adapting to a given environment.Later work by Holland [39] explored the implications of 

genetic algorithms and their ability to evolve solutions towards complex problems. Genetic 

algorithms proved as a means of providing a robust approach tow'ai'ds problem solving, whereby 

through their adaptive nature complex and successful solutions would emerge during the course 

of the programs execution, while being relatively simplistic to implement they have proven to 

be highly adaptive and robust. Genetic algorithms have been shown to perform well across 

a num ber of real world problems across various dom ains including; artificial intelligence, 

computer vision, timetabling, stock market analysis [79.106], engineering problems [29,74,95]

, medical diagnosis [112] and learning mechanisms for video game AI [15,65].

Genetic Operators

An overview of the stages involved in implementing a genetic algorithm are outlined in figure 

2.8, to begin with a population o f size N  candidates are produced, the initial generation is 

randomly generated w'ith each bit w'ithin candidates being set randomly to 0 or 1. Following, 

all candidates will be evaluated in regai'ds to their performance towai'ds the solution of a given 

problem, from which each may be assigned a fitness value, this value may be considered 

analogous to an individual's performance in nature and its ability to adapt to a proposed 

environment. At this point there is now' some m easurem ent regarding the relative level of 

success of each candidate, after the process of generating a new population begins.

Through some selection method a number of individuals will be selected who will contribute
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Figure 2.8; Genetic Algorithm Flow Diagram.

towards the generation of a new population, the probability o f an candidates survival and 

selection is dependent on their relative fitness w'hen com pared to the population as a whole. 

Once a sufficient number of individuals have been selected they will be randomly paired for 

the puipose o f recombination whereby according to a crossover scheme two candidates will 

be combined, drawing elements from each selected parent producing one or more offspring. 

Subsequently and in further mimicry of natural genetics, a very small num ber of candidates 

will be selected for mutation, this change w'ill modify a candidate in a small and completely 

random  manner, as in nature the frequency of such occurrences is very rare and allow for 

the introduction of variation within a given population and may be beneficial or detrimental. 

This process will continue, with each iteration (generation) producing a population o f new' 

candidates from which superior candidates will emerge, flourish and which should produce 

some form of optimal solution. This process will continue until some predeterm ined end 

criteria such as number of generations, convergence o f the system or performance level has 

been met.

W hile the main components of genetic algorithm s initially appear simple; based on 

weighted random selection & merging of strings between two individuals, yet over time 

complex and successful solutions emerge, producing superior offspring and provide a valuable 

method towards the solution of complex problems. While the initial generation is a purely ran-
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dom search mechanism, subsequent generations incorporate elements of randomness towards a 
“highly exploitative search through a coding parameter space” [34].

Examining the problem space in figure 2.9 a number of peaks are presented however poor 

configuration may cause the population to converge towards one of the sub-optimal peaks, if 

the population begins to converge exploration of further problem space may not occur resulting 
in a poor solution when compared to those available. Ideally early populations would cover a 

wide area of the problem space, an evaluation of each point with the problem space would be 

infeasible however if a population is wildly distributed across the space a number of candidates 
will group towards each of the peaks however with adequate control in regards to convergence 

the early discovery of a peak would not begin to dominate the system. As the population ages 

the true highest peak (if one does exist) will be explored in greater depth.

0.0
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Figure 2.9: An Example of a Multi Peak Function [26].

A potential problem which may arise through poor configuration of the population is 
that if selection intensity is too high the population may begin to converge too early on a 

sub-optimal peak, the problem space in figure 2.9 contains a number of such sub-optimal peaks. 
A notable area of research is the development of methods so as to mitigate the chances of such 

events occurring. Generally these issues may be countered through a dynamic configuration 
of the system which will encourage a greater deal of exploration and delay the risk of early 

convergence until later developments, thus allowing for solutions which may perform poorly 
during early generations to survive thereby expanding the diversity of the system [71].

An altemative propo.sed method is for the allowing of new randomly generated solutions to 

enter the population [25]. These random immigrants [14] would be analogous to the arrival 

of a new species or race within a real world genetic environment, such arrivals may occur 
periodically throughout the system’s lifetime or if the diversity of the population drops beneath 

a predetermined level before a sufficient number of generations have passed. Finally GAs 
rarely have a means for considering the long term effect of minor changes, such as the sacrifice 
of performance for a single generation which however leads to an expansion of system diversity
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leading to superior perfoiTnance as a whole. W hile also being unable to con'ect for detrim ental 

effects on solutions through breeding as a GA system  rarely im plem ents a m em ory whereby the 

effect of each solution based on its breeding is tracked. A m ethod for countering such an issue 

is through the inclusion o f elitism , w hereby the solution w ith the highest perform ance passes 

from  one generation to the next unchanged by m utation or crossover. Such im plem entation is 

found to be beneficial to the system ’s perform ance.

Feature Selection & Lexicon Generation Through GAs

W hile m uch work has be caixied out within the field o f feature selection/reduction [73,77,113] 

within textual analysis m uch o f  this w ork relies on expert know ledge o f  system s fo r the 

reduction of terms within the feature set based on the users expert knowledge. However where 

im plem ented GAs have been shown to be effective tow ards feature selection/reduction within 

textual analysis and sentim ent analysis [I]. Genetic algorithm s tend to perfonn well in systems 

with a small num ber of variables and search space with a lim ited num ber o f variables, however 

as the com plexity  o f the system  grow s so does com putational expense o f the system  w'hile 

also being detrim ental to the system 's perform ance. Furtherm ore the increased encoding size 

leads to issues in term s o f breeding and m utation [6 3 ,7 1 ,1 1 4 . 115]. T he configuration o f the 

system itself is a non-trivial problem  [35.99J. where an appropriate selection on population size, 

mutation rate and crossover rate play a key role in the perfonnance of GAs, and while a number 

o f studies have been conducted  tow ards the exam ination  o f appropriate  probability  values, 

there is no generalised m ethod for variable selection for the optim al system  configuration. 

Considering an optim izadon problem  whereby there ai'e a num ber o f inputs n and the goal 

is to engineer a .solution to m axim ise the function g =  /(.v ) w here x  is the configuration o f 

inputs which are set to true. As each input may be set to true or false, this will results in a total 

of 2" possible configurations. W here n is small a brute force attem pt would be simple however 

as n increases the so lution space grow s exponentially . T his problem  m ay be easily encoded 

into a binary' string and evaluated using a GA. This begins by generating x  candidate solutions 

with binary strings o f size n. If  /? =  6 an exam ple o f an initial random ly  generated  solutions 

could be considered as:

Ai  = 0 1 1 1 1 0

,42 =  110010

W'hereby a 1 indicates the respective input is set to true and 0 indicates it is set to false. W hen 

this is applied  to a bag o f  w ords technique in text analysis G A s can be used to find term s of 

interest. B eginning with a bag of w ords approach w here the frequency o f a set o f term s from
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a lexicon are recorded each individual term can be viewed as a feature. GAs can be used to 

remove terms which in a given classification process ai'e in'clevant. When considering the 

collapsing of a document into a vector when using a bag of words approach it is clear how this 

method of representing solutions is well suited to feature selection in textual analysis. Once a 

bag of words vector has been composed it is possible to implement the previously mentioned 

steps for the evolution o f a candidate solution which results in a vector of relevant features 

as defined against the fitness function regarding desire to summarise and extract meaningful 

data from the given corpus. These candidates would each represent a list of terms which is a 

subset of the terms in the reference lexicon. Each solution would give a list of terms which are 

relevant for the text classification and. remove terms whos frequency would not play a role 

in the text classification problem. Once the population has converged a new word list made 

up of a subset of the term found in the initial lexicon would be produced which should result 

in improved text classification. W hen applied to sentiment analysis, given an initial list of 

positive or negative affect term candidate solutions would aim to remove terms which have 

either no affect meaning in the target domain when compared to general language. A term may 

have a positive or negative meaning in the general language but in a certain domain would 

either have no affect bearing or could be entirely misclassified.

The largest challenge with such an approach to textual analysis is the issue of a defined 

fitness function. So as to implement genetic algorithms across a given problem a method for 

measuring the effectiveness of the proposed solution is needed. Within text categorization this 

may be the accuracy of the resultant output however as with all such training methods a large 

pre-labeled corpus is required, such work is (generally) carried out through manual evaluation 

and as such is time consuming and open to disagreements between participants.

One issue regarding the application o f such a method towards document analysis is that 

each unique term within the document will be another feature within the solution. While this 

posses some challenges, studies [71] have demonstrated the robustness of genetic algorithms 

towards solutions in large scale feature space with modifications towards the breeding process 

so as to encourage adequate feature space exploration.

W ithin the field of feature selection an issue to consider is the occurrence of features not 

present within the training set but may be found within the blind testing data. If a feature 

is not present within the training set its inclusion in any solution will have no impact on the 

candidate’s performance yet may be detrimental to performance once this solution is deployed 

against bhnd data. A proposed means o f countering this through the implementation of a 

Penalty Function, whereby the complexity of the candidate has an impact on the final fimess 

value. Consider two candidate which have the same initial fitness value, however w'ithin 

candidate A feature n is found to be true while in candidate B  feature n is found to be false it 

can see that this feature has httle to no bearing on the candidate’s performance yet as it may be
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caused as a result of being an absentee feature within the training set this may prove detrimental 

once examined against blind data. In the given example a scaled fitness value for B would 

now be higher than A. thus the inclusion of feature n within candidates would be discouraged. 

However the implementation of penalty functions can be problematic small changes towards 

the penalty coefficient may result in unpredictable, and decremental consequences [41]. A 

penalty function may also be implemented so as to account for constraints which may be found 

in an optimization problem, while a penalty function may provide an effective m anner for 

dealing with solutions which violate any constraints issues remain. Firstly the implementation 

of an appropriate penalty function may not always be simple, and secondly computational time 

may be wasted in instances whereby invalid solutions are still evaluated [66.116],

An alternative implementation o f a penalty function may be directed towards the encour

agement to explore a greater range w'ithin the search space. Solutions which concentrate on 

areas previously visited by other solutions would be penalized. Such a penalty would decrease 

the fitness value of the given solution encouraging the expansion into unexplored .search space 

areas [70]. Such fitness sharing [24,34] treats fitness as a shared resource, therefore as the 

number of solutions within close proximity increases the solutions fitness is worsened encoiu- 

aging solutions to spread out and explore further regions of the problem space. However such 

a method posses the risk that while at some point it is desirable that convergence occurs so as 

to concentrate exploration w'ithin a smaller region w'here the greatest perfonnance has been 

observed. This issue may be countered through the usage o f a dynamic aspect to the penalty 

function based on time, whereby as the population ages the impact of this penalty decreases. 

Such concepts will be examined in depth in section 3.3.

Information Exchange and Destruction

Goldberg [34J proposed that if each candidate is a string of size n encoded according to 

some alphabet each complete string may be considered as an idea, while sub-strings may be 

considered as notions. Survival may be considered as the propagation of an idea, recombination 

as the exchange of notions and the emergence o f new ideas, as with individuals this could 

be seen as a fom i of comm unication, and the propagation o f an idea as agreement. If the 

population begins to converge such that all members are minor variations of a single candidate 

a consensus has been met, while the implem entation of mutation is the exploration o f new 

concepts, ideas or experimentation. Superior candidates are those w'ho’s notions and ideas 

best describe the problem space or adaptation towards the proposed environment. A key area 

of importance within GAs is determining a balance between Exploration  and Exploitation, 

candidates will need to be given the ability to develop and propagate, while ensuring that the 

population does not become stagnant with little exploration of problem space area.

During early generations it may be desirable to allow for the survival of individuals who
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may otherwise die, simply so as to encourage the exploration of a greater area of the problem 

space. If a small num ber of candidates emerge early with a relatively high fitness value, they 

will be selected far more often for breading and allow for early convergence of the population 

whereby little diversity exists. Therefore it may be desirable to encourage the population at an 

early stage to explore the problem  space in greater depth. Conversely while it is desirable to 

explore wide areas early on at some stage it is beneficial that the system converges tow'ards a 

smaller area where the best perform ance has been observed and explores the area in greater 

detail. The interaction between two parent candidates has the potential to produce a new' 

solution which while composed of both parents bare little resemblance to either [20 ,32J. This 

represents a high level of information exchange and poses the risk of resulting in the destruction 

of previously developed notions and ideas. Therefore at times it may be beneficial to allow for a 

greater exchange from one parent over the other the implementation of which and implications 

will be presented later in section 3.3.1.

2.5.2 Particle Swarm Optimisation

Following is an examination and contrast of genetic algorithms with particle swarm optimisa- 

tion(PSO); an alternative optimization technique within the field of Evolutionary Computing. 

While genetic algorithms draw inspiration from the behaviour of genes seen in nature, the roots 

of particle swarm optim ization stem from a mimicry o f swarm behaviour seen within nature 

such as the flocking of fish and schools of birds, where a collective of individuals behave in a 

group and co-operative m anner through some for social interaction and learning.

Overview

Particle swarm optim ization is a search optimisation technique developed by Kennedy and 

Eberhart [23,45,46] which draws inspiration from social behaviours seen within nature, namely 

flocking of birds and schools of fish and fonn another area of biologically inspired computing. 

Similarly to genetic algorithms the precursor to particle swann optimization was aimed at the 

modeling of real-life behaviour; in this instance the flocking and group movement of animals 

primarily birds flocks or schools of fish. Researchers had noted that through some unknown 

Rules these groups may travel in a carefully choreographed movement; moving as a single 

entity, changing direction and velocity yet when required scattering and later regrouping.

Graphical research aimed to develop a means for the simulation of large flocks of animals 

but noted that traditional methods of scripting a large population would be tedious and open 

to errors. By m odeling a flock as the sum of individual behaviours o f entities the researchers 

aimed to develop a system whereby the behaviour of a flock would be determined by the impact 

of each individual boid  (Bird like object) on the population as a whole [84]. W hile this work
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did not argue to provide a tm e representation o f flocking behaviour the researchers observed 

that through the inclusion of a number of simple rules:

• Collision Avoidance: Avoid Collision with nearby entities

•  Velocity Matching: Match Velocity with surrounding entities

• Flock Centering: Attempt to stay close to nearby entities

complex behaviour emerges.

This is an example o f emergent behaviour whereby over time a system with a simple 

num ber of rules will overtime produce complex and at time unpredictable behaviours. The 

authors went as far as to argue that due to the “detached nature of control"’ the creator becomes 

less of an animator but rather a ineTa-animator observing that “these darn boids seem to have a 

mind of their own". This is a common outcome within evolutionary computing w'here similarly 

to GAs given the guided yet random nature of the algorithms implementation and progression 

overtime, whereby without prior knowledge complex behaviours and solutions can emerge 

over time. These methods for the simulation o f artificial groups was further expanded upon, 

frequently in the area of simulating schools of fish [43,109], however such works are graphical 

or ecological [86] in nature and tended to concentrated purely on the improved nature of 

graphical m odehng such as the inclusion of various levels of physics and real life situations 

and further criteria rather than investigating the potential o f implem enting such techniques 

towards machine learning.

Kennedy and Eberhart expanded upon these techniques to examine the practicality of 

implem enting such a simulated social model towards machine learning for the purpose of 

neural network training. The proposed PSO algorithm begins with a given number of Particles’, 

which similarly to GAs are spread randomly across a problem  space upon initialisation, each 

individual particle is represented by a vector X of size D  of real values indicating its current 

location within the problem space. Secondly each particle contains a velocity directing its 

future movements within space, upon each iteration the location is updated and the particle’s 

performance or fitness is evaluated after w’hich the particle’s velocity and position X jd  

is updated according to equations 2.9 & 2.10 across each dimension. Particles also contain 

a memory of the location in which its most successful performance to date was observed 

P,y, the recall of this location is considered to represent an individual's personal cognitive 

learning tlirough experience [23]. while a secondary location being the location where the 

best performance was observed across the swami as a whole. This communal exchange of 

information may be considered a social learning mechanism, whereby information is exchanged 

across the population as a whole.
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Figure 2.10: An Exam ple o f Particle Sw arm  Encoding

C ognitive Social

Vid =  îcl +  Ci *(p\*  {P,d -X u i)+ C 2*(j> 2*  { P g d -^ id )  (2.9)

X,d=Xid + Vid ( 2 . 10)

Cl & Ct are two constants where generally C\ = € 2  =  2, sim ilarly to GAs a random  num ber 

(p allows for an aspect o f random ness towards problem  space exploration yet is guided so as to 

exam ine prom ising locations w ithin the problem  space.

F igure 2.11 illustrates that the m ovem ent o f a partic le from  one iteration  to the next is a 

balance between the particle 's previous velocity, its own experience and previous learning with 

Pjj and the influence o f the swarm as a w hole through As opposed to genetic algorithm s, 

w ith in  particle sw arm s individual entities are not replaced but ra ther are updated upon each 

iteration , the inclusion o f the cognitive learning allow s for the partic le to rem em ber  w'here it 

has been, while the inclusion o f its velocity from the previous iteration allows that its behaviour 

will not be changed drastically  from  one iteration to the next. Such personal inform ation aids 

in the prevention the large know ledge destruction w hich is possible w'ithin genetic algorithm s 

through crossover. W hile partic le  swai'ms are based on m odeling the physical location  o f  an 

object in space these partic les are sim ply a vector o f  real values. So w hile developed fo r the 

purpose o f  m odeling the behaviour o f  physical ob ject w hen applied to problem  solv ing  the 

m ethodology is simply a techniques in m achine learning for calculating weights or inputs. This 

is show n in figure 2.10 w ith the values for the location  o f partic le  d  across a ten d im ension  

problem  space with values bounded betw een 0 and 1.

W hile particle sw arm  optim ization  has been the focus o f num erous studies, m uch o f  the 

fram ew ork put forward by Kennedy and Eberhart rem ains at the heait o f their im plem entation. 

M uch of this research has been devoted to a further understanding of the exact nature by which 

partic le  sw arm s learn and change their behav iour over tim e [13]. S im ilarly  to G A s partic le  

sw arm s m ust ideally find a balance betw een exploration and exploitation [108], L ater w orks 

aim ed tow ards developing m eans so as to vary the levels o f  cognitive and social learn ing 's  

im pact on the partic le ’s behaviour, sim ilarly  to G A s a risk  is that die cognitive leai'ning w'ill 

over tim e influence the early  convergence o f sw arm s tow'ards a sub-optim al po int w ith in  the 

problem  space [93].
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Figure 2.12 illustrates the implementation of a particle swarm and demonstrates the simple 
steps involved which through the usage of the above equations yet produce robust solutions. 
Here the three stage process of improvement within genetic algorithms; selection, breeding 

and mutation have been replaced with a recall of optimal positions and an update of individual 
particle’s current velocity.

Concept Learning

A further examination of paiticle swarms and their behaviour as a simulation of the exchange 
and refinement of knowledge within human society [45], noted that the method by which a 

particle learns to move through the problem space contains parallels in regards to our own 

manner of absorbing and assimilating information. Consider the manner in which people 
learn infonnation; a social communicative aspect is required, people must engage with other 
individuals and exchange information towards the pursuit of learning be it through “literature, 

pedantry, infomial conversation” each requires that an individual engage in some form of a 
communicative role. Yet it is from this communal exchange of infomiation, methods and 
notions that personal ideas and notions begin to emerge, our social information exchange is 
refined through personal experience and information processing.

Through repeated simulations whereby a particle learns purely on a individualistic or social 
manner were examined and compared. The role of social learning was identified to be of key 
importance within the system’s performance, a selfish cognitive only model suffers from the 
fact that as a particle is encouraged to remain towards its own past location the ability for wide 

exploration is hampered as there is a continuous draw or encouragement for the particle to 
concentrate purely on where it has been and what it has experienced, indeed a cognitive only 
based system is identical to iterating a swann of size 1 repeatedly.

For an evaluation of the social impact of learning a modification may be made such 

tliat rather than a global exchange of information whereby there is a single gbestj a local 
or “neighbourhood” value can be considered [23]. A simplistic manner for defining what 
constitutes a “neighbour” is to simply evaluate those paiticles which are found in proximity 

within the array or collection structure. While considering those particles found adjacent 
to a given particle with an array or list as truly “neighbours” as each has been randomly 
spread regardless of the chronological order of their initialisation, over time as all are exposed 

to a similar pull towards a shared local best Ihesti a rather truer neighbourhood emerges. 
These individual neighbourhoods can be considered as cliques within the swarm, exchanging 
information and communicating within a small sub-group of individuals. Alternatively the 

distance between each particle could be evaluated in a simplistic manner, however such a 

method may add to the computational time while also running the risk that the “neighbours” 
change frequently, such a method would negate the benefits of which this sub-populational
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learning is aimed.

The velocity component whereby the particles movements are influenced further by those 

directly proceeding allow for the encouragem ent o f constant movement, while being drawn 

towards the regions where a high level of perform ance has been observed. As velocity 

is a component defined influence through each previous iteration it is a continuous learning 

component of the particle, being the product of all previous learning experienced, both cognitive 

and social.

Feature Selection

Similai'ly to GAs if a documents is collapsed into a vector V representing the frequency of 

terms, particle swann optimization may be suited for the task of feature selection within 

textual analysis. The original implementation of PSO allows for the production of a vector 

across n dimensions of real values, if this is applied to die problem ai'ea of feature selection 

such a method allows for the evolution o f weights for each individual input. If the aim is to 

apply such a method towards textual analysis these weights provide infomiation regarding the 

relative importance or impact of the term in question [62]. The solution produced through 

this methodology was a vector of value bounded between 0 and 1 which were applied as 

weights, as shown in figure 2.10. This is in contrast to genetic algorithms which as outlines in 

secdon 2.5.1 the produced soludon is binary in nature, indicadng the inclusion or exclusion of 

individual terms, yet through this method alone will not produce an indi\’idual weight towai'ds 

each term. However further work on PSOs have examined the refinement towards a discrete 

binary version [47], the inidal framework for calculating the velocity and position or a paiticle 

remains unchanged, however all posidonal values and X,y are now discrete integers in

[0,1], this is generally achieved through a probability function applied to map the condnuous 

value to a binar>' space.

As with GAs an area of concern is that while pai'ticle swarms have been shown effective 

within a number of optimization problems early work concentrated on relativity small feature 

spaces with a limited number of dimensions. However researchers have examined the ability of 

pardcles to perform within high dimensionality problem spaces, and methods through which to 

improve this [38,61],

2.5.3 Discussion

Two fonns of biologically inspired algorithms which have demonstrated to be highly successful 

within many areas of machine learning and optimization have been outlined. This work aims 

to apply these methods to feature selection o f legacy lexica. If a document is summarised 

as a term frequency vector of size n. by using either GAs or PSO through machine learning
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techniques it may be possible to identify terms which are of importance for textual analysis. 

Both GAs and PSO represent solutions as a vector of values and while particles tend to store 

numeric values these can be m apped to a binary space. W hile there are issues regarding the 

implementation of these methods both have been shown to be highly robust within optimization 

problem s across a wide range of fields. W hile both suffer from issues are the num ber of 

variables/features grow, much research has been concentrated on implementing them across a 

large feature space with successful results. Their implementation towards sentiment analysis, 

specifically directed towards financial news will be discussed in section 3.3.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has provided a brief outline regarding the field o f textual analysis, discussing a 

num ber of its application and resources available. The m ajor theme has been a discussion 

on the importance on the domain to which this analysis is aimed. W hile large scale complex 

lexica are advantageous and powerful tools, their success across all domains is not guai'anteed 

without some form of intervention or refinement. While those lexica produced through expert 

human development tow'ards a specific domain offer an alternative source of infom iation, as 

noted such lexica are not only difficult to produce for each individual domain, but are open to 

flaws. If sentiment is contained within a text it is encoded through a selection o f key words 

by the author, identifying, these allows for for abstraction of such sentiment, quantify it and 

evaluate it as a proxy, based on the frequency of these key terms. These key term s would be 

the result of the authors understand of the topic domain. An examination on the corpus itself 

must be carried out, allowing for some form of extraction and machine learning through tlie 

usage of pre-annotated documents.

From this the flow of news and information over time is examined, proposing a methodolo

gical approach for the identification of collisions within a coipus of new's items. Proposing 

an approach towards the identification of duplicate news items which occur over time, noting 

that while some changes may be trivial others represent significant alterations to the tone and 

intended message regarding the news item. Following, a brief discussion regarding the area 

of sentiment analysis and finance was proposed, where-in researchers have begun to examine 

the role which sentiment impact future market behaviour. Where sentiment within news itself 

impacts human perception of future market returns or merely captures such inform ation in a 

linguistical qualitative manner rather than technical statistical analysis of market and company 

fundamentals is unknown. However as stated markets are not rational in their behaviour, and 

neither are human individuals with regards to their absorption of information and the impact of 

which sentiment has towards them. This is the field towards which the feasibility of automated 

lexicon refinement and its applications within sentiment analysis is examined, the goal of which
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being to exam ine and potentially improve analysis which exam ine the explanatory power of an 

affect based tim e series on future m arket returns while also providing a refined lexicon which 

should in theory provide insight into the language and em otionally  laden term inology within 

financial new's reporting. The goal o f this work is to achieve this through the im plem entation 

o f the aforem entioned  biologically inspired algorithm s, bo th  o f w'hich by drawing inspiration 

from  behav iou r w ittiness w ithin nature have proposed pow erful and adaptive m eans towards 

optim ization problem s: which here will be the refinem ent o f legacy lexicon.





Chapter 3

Methodology

Stone et al. and the pioneers Lasswell, Namenwirth and others, have claimed, and perhaps 

demonstrated, that affect, and by implication sentiment, is expressed in words, and is then 

incorporated in the discourse of a specialist community; politics and lately social psychology 

then Lasswell and Stone areas o f study respectively. The articulation of affect in text can be 

observed and some writers, especially fiction w'riters do so w'ell. Primai'ily through speech, 

gestures, and facial expressions are thought to be the principal channels of affect and the 

kindred emotions.

Early studies in political science focused on the understanding of affect in the discourse of 

opposing political parties (US Republican and Democratic parties) and in the editorial opinions 

in the major national newspapers of countries in the Inter war period (1920-1940). namely the 

USA, UK, USSR and Gemiany. Political parties strive for power as do national governments. 

One might argue that in this contest, either of political parties or nation states, there w'ill be a 

polarity of views expressed by certain parties.

Academic intuition led Lasswell, and then Stone, to suggest that a study of representative 

texts of a specialist doinain, will help in the identification of polarity o f opinions will help in 

the identification of the polarity of opinions amongst the annotators. If the text samples are 

small enough and the scrutineers capable enough, then the analysis is straight forwai'd in the 

sense that the capable scrutineers will be able to reasonably extract the affect expressed in the 

texts.

W hat the early pioneers extracted suggested that computers be used to capture the '"affect 

effect ■’ as it is now termed, given that computers cannot read or inteipret written texts per se. it 

was suggested that computers should be given a list of key affect words, and then computers 

could count occurrences of the affect words within the representative sample of text. This 

frequency of occurrences could be aggregated over the sample, and inferences be draw'n 

about the dominance of a set of affect words. Lasswell had introduced intuitively appealing 

categories- negative and positive affect, power affiliation and so on (28 categories to be precise)
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to which sets of words can be assigned. This assignment w'as non-exclusive generally in that 

the affect words can belong to one or more categories. Lasswell also included keyw'ords from 

politics and science linked to politics like economics. There were at least three versions of 

the Lasswell dictionary of affect. This dictionar)' was subsumed by Stone; General Inquirer 

Dictionary. Stone had created a program, the GI, which could count affect words and deal with 

some of the ambiguity inherent in nature.

Stone notes that the extended GI dictionary- with 82 categories and 11,000 words, was 

created by the sample of experts proposing lists of affect words, and discussion then ensued 

which leads to the selection and inclusion of the words. Some of the words were found to be 

rarely used while others were more frequently used. One ’’automatic” selection criteria was to 

check how frequency this words was used in representative sample of texts, written in American 

English for the consumption of lay Am erican English com prehending audience. Stone and 

colleagues used the frequency statistics used by the compiled of Thorndike (American) English 

Dictionary.

Over 40 years since the GI dictionary was com piled. Tetlock 1104] used the dictionary 

almost in total to analyse opinion columns in the financial daily WallStreet Journal, Tetlock’s 

puipose however, was different to that of Lasswell or Stone on two counts. First. Tetlock 

analysed 21'' century American English texts that was prim arily financial in orientation. 

Second. Tetlock used complex statistical regression of a few' words in the negative sentiment 

categor>', as an exogenous variable impacting on the return on investment on the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average.

In more recent works on the analysis of returns on commodity markets, especially crude oil, 

Ahmad et al [3,18] it was noted that some of the affect terms in the GI actually are not used for 

expressing sentiment polarity, attitude or orientation about crude oil in particular and financial 

markets in general. Terms like ''crude”,"sw eet”, "ligh t”, "heavy”, "active concentration” in 

oil terminology and adjective used for qualifying objects and not for expressing affect. The 

same is true about key financial terms like "com pany” or "shares" which have no affect 

connotations. (Tetlock may have avoided this by using disam biguation in the GI system.) 

A hm ad’s solution was to use GI. as it is psychologically and politically ver>' well grounded, 

and in addition they used a specialist lexicon- with its subject specific categories- and the 

words common to the specialist lexicon and the GI dictionary, are not used in the computing of 

affect. In the last few years, some papers have criticised Tetlock's use of GI words, primarily 

on the grounds that some of the words are archaic and some are domain terms. It appears that 

the business o f com piling affect dictionaries is m uti-phase project: First, initiation, where a 

set of words are chosen on lexical, psychological and dom ain specific basis. Second these 

words are used in the analysis of dom ain problems. Third, the impact o f the affect words, or 

their suitability of these words in describing people’s or mai'ket’s sentiment is determined by
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using the frequency o f these w ords as exogenous variables in the endogenous tim e series o f 

(returns on) prices. Fourth, there is prim ing  process whereby som e words are excluded and yet 

o thers are included. A m ethod has been developed w hereby  the in itiation, selection, fitness 

by w ays of predicting the behaviour o f endogenous variables, and pruning is conducted as a 

search/optim ization problem .

Follow ing is an outline of the developm ent o f a m ethodology fo r the refinem ent o f legacy 

lexica, outlining the steps and proces.sed involved in the collection, sanitisation. quantification 

and analysis o f sentim ent when applied  tow ards financial new's and indices. F irstly  the 

developm ent of a m ethod allow ing for the large scale collection and archiving o f textual data 

is discussed; an exam ination is p resented  regarding the frequency  o f duphcate new's item s 

retrieved from a selected online repository. An outline follow's o f a m ethod w'hich allow s for 

the generation of textual based time series from  a given lexicon. This time series allow's for an 

exam ination  of the frequency o f affect term s as provided from  a reference lexicon. C losing 

is a discussion on the im plem entation o f genetic algorithm s and paiticle swai'm optim isation 

to lexicon reduction. An explanation on the im plem entation and training o f these algorithm s 

in this approach to sentim ent analysis. U sing these two m achine learning techniques the goal 

is to, in an autom ated m anner, produce a reduced lexicon w ith is specifically  tailored for the 

dom ain  o f sentim ent analysis o f  financial news. This w ork applies these refined lexica and 

their development towards sentim ent analysis o f financial news, through an exam ination of the 

affect time series generated through a reference lexicon and m arket m ovem ents, aim ing to use 

the market itself as a barom eter for m arket sentim ent to produce a refined lexicon of key affect 

terms.

3.1 Data Curation

W ithin this work the term  data curation is used for the large scale collection , san itizing and 

archiving o f textual data in a consistent and autom ated manner. In any form of textual analysis 

a means for the rapid collection o f inform ation is key, and ideally m inim al human interaction is 

required. With the expanding nature of the internet and large scale ai'chiving of news and items 

there exists numerous online repositories which provide the ability to curate data from across a 

num ber of news sources. Content m ay be filtered according to source, topics, dates and nature 

language content, offering a m eans for the collection o f large quantities o f textual data for the 

purpose o f corpus developm ent. This section will focus on new s flow, especially  w hen news 

stories are repeated in part or whole. Som e researchers use the total num ber o f stories about a 

topic as a sentim ent proxy. Since this work exam ines the frequency o f  term s, if news item are 

repeated by accident this will lead to double counting.
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3.1.1 Methodology Development

In order to optimize the system for increased perform ance for curation a num ber of experi

ments were run in an attempt to m inimize runtime; collision detection was by far the most 

computationally expensive area within the data curation process.

While the Levenshtein distance algorithm and longest comm on substring m ethods are in 

themselves able to identify most solutions in each instance the Exact D uplicate  and Begins 

With/End With operators are implem ented beforehand. This is due to the fact that these two 

operators are extremely cheap in regards to runtime and any collisions detected will save the 

system passing the.se to the more powerful yet slower detection methods, the correct ordering 

of comparator operators has a significant impact on runtime. Initial tests were run on a sample 

corpus of 1.326 new items; the success of each m ethod in detecting collision is presented in 

table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Collision Detection Success Rate.
# Detection Method Collisions Found Percentage Detected

1 Exact Duplicate 91 59.5%
2 Begins With/Ends With 98 64.1%

3 Longest Common Substring 145 94.8%

4 Levenshtein Distance Algorithm 152 99.3%

Total 153

When examining the num ber of duplicates within the sample corpus 153 are detected 

when implementing each of the four methods in sequence, however as can be seen in table 3.1 

all but 1 is detectable through usage of the Levenshtein Distance Algorithm alone it appeal's 

that one collision was detected through the longest com m on substring approach w'hich the 

distance algorithm did not, while the longest common substring method identifies 94.8%. 

These results could be improved however by lowering the criteria by which a duplicate is 

identified, however as noted it is preferable that the system is rather conservative, favouring 

generating a greater number of false negatives than false positives. This extremely short and 

cheap compaiison saves the need for passing such collisions to a more complex and expensive 

detection method, similarly a detection method based on the insertion of text at the beginning 

or end of a document detects a further 7 collisions.

A comparison of runtime for the different detection methods is presented in figure 3.1, this 

shows the run time in milliseconds when the four methods were run independently and then in 

sequence. The dataset used for this experiment contained 1,326 individual news items of which 

153 were found to be duplicates and was used for each configuration to gauge the perfomiance.

Examining the runtime o f each detection m ethod presented in figure 3.1 as would be
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Figure 3 .1: Runtime of Varying Collisions Detection Methods.
This show s the runtime for the co llision  detection m ethods. Values are presented in m illiseconds, this is based on 

an evaluation o f  1,326 new s item s, o f  w hich 153 w ere identified as duplicates.

expected the first two m ethods (Exact Equals, and Begins W ith Ends W ith) are extremely 

fast while still reducing the num ber of com parisons by a significant amount. Indeed when 

im plem enting all detection m ethods in a sequential order as presented in figure 3.2 there is a 

noticeable decrease in runtim e when com pared to running the distance or longest com m on 

substring algorithm  independently. My strategy was to use all the four m ethods but in a 

sequence. M ethod 1 (exact) will identify 60%, m ethod 2 (Begins/Ends with) picks up the 

next 5% of duplicates not identified by m ethod 1. M ethod 3 (Longest com m on substring) 

catches 30% duplicates and, m ethod 4 (Levenshtein Distance) around 5% more. My strategy 

leads to a reduction in processing tim e by using a m ixture o f expert detection m ethods. By 

applying a exact duplicate and begins with ends with before the Longest com m on substring 

and Levenshtein Distance I reduce the num ber of com parisons these two m ethods will carry 

out. By ordering them in this m anner there is a 43%  drop in runtim e, when com pared to the 

Levenshtein Distance approach (runtime was reduced from 31.3 seconds to 13.5).

Following is a discussion regarding the m ethodology of the extraction of textual information 

and the generation of a sentim ent based tim e-series. The desire is that having developed a 

means for the collection, sanitisation, curation and if desired refinement of a corpus, to develop 

a means for a process by which a time series extracted from  the corpus according to a given 

lexicon may be constructed. This affect time series in constructed by counting the frequency of

3.2 Textual Analysis
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Figure 3.2: Data Curation Flowchart, 

certain affect term which occur in news files on a given day.

3.2.1 Term Vector Construction

The m ethod for the generation o f affect tim e series im plem ents the com m only used Bag- 

of-W ords technique when com bined with a reference legacy lexicon. Terms are evaluated 

individually from their surrounding context, and while this might prove simplistic it rem ains a 

commonly applied approach across many areas o f textual analysis and has been dem onstrated 

to perform well across a num ber of problem  dom ains (section 2.3.2).

W ithin each docum ent in the corpus the process identifies the occurrence and frequency 

of terms given within the legacy lexicon as being of affect nature; as the interest is within the 

areas of sentiment analysis these categories are generally Positive or Negative in nature. Using 

this lexicon a term  vector is developed for each docum ent as outlined in figure 3.3 recording 

the frequency of each individual term  and storing total article length for the purpose o f term  

weighting when applied.

W hile all term s at initially treated as equal assigned a value based on the raw frequency 

of the terms, a storage of the identified term s is o f im portance as term  w eighing functions 

are dependent both on the terms frequency within the docum ent and its frequency across the 

corpus as a whole (section 2.3.2).

Considering two words which are found in general language com petition and fo re ign  

according to the GI classification competition (as a noun) and foreign (as an adjective) both are 

given a negative evaluation, this assertion is probably true in that foreign beings being aliens.
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Figure 3.3; Term Frequency Vector Generation From General Inquirer.
The above figure outHnes the construction o f  a docum ent tenn vector o f  negative sentim ent according to the

General Inquirer.

hence threatening and competition relates to the invariable success of the strong. However 

in the language of finance the word foreign in a neutral sense- in terms of foreign investment 

and foreign exchange, and competition according to current economic view's is regarded as 

something positive.

3.2.2 Affect Time Series Generation

As is generally the case where multiple articles occur within a single day each are combined, 

and examined as a single long text article. Evaluating each data point as a single large article 

demonstrates the impact w'hich collisions may have on the analysis, the inclusion of duplicate 

news items (exact or near) would lead to a high degree of double counting artificially inflating 

any produced affect score. Each news item in the corpus has a date (of publication), the system 

extracts the key terms presented to it and notes the frequency for each of the term for everyday 

which can be referred to as the sentiment score. As there is more than one item of news 

generally published on the same topic on the same day my system aggregates tlie sentiment 

score in each document published on the same day and generates the sentiment score for that 

particular day.

My system iterates through each new's item, stored in a news database, and by combining 

each article occuiTing on the same day into a single large text file assign a Sentiment Score 

to each day in the time series. With such a process in place variations in sentiment over time 

extracted from a provided corpus and lexicon can be examined such as that presented in figure 

3.4. This time series is developed from negative affect as defined by the General Inquirer 

extracted from a corpus collected from LexisNexis regarding the United States economy;

The dollar d ec lin ed  aga inst th e  Jap an ese  
y en ,recen tly  a t 113.59 yen  from  114.24 yen  la te  

W ednesday , a h e ad  of U.S. tr a d e  d a ta  th a t 's  
ex p e c ted  to  show  a narrow ing  defic it to  $65.2 

billion in N ovem ber fro m $ 6 8 .9  billion in O ctober. 
The U.S. tr a d e  defic it im proved  slightly in N ovem ber 

b u t w as still th e  th ird  h ighest on record  as im ports  
o f fo re ign  cars hit an  all-tim e high and  A m erica's 
fo re ign  oil bill rem ained  n ea r record  levels. The 
politically sensitive defic it w ith China n arrow ed  

m odestly  as  sh ip m e n ts  o f C hinese toys, c lo th ing  and  
o th e r  c o n su m e r p roducts  fell. The e u ro  and  th e  
British p o u n d  w ere  relatively s tead y  aga in st th e  

po u n d  a h e ad  of in t e r e s t ...
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Figure 3.4: Negative Affect Time Series Compressed Monthly.

through this we are able to quantify such qualitative data towards the production of a quantitative 

time serie.s. If our interest is within an examination of the impact of sentiment on finance 

markets such an affect time series allows for a comparison between these two time series, w'ith 

one being based on technical financial changes over time, and the other based on extracted 

qualitative information. An examination of these two time series and any potential relationship 

forms a pivotal role in this research, whereby with this quantification and development o f a 

numerical time series statistical analysis and comparison is possible over time. From which an 

affect based Time Series can be constructed.

3.2.3 Remarks

At this point the developm ent of a m ethodological approach which allows for the ability to 

retrieve and curate lai'ge amounts of textual data has been presented; and from  which extract 

qualitative data from a provided lexicon allowing for the development of a sentiment time 

series with minimal human intervention. The ability to examine the impact of collisions is 

provided through the system ’s ability to identify duplicates in an automated and consistent 

manner, however as the role played by duplicates is unknown it may be desirable to allow for 

the inclusion of duplicates. W hile previous works have aimed tow'ards the development of 

systems for the identification of duplicate text items, to the best of my knowledge there has 

been no comprehensive examination on the frequency o f such duplicates or the impact, but 

rather aimed towards their removal from datasets.

The goal is to expand this approach so as to provide it with a legacy lexicon and through
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machine learning techniques refine such a lexicon to produce one which better captures 

sentiment within a given domain, in this instance the impact of sentiment within financial news. 

This refinement is achieved through the usage of two biologically inspired algorithms, the 

training and implementation of which will be covered following.

3.3 An Algorithmic Base For Dictionary Construction

Following is a description o f the development of the methodology whereby a refinement 

of legacy lexica is produced through the usage of genetic algorithms and particle swarm 

optimization; w'hereby terms which w'ithin the given domain are misclassified are removed. 

As long as there is some method to measure the perfoiTnance for textual analysis task domain 

specific lexica can be produced in an automated manner.

3.3.1 Evolutionary Algorithms

Following is an in depth analysis of the key issues in regards to the implementation of genetic 

algorithms and particle sw-ann optimisation, specifically within the area of feature selection.

Encoding

W hile a num ber of coding variations are available within GAs, the sim plest allow'S for the 

binary encoding of a string of size L. Each bit is assigned a True or False value. Dependent on 

the problem domain these values may indicate the presence or absence o f a feature or input. 

This is illustrated in figure 3.5 with a solution of length 10, where a 1 indicates tm e and a 0 

indicates false.

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

Figure 3.5; Example of GA Solution Encoding

W hen applying this method to lexicon refinement each feature in the solution would 

represent an individual term from the given lexicon. Terms which ai'e 1 in a solution will be 

counted and used to calculate an affect score for that particular document. Features which are 0 

represent a term which will not be counted and will play no role in the affect score calculation. 

The aim of this is that the system w'ill produce a solution w'here terms w'hich have no affect 

bearing in the domain are set to false and excluded when calculating an affect score. This issue 

is covered in greater detail in section 3.4.1
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Figure 3.6: An example of Particle Swarm Encoding for Feature Selection

While genetic algorithms encode a candidate solution as a binary string, in particle swarms 

each candidate is described as a vector of real numbers within a bounded range representing 

the particle's location within the problem space. For numerical optimization problems these 

values are then used in an effort to solve the given problem.

However as the interest here is in feature selection it is required that any real numbers is 

m apped onto a binary domain to indicate the inclusion or exclusion o f a given term. W hile 

the initial implementation of particle swarms for optim ization was developed with such real 

num bers later work expanded to examine binary values [47], W ithin this work a pai'ticle is 

restricted within a space between zero and I, the value given represents the probability of the 

bit being 1; such that if a particle has a locational value 0.2 it has a 20% chance of being 1, 

or within the field o f feature selection being set to be true. This is demonstrated in figure 3.6. 

where the initial vector of the particle V, contains values bounded between 0 and 1, these values 

are evaluated and transformed to binary True/False values.

Fitness Function/Space

A limiting factor of genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization is the requirement for 

the definition of an appropriate fitness function with which to evaluate individual solutions. 

Any such function must provide an adequate representation of the problem area yet commonly 

issues arise in regards to the complexity of fitness function. As this function will be evaluated 

a large num ber of times it will be computed for each m em ber o f the population on for each 

iteration. As such if tlie proposed fitness function is com putationally expensive the runtime 

may become impractical. W hen examining complex engineering problems approximations 

may be im plem ented so as to drastically reduce run time yet such approxim ations must not 

be overly simplified so as to provide a solution which may be incom patible w'ith real world 

situations. The fitness function for particle swarm optimization is calculated similarly.'

' S im ilarly  to gen etic  algorithm s upon each iteration each particle is evaluated and assign ed  a fitness value 
based on its cuirent location  w ithin the problem  space. T his fitness value is used to guide each particle ideally  
towards the discovery o f  an optimal solution. W hile fitness within genetic algorithms influences the probability o f  
a candidate's .selection for future generations and breeding within particle swarm s this is not that case, rather this 
fitness value guides the particle whereby each remembers its personal best location and that o f  the population as a
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Propagation

The role of propagation within genetic algorithms should be such that the system encourages 

the exploration of a wide range of solutions across the problems feature space, such solutions 

should be spread across the scope of available solutions evenly and allowed to mature before 

selection intensity increases so as to encourage convergence. However beginning with a system 

in which selection pressure is set too low the system will be little more than a semi-guided 

random search method.

Particle swarms by contrast maintain a balance between the individuals own cognitive 

learning, and greater social interaction by learning as part of a group through the global 

exchange of information.

Selection

Within the field of genetic algorithms Selection refers to the determining of which members of 

the population will continue for future reproduction and evaluation of the problem space.

While a wide number of selection methods are available all follow a similar initial precepts; 

once all solutions have been evaluated a set number will be selected for future propagation the 
probability of which is dependent solely on relative performance of the solution against the 

proposed problem when compared to the population as a whole. When examining selection 

within GAs two key concepts to consider are Loss o f Diversity p j  and Selection Intensity, 

where pd may be considered the proportion of individuals not selected for continuation into 

the followed breeding stage.

By their very nature genetic algorithms aim to mimic evolutionary behaviour whereby 

candidates with poor performance fail to pass on their “genetic material” while those which 

perform well generate a number of offspring which due to their genetic material have a high 

probability of survival. However a rapid loss of diversity may have negative effects such that 

within a short number of generations the population will be composed of candidates with 

near identical genetic structure, limiting the probability of new more successful individuals 

emerging. Ideally the loss of diversity should be as low as possible due to the fact that a high 

level of pd increases the risk of early convergence [8].

A roulette-wheel or proportional selection based approach is a common approach and the 

original selection method proposed by Holland. This method may be considered analogous 

to a simple roulette-wheel where all candidates are assigned a range on a roulette wheel 

proportional to their relative fitness; those which are selected will propagate and contribute to 

future generations passing on their “genetic material” . A random number is selected with the 

range of 0 and 1; the solution whose range includes this value will then be selected. Solutions

whole.
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Figure 3.7: Roulette wheel selection method showing the relative performance of four solutions.

may be selected any number o f times, however for the purpose of diversity it may be desired to 

exclude the breeding o f one solution to another with an identical solution sequence as such 

pairing would simply result in the cloning o f a solution [25].

An exam ple o f a Roulette W heel based selection m ethod with few candidate solutions is 

presented in figure 3.7. The size of the candidates range on the wheel is proportional to its 

relative performance. Solutions D  and C can be seen to have performed well and as such have 

a high probability in regards to their continuation into future generations while solution A has 

performed poorly and as such has a low probability of selection for future propagation.

The simplicity of a roulette wheel based selection method allows for the simple calculation 

of a candidate’s probability o f selection for breeding and propagation. The probability of 

solution j  being selected (pj )  is calculated by dividing the performance o f the solution ( f j )  by
n

the sum by the sum of the fitness of all n solutions ( Y. fi)-
1=0

P, =  4 ^  (3.1)
Lf,

(=0

However in early generation so as to prevent early loss o f diversity it m ay be desirable 

to implem ent m ethods which would encourage the survival of solutions even if their relative 

performance is rather poor. This is generally achieved through the usage of a scaling function 

w hereby the end perform ance o f a candidate will be artificially increased. Such scaling 

increases may be of a dynamic nature such that as more generations pass the selection intensity 

increased with the aim that given enough time to explore a greater area o f the problem space 

the system then begins to encourage the population to converge, concentrating exploration on 

a sm aller area where fitness peaks have been discovered. Criticism s aim ed at a proportional 

selection m ethod question the perform ance in term s o f encouraging an appropriate level of
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selection intensity and exploration. Arguments stem from the effect of common fitness scaling 

techniques which lead to little or no difference in selection probability between best and worst 

candidate solutions.

A common alternative selection method is a tournam ent based system. Such methods 

are simple to codify, a total of T referred to as the tournam ent size)candidates are selected 

from the population at random. The candidates are selected at random from the population, 

their performance value has no impact on their probability o f selection. The candidate with 

die highest performance w'idiin the selected pool to continues for future propagation. The 

tournament size r  can be modified over time, if t is increased a greater number of candidates 

are selected for the tournament, this increases the selection intensity of the population. When 

examining the probability of an individual candidate being selected for continuation the analysis 

is more complex than that of proportional selection. Beginning with die assumption that all 

individual candidates are equally probable at being selected for tournament selection the 

probability of candidate j  being selected for the tournament P, may be calculated as

W here N is total populadon size and z  is the tournam ent size, it can be seen that the prob

ability of an individual candidate’s selection is determined by the tournament size, as such 

modifications towards the size will have an impact towards loss of diversity. As noted the 

selection for a candidate to take part in a tournament is independent of the candidate's fitness 

value. As generally only a single candidate will emerge from each tournament the probability 

of survival is based on the proportion of candidates with a lower fitness value. Let S{f j )  refer 

to the number of candidates within the population with a fitness value lower than or equal to 

fj.  Therefore the probability of candidate j  being selected for the following generadon may 

be calculated according to equation 3.2, from which the probability of a populadon whose 

performance is lower than that of candidate / may be calculated as

Equation 3.3 shows the strong influence of the tournament size ( t ) of a candidates probab

ility of selection. A relatively small increase in the tournament size can result in a significant 

increase in selection intensity, if set too high in early generations the population may risk 

converging at a rapid rate. Combining equations 3.2 and 3.3 the probability of candidate / 

being selected and surviving (P*) gives equation 3.4.

(3.3)
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Figure 3.8: A Two-Point one to one Crossover.

Breeding

Once a suitable number of candidates have been selected for propagation the new generation of 

solutions may be generated. An appropriate breeding methodology is found to be a key issue 

within GAs, variations of the method for the generation of future candidates must encourage a 

wide exploration of the problem space while preventing the early destruction of high performing 

candidates through a high level of genetic interaction between individuals selected for breeding.

Various m ethods regarding the exact implem entation of breeding have been proposed, 

following from the biologically inspired nature of GAs two parents are selected and some 

portion of each contributes towards the generation of a future offspring(s). The simplest method 

of breeding and that initially proposed by Holland concentrated on a 1 -point crossover. A 

random point within the string a  is selected, all bits ranging from 1 — a  from parent A are 

passed on to the following solution and bits a  — L  from parent B. This approach was later 

expanded to exaiTiine the impact of a two-point crossover implementation illustrated in figure 

3.8. From this researchers have expanded to a n point crossover whereby a random number n 

cut points are selected. Uniform crossover is a slight variation o f an n-point crossover where 

each bit is randomly selected from a parent according to a probability Ps =  0.5, this was later 

expanded upon [98] so as to use selection bias where may be a value other than 0.5. A 

crossover method w'here the param eter Ps may be any value gives the advantage of allowing 

for a variation of the level of interaction between candidates over time. Varj'ing the P  ̂ allows 

for a greater level of genetic material from one individual to contribute towards offspring, 

thus allowing for a greater level of preservation from well performing candidates structure yet 

allow'ing for the introduction of variations for the purpose of problem space exploration.

Mutation

In its simplest form mutation within GAs results in a small number (general less than 1%) of 

bits within the population being flipped, the inspiration o f this is so as to maintain a level of 

diversity within the population. If selection intensity was set at too high a rate it is possible
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that from an early stage a single feature of the problem space may be left unexplored. Consider 
the population :

A] = 0 1 1 1 1 0

^ 2  =  110010

Tlirough crossover alone the final bit may never be set to true since the /,/, bit of a child solution 
must be the same as the /,/, bit of one of the parent solutions, as a result this feature will be 

excluded from all future analysis. Mutation aims to introduce an aspect of diversity within the 

system to help prevent premature convergence resulting in a sub-optimal local maxima being 

returned.

A long running debate within GAs is the relative importance and impact of mutation and 

crossover. Researchers have developed the crossover mechanism employing adaptive crossover 
rater where one parent will play a greater role than the other in the crossover mechanism. By 
vai'ying this crossover rate over based on the number of generations periods of exploration 
are encourage early on while towards the end the population converges. Using this adaptive 

configuration has been show'n to improve results in complex tasks [7.91].

While crossover may result is high levels of information exchange between two parents 
this may also result in a high level of information destruction whereby "the behaviour o f each 

offspring becomes only minimally related to the behaviour o f the parents” [28]. Mutation by 
contrast will guarantee is low level of variation of candidates from one generation to the next 

by definition, and while such implementation may be viewed as a purely random search of the 

feature space, selection will ensure that the entire process will not be based on a purely random 
search and that through the competitive nature of selection convergence is guaranteed. However 

later studies [92,97] have questioned this view, arguing that crossover plays a far greater role 

in exploration within genetic algorithms, and that that the exchange of information between 
two or more members of the population is a key component. Indeed, by varying the level of 
interaction between parents it is possible to ensure that the level of information exchange and 

subsequent destruction is minimized. These works propose that the main and perhaps sole 
purpose of the mutation operator is to allow for a means of discouraging early convergence 

through the inclusion of a certain level of randomness to the system. While a number of 

works have attempted to provide guidelines regarding crossover and mutation rates [35,36] 

with varj'ing rates of success further works have proposed that these configurations are not 
guaranteed to perform well across all problems and that system configuration may be specific 

to tlie particular problem. As the configuration of the system can have such a large impact 

on the performance researchers have proposed tliat system configuration is an optimization 
problem in its own right.
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Diversity and Convergence

As noted a key area of research towards propagation within GAs is towards maintaining an 
acceptable level of diversity within the population.

Initial candidates should be evenly distributed across the problem feature space thus 

allowing for adequate exploration of all regions, as time passes candidates will begin to migrate 
towards various region and groups will fonn. Within later generations the goal would be such 

that as the population matures candidates converge tow’ards what should be a global maxima in 

the problem space. However if system convergence occurs at too early a rate, candidates may 
group towards Local Maxima failing to explore further regions and resulting in a sub-optimal 

solution.

Configuration of selection and recombination play key roles in the rate of system conver

gence and their varying effect has been a key area of interest towards research in GAs. Much 

research has shown that ideally the selection intensity of the population should vary over time 
thus allowing for the prevention of eai'ly convergence.

A number of means for the measurement of diversity regarding a population have been 
proposed; within a simple binary encoding representation the Hamming Distance which 
measures the differences between two binary strings can be used. Altemative measures 

examine the percentage of solutions with no exact duplicates [52], however as noted if the 
encoding length L is sufficiently large even a very low mutation rate will cause a high number 
of flips within the population and thus would suggest a low' level of exact duplicates, and 
do not consider how similar or different solutions are w'hich would provide a more accurate 
representation regarding the diversity of the population. However given its simplicity to 
calculate it does provide some measure of the diversity of the population and if this diversity 
measurement is low then “any other measure o f diversity will also have a low value” [24].

Altemative methods have been developed in which candidates within close proximity to 
one another share their fitness value, while allowing the exploration of a particular area of 
the seai'ch space discourage concentration and grouping across a small area [41], Clearly any 

methods developed towards the maintaining of diversity would towards later generations lessen 
the exploration encouragement as without this the system will not be allowed to converge 

towards a global maxima, becoming analogous to a guided random search method.

3.4 Lexica Refinement

The goal of tliis work is to examine lexicon refinement through genetic algorithms and particle 
swarm optimization as applied in a feature selection manner; each term within a given lexicon 
is a feature within the problem space the impact of the inclusion of which is evaluated in each
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iteration. The resultant solutions in each instance will produce a Boolean vector indicating the 

inclusion and exclusion of a term in regards to the aggregation of an affect time series. While 

this method should be applicable across a range of text classification domains this work aims 

to evaluate these methods within the field of sentiment analysis of financial news.

The two methods for feature selection, genetic algorithms and a binary particle swann are 

applied tow'ards the given corpus against a market index for use as a training platfomi. While 

the initial examination regarding an improvement (if any) is of interest as the goal is to improve 

sentiment analysis within financial news a secondar>' output for examination is the refined 

reference lexica. Through an examination of terms identified for exclusion and inclusion by the 

system this provides the potential for gaining a greater insight into the language found within 

financial news.

In order to train the system to produce a refined lexicon for then index the system must 

be given a training dataset. Six months of news items and market returns were used, the 

system used regression analysis of the generated affect time series, with the R~ value used as 

the performance measurement which was obtained from the regression model discussed in 

section 3.4.2. The R-  value was used as it gives a m easurem ent of tlie explanatory ability of 

the regression models for market returns. Once the training process was completed a refined 

lexicon w'as produced, the affect time series which was generated from this subset of the 

original lexicon best described movements in the market returns timeseries. As this time period 

is used for training of the system only, this portion of the time period will not be included in 

later evaluation of results. This is to account for the fact that results risk being the result of 

data mining and overfitting rather than showing a true relationship between a refined lexicon 

and market behaviour.

3.4.1 Feature Space Definition

If a system is provided with an input of a legacy lexicon a problem space may be defined 

towards feature selection methods. Candidate solutions are created the size o f which is the 

number of terms in the lexicon, in both genetic algorithms and particle swarm optim ization 

all initial candidates are randomly generated. Each of these candidate solutions represents 

the terms to include and exclude when calculating a sentiment score for the document being 

evaluated. Initially these solutions will be random when it comes to which terms to include and 

exclude when calculating an affect score. This is illustrated in figure 3.9. where a docum ent 

has been collapsed into a tenn frequency vector Dj  with the frequency of terms recorded 

This is processed against the candidate solution /?; within the solution a 0 indicates the term is 

to be excluded, while a 1 indicated that the term may be of relevance and its frequency within 

the document will be included in any affect score calculated. In this instance the frequency of
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terms 1. 4. 5, 7 and n will be ignored and proposed as being of no interest in the given domain.

D , Wij 1^4,1 Ws,i W sj Ws,l w „ . l

’

Candidate n 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

Refined D j 0 W2.i Wii 0 0 0 1^8,1 Ws.l 0

Figure 3.9: Lexicon Refinement

3.4.2 Evaluation Benchmark

W ithin genetic algorithms and particle swarm optim ization some form of evaluating the 

performance of the system in an automated m anner is needed so as to guide and gauge im

provements in the system. In the field of textual analysis there remain a number of appropriate 

evaluation functions, such as the accuracy of classification of pre-annotated documents. My 

interest here is the improvement o f textual analysis for financial news and as has previously 

been attempted use the markets tliemselves as a training benchmark [51], If there is indeed a 

relationship between sentiment in news and market movements an examination of the resulting 

affect time series against market behaviour should provide a proxy in regards to the accuracy 

of our refined lexicon. In sentiment analysis this may evaluate a company’s market movements 

against sentiment in firm specific news, or examining mai'ket index movements against general 

financial new'S [104]. When examining financial indices rather than examining the closing price 

or change of an index it is far more common to examine the returns of prices. Returns are used 

rather than prices, prices between consecutive days are highly coirelated while consecutive 

price changes are not [101]. Returns are also used over a raw change in price is based on 

the fact log normality where price changes are normally distributed (this may or may not be 

true) and is better suited for a num ber of financial models. Returns of m arket prices are also 

concenu'ated on as these are used in previous studies of sentiment analysis of financial new's, 

many of the.se having input from economists with expertise in the area of finance. The return 

of a financial instrument R, is the natural logarithm of its price P, on two consecutive intervals 

when the trading was carried out; for stock prices one usually deals with closing prices on two 

consecutive days as calculated in equation 3.5.

(3.5)
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A n analysis o f  returns provides a greater insight into m arket behaviour that an exam ination  

on prices or changes [101], and unlike c lo sin g  prices and ch an ges returns do not exhibit 

autocorrelation to the sam e extent. If c lo sin g  price o f  a index are exam ined  there w ill be a 

high level o f  autocoirelation as price changes on a day to day basis are sm all, is problem atic  

w hen evaluating the results o f  a regression m odel. A n in-depth analysis and developm ent o f  

statistical m odeling o f  financial returns is outside the dom ain o f  this work, how ever previous 

researchers have proposed a number o f means for the exam ination o f  sentim ent against market 

returns. Here an approach sim ilar to that im plem ented by T etlock is exam ined; an affect tim e 

series is regressed against returns o f closing market prices according to equation 3.6. The affect 

tim e series records the sentim ent score for each day by evaluating all docum ents in a co ip u s  

and counting the frequency o f  a given list o f  tem is, these values are orders in a chronological 

manner and a tim e series can be constructed.

Returns,  =  a \  +  p  \ .L5{Returns ,)  +  y \  .L5{Senlf)  (3.6)

W here Sent  is the calculated affect score for a given day and Returns  is the market returns 

at tim e /, L5 is a lagged operator w hich includes a vector o f  five previous values o f  returns 

and sentim ent score in that tim e .series, such that L5{xt)  =  [a/_i x , _ 2  -v, _ 3  a> _ 4  A/_5 ], lagged  

values are included so as to exam ine the potential delay in the im pact o f  sentim ent. W here  

a  is a constant and the /3 value show s the im pact o f  previous market returns. T he values 

for 7  w ill g ive a m easurem ent for the im pact o f  a ch an ge o f  one standard deviation  o f  the  

sentim ent m easurem ent on market returns, describing the dependency o f  mai'ket m ovem ents  

on the sentim ent m easurem ent. In order to prevent any future know ledge sentim ent from  the 

previous day only is exam ined against the mai'ket returns as the tim e at w hich ca given  new s 

item  w as released can not be guaranteed. This m odel provides a valuable resource as it w as 

developed  sp ecifica lly  with an exam ination o f  sentim ent on financial returns by individuals 

with expert know ledge within the field o f  financial analysis. This is how ever a highly sim plified  

version o f  the m odel put forward by Tetlock, as he incorporates a number o f  control variables 

based on an in-depth understanding o f  the field.

From this regression m odel the resulting coefficient o f  determ ination R-  may be exam ined, 

this value provides som e level to gauge the predictive value o f  the produced m odel. R -  indicates 

how  w ell data point fit the m odel, g iv ing the am ount o f  m ovem en ts that can be exp la ined , 

taking into account the en'ors in prediction and the variability o f  the dataset. If y,- is the observed  

value in dataset y at point /, and y is the mean o f  the dataset calculated using equation 3.7.
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From this the total sum of squares can be calculated (SS,,>t) to explain the variability in the 

dataset but summing the difference between an observation and the mean by using equation 

3.8.

ss,o, =  Y . { y , - y f  (3.8)
;=1

So as to examine the predictive ability of the regression model the sum of squared residuals 

(SSres) can be calculated. If f i  is the predicted value of v at point i this can be compared to the 

observed value y, and the sum of the errors can be calculated by equation 3.9. This provides a 

measurement of how accurate the model predicts values in the dataset and the level to which it 

explains movements.

SSres = Z i y i - / i f  (3.9)
;=1

The coefficient o f determination (R-) can then be calculated using form ula 3.10. This 

measurement takes into account the level that values move around the mean and the sum of the 

errors in the prediction of values in the dataset and can be used as a measurement of how well 

the regression model predicts or explains the dataset y.

T SS r e  c _  „

/?- =  l - ^  (3.10)

This measurement is also chosen since it was also a key result given in previous work 

on .sentiment analysis o f financial texts [64]. Through the usage of R-  can be assigned as a 

fitness value to the candidate solutions so as to guide and improve over time allowing for an 

appropriate lexicon development. Using R-  as the fitness value will favour solutions which best 

describe the returns time series, this should guide the system to produce a lexicon containing 

the terms which best describe negative and positive affect within the domain for financial texts.

3.4.3 Methodological Implementation

Initially all news items are collapsed into a term frequency vector as shown in figure 3.3 using 

a legacy reference lexicon such as the General Inquirer negative affect category. Rather than 

combine affect terms to produce a single affect score for a docum ent all tem is are stored 

individually; firstly for the purpose o f term weighting calculation and secondly to exclude 

tenns as the system progresses.

A time series is constructed composed of data point on days where there is both market 

data and some news items have been returned. As is the case with both genetic algorithms and 

particle swarm optimization solutions are random ly created across the problem  space, each 

candidate solution is a vector of length L where L  is the size o f the given reference lexicon.

Once generated a time series is developed from  each of the proposed solutions, if a term is
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encountered which is set to 1 within the given solution its frequency is counted and summed 

with the frequency of all other affect terms occum ng on the given date. The system is given 

six m onths’ worth of news and market data with which the system regresses the affect time 

series against a given market index return time series using formula 3.6. The resulting R- value 

is set as the solution's fitness value; the system process is repealed until a set criterion is met 

regarding the num ber of iterations. Once an optimal solution has been generated this new 

refined lexicon is used to produce an affect time series against the remaining textual data, so 

as to allow for compaiison against the Raw  lexicon in terms of system perfoirnance this time 

series obtained through this lexicon is also output.

Feature SelectionrGenetic Algorithms

As discussed the binary/Boolean based nature of a candidate solution are well suited for 

the purpose of feature selection. Given that lexica tend to include a large number of terms 

which result in a large feature space care had to be taken so as to develop a system capable 

of exploring the problem space sufficiently. M any of the system configurations for genetic 

algorithms provided by Moser & Narasiniha [71] were followed, rather than relying on fixed 

values regarding selection intensity, crossover and mutation rates all were dynamically altered 

based on the current generation of the system. However unlike M oser & Narasimha rather 

than implementing a roulette wheel based selection method, a tournam ent selection method 

was implemented, this was implemented as experiments and past studies have demonstrated 

that tournament selection outperforms roulette wheel in regards to exploration of the problem 

space [8J.

The configuration of the key variables for the genetic algorithm  method are presented in 

table 3.2. Thi'ough the variation in crossover rate and bias the intensity of the system towards 

convergence is controlled. Crossover rate refers to the percentage of solutions to which, once 

selected, a crossover function will be applied. In effect it allows of a percentage of solutions to 

proceed unaltered. A high crossover bias allows for a greater level of one solution to be passed 

on when compared to the other, after both have been selected for breeding. This allows for 

periods of exploration in generations followed by periods where selection intensity becomes 

greater leading to convergence of the population.

The average fitness of the population as a whole can be examined in figure 3.10, this imagine 

illustrates the average fitness o f the population of a typical evaluation over time. During the 

initial period of exploration (generations 1-50) there is a modest improvement in average fitness 

over time, with a low level of selection intensity exploration of the problem space is encouraged, 

in the second stage growth (generations 51-100) selection intensity increases where solutions 

begin to concentrate towards feature spaces with a high fitness value, this leads to an increase 

in the rate of average fitness improvement. In the third stage maturation (generations 101-150)
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Algorithm 1: Genetic Algorithm Lexicon Refinement.

Input : Reference Lexicon of size L 

Output: Refined Contemporary Lexicon
Data: Time Series of Affect Term Vectors, Time Series of Market Index 
Result: Lexicon Refinement Through Genetic Algorithm 
Initialize a population of size N solutions; 
while Current Generation is Less than 100 do 

i=0;
j=0:

forall the Solutions do
forall the Documents do

Evaluate Document[j] Term Vector Against Solution[iJ; 
if Term—True in Sohttion then

Retrieve Term Frequency in Document;
Increment Affect Time Series Datapoint;

else
I Ignore Term;

H + 1 :
Calculate R~ Value of Affect Time Series against Returns Time Series;
Assign Fitness Value (/?-) to Solution[i];
i=i+l;

Implement Selection Method;
Implement Crossover;
Current Generation=Current Generadon+1;

Generate Time Series on Remaining Corpus Data Using Refined Lexicon;

selection intensity increases further, as convergence occurs the rate of improvement of average 

performance decreases as solutions have gathered around a smaller area of the feature space. By 

the time the system has entered the final stage convergence (generations 151 onward) there is 

no improvement in the average performance as the population has completely converged, with 

little diversity within the population further exploration is unlikely, at this point the system will 

term inate a produce the optimal solution discovered. These changes in behaviour are caused 

by the dynamic configuration of the system as shown in table 3.2, the inflection points at the 

50th, 100th and 150th generation indicate periods w'here the selection intensity increases and 

the level as does the level of crossover. If selection intensity is constant and remains low for all 

generations the increases in perfonnance are inore moderate, however the end solution may be 

be sub-optimal as the population does not converge to the same extent. If however the selection 

intensity is constant and set too high the increase will be rapid and the system will converge in 

a shorter period of time but again my produce a sub-optimal solution. This is in contrast to the
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Table 3.2: Genetic Algorithm System  Configuration.

Age Parameter Value Effect

0-50 Tournament Size 2 Moderate selection pressure
Exploration Mutation Rate 2-3% Focus on Exploration

Crossover Rate 75% Moderate Chromosome Interaction
Crossover Bias 90% Low Gene Interaction

50-75 Tournament Size 3
Growth Mutation Rate 1% Exploration and combination

Crossover Rate 80%
Crossover Bias 75% Moderate Gene Interaction

75-100 Tournament Size 4
Maturation Mutation Rate 0.50% Focus on maturing

Crossover Rate 90% Increased Chromosome Interaction
Crossover Bias 60% Increased Gene Interaction

100-^ Tournament Size 4
Convergence Mutation Rate 0% Enforce Convergence

Crossover Rate 100% High Chromosome Interaction
Crossover Bias 50% High Gene Interaction

0 70

Growth ConvergenceM atu ra t io nExploration
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Figure 3.10: Average Performance over Time Through Genetic Algorithms.
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increase in average fitness seen in figure 3.11, within particle swarm optimisation there are no 

variables which impact on the convergence of the system. The increase of fitness is gentler and 

since the configuration is constant there are no inflection point seen within this system. In the 

case of PSO the population seems to converge at a faster rate, after approximately 80 iterations 

compered to 150 in genetic algorithms.

Feature SelectionrParticIe Swarm Optimization

W hile in many ways rather different in nature the underlying features and implem entation of 

particle swarm optim ization for feature selection are rather similar. Upon initialization each 

particle is randomly spread throughout the problem space, their locational values are bounded 

between the values 0  and 1, as noted while originally intended for real value usage particle 

swarms may be applied to binary problem s such as feature selection. V,y is a vector o f size 

n where n is the num ber o f features which represents the velocity o f the particle. is a 

continuous value bounded between [0,1J. Recall that refers to the location of particle i 

within dim ension d  (see section 2.5.2). W hile a particle can be located anywhere within the 

problem space with a value between 0 and 1 when calculating position afterwards it is mapped 

to a binary value. By comparing the value of V,vy against a random number between 0 and 1 the 

position Xid can be mapped to a binary value across each of the dimensions a seen in equation 

3.11.

f  I , , /  W { ) < S ( V , r f )
[ 0 , / /  ran d { )> S {V ,d )

W here S{Vid) is a sigm oid limiting transform ation which maps Xid  to the values 0 and 1, 

rand{) is a random num ber between 0 and 1 [47]. In this m anner particle swarms can be used 

for lexicon term reduction similarly to genetic algorithms. Solutions are evaluated and an affect 

time series is constructed according to the given solution. This time series is regressed against 

the m arket returns and the value assigned as the fitness value. An advantage of particle 

swarm optim ization is that within its sim plest form little must be decided in terms of variable 

selection, as there is no crossover, selection or m utation operator. Both genetic algorithm s 

and particle swarm  optim ization em phasis random  selection. However the perform ance o f 

a proposed solution m easured by in term s o f the value is in a sense used to guide the 

solution. W hen examining the average fitness at each iteration there is an upward trend where 

the average fitness and performance of the population increases over time (see Figure 3.11). As 

the particles are m otivated by the location of both their own personal best and the global best 

location they are encouraged to explore these areas in greater detail. Unlike the average fitness 

seen in the GAs the im provem ent over tim e here is smoother, this is caused in part since the 

configuration of the system is static. There are no variables which are hard coded to change at
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A lg o r ith m  2: P artic le  S w arm  O p tim iza tio n  L ex ico n  R efin em en t.

Input : Reference Lexicon of size L 

O u tp u t : Refined Contem porary Lexicon

Data: Time Series o f Affect Term Vectors, Time Series of M arket Index 

Result: Lexicon Refinem ent Through Particle Swarm Optim ization 

Initialize a population of size N Particles;

Distribute Across Problem Space;

Personal Best=0;

Global Best=0;

while Current Iteration is Less than 100 do 
i=0;

J = 0 ;

forall the Particles do
Map Particle Location to Binary Values;

Evaluate D ocum ent|j] Term Vector Against Particle[i]; 

forall the Documents do
if Term=True in Particle[i] then

Retrieve Term Frequency in Docum ent[j];

Increment Affect Time Series D a tap o in t;

else
I Ignore Term;

j=j+>;
Calculate Velocity;

Update Position o f Particle[i];

Map to Binary Space;

Calculate Value of Affect Time Series against Returns Tim e Series; 

Performance=/?^;

if  Performance (R^)> Personal Best then  
Personal Best=Perform ance

if  Performance (R^)>  Global Best then 
I  Global Best=Perform ance

i= i+ l;

Current Iteration=Current Iteration+1;

Generate Time Series on Rem aining Corpus Data Using Refined Lexicon;
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D 0 25 — Average Performance

“  Generation

Figure 3.1 1: Average Performance over Time Through Particle Swarm Optimization.

set limes which result in an increase in selection intensity. This continues until after a certain 

num ber o f generations convergence occurs w hereby m ost particles have centred them selves 

within a small region within the problem space.

3.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter has outlined the m ethodological developm ent to test the ability to develop a 

refined contem porary lexicon from a given reference legacy lexicon in an autom ated manner.

Firstly the issue o f data curation was discussed, the large scale collection o f a corpus and 

examination o f its contents. In the corpus a significant number of collisions were found, news 

articles were re-released at times with no modifications and others where a significant amount 

of content has been modified. The identification o f such collisions and developm ent of a 

system to identify such collisions in a reliable manner was in itself a significant task. From this 

collected, refined and archive texts and corpus generation the system was developed towards 

the generation o f an affect based tim e series, which through the usage o f a given lexicon 

provides the ability to track changes o f sentiment within a given corpus as a time series. This 

allows for the exam ination o f sentim ent in a statistical and quantitative manner; exam ining 

how sentiment changes over time with peaks and dips. The development of a methodology was 

outlined in which a given reference lexicon could be refined, with terms removed which within 

a presented dom ain provide little or indeed detrim ental inform ation due to m isclassification 

within the domain of interest.



Chapter 4 

Case Studies & Evaluation

4.1 Introduction

The aims of this chapter are to examine the role sentiment may play in future movements 

within financial markets, the examination of a refined lexica and contem porary lexica in 

regards to capturing the mood of the market while potentially improving analytical results. The 

examination of a choice of words, or the solution in genetic algorithms and particle swarm 

optimization, which best indirectly captures the mood of the market. For us having a regression 

equation of prices, which comprises sentiment scores also which produce the best estimation 

of future prices as measured by R squared.

Three key areas of interest are;

1. The Role of Duplicates within News Analysis.

2. The impact of different legacy reference lexica in sentiment analysis.

3. An examination of the refined lexica produced by the proposed methodology.

Tetlock has claimed that; (a) he has constructed a “simple measure of media pessim ism  

from the contents of the W SJ(’Wall Street Jo u m ar) colum n”, and (b) has estimated inter 

temporal links between "this measure of media pessimism and the stock market using vector 

autoregression'’ [104](page 1140). The m edia pessimism measurement was constructed by 

analysis a news-cum-opinion column in the W SJ. called Abreast o f  the Market(A.OTMy. 

'AOTM is one of the most widely read market summ aiy columns in the United States. It 

provides analysis of prior market activity, describes some notable coinpany-specific events, and 

sometimes offers predictions for the future’ [22J. Tedock analysed the column and Dow Jones 

Industrial Average during a rather dormant period 1984-1999, except for the 1987 crash-a 

total of 3,709 articles, however a dummy vai'iable is included in analysis so that results are
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not driven by this single observation. More recent studies of the impact of sentiment on stock 

returns follow a similar line in .selecting summaries of financial news from W JS(AOTM), to 

investigate the bias o f journalists writing the column (from 1970 to 1984, a total of 9,552 

articles [22]) for investigating the differential effects of negative and positive sentiment duiing 

economic expansions and recessions. Both Dougal et al. [22] and Garcia [30] , DJIA is used as 

a measure of stock returns: Tetlock used the General Inquirer and the other two use Loughran 

and M cD onald’s [64] list o f ’fin a n c ia lly ’ relevant positive and negative words. Dougal et al. 

focus on the journalists who produce the colum n and as such do not use estimates of affect 

via word count, rather for them it is the journalist who is the proxy of sentiment they relate 

“average returns to the day a particular journalist writes’".

It has been argued within the context of the US economy that AOTM has deliberately 

published misleading information about certain stocks in the 1920‘s [111]. Indeed, Dougal 

et al. show that journalists have a negative or positive bias that reflects in their columns, and 

further claim that this has an impact on the performance of DJLA. Perhaps news-cum-opinion 

articles are influential in determining part of the perfoiTnance of stock returns.

The focus is on news articles released by the AP Financial Newswire that contain tenns 

related to economy  or economic  using an annotated digital library of news articles available 

from the online repository LexisNexis. The annotation is carried out by LexisNexis semi- 

automatically. keywords are extracted from each news item, and statistically relevant keywords 

are then annotated digitally with the news item. Seairh algorithms then match the annotations 

to retrieve (statistically) ‘relevant’ news items. The system also has a classification of subjects; 

ranging from company activities, crime, economy and economic indicators to trade & devel

opment, and industry classification that included aerospace & defense to banking & finance, 

and from retail sales to travel and hospitality. News items can be grouped geographically 

and based on the usage of an individual com pany’s name. LexisNexis can create a corpus of 

news items, each with individual date stamps, from the archive which comprises over 1.500 

newspapers published across the US and world. The'U nited States' is used as the geographic 

region and two keywords ’econom y’ and ’econom ic’ are used to retrieve new's items. Except 

for the geographic reasons the category classification has not been used. There are two biases 

in this otherwise quasi-random data-set; first, the choice of categories in that news items that 

do not contain the words/phrases chosen by LexisNexis annotators but contain semantically 

related words/phrases will be excluded, second the choice of news publications, this is not 

compulsory, but have chosen AP Financial Newswire and that perhaps biases the choice of 

news source. The digital news archives do contain duplicates: news items that are either 

exactly the same word for word or contain variants of the same story. The duplicates could 

be corrections and updates; these variants o f the same story are important as a news story 

evolves from unexpected happenings. Sometimes, though news could be repeated in a word for
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word manner, by accident or design to reinforce a message. If it is by accident then a keyword 

or affect word can be over-counted and given one basis point change in the frequency of a 

negative affect word can cause more than 4 basis point drop in future stock returns [104], it is 

important to account for exact or near exact duplicates.

In Tetlock and others, the DJIA returns and detrended volume of stocks is used as a 

m easurem ent o f movement in NYSE; the volatility in this index is taken into account by 

doing a series of transfoiTnations on the residual of the DJIA; Dougal et al. and Garcia use 

heteroskedastic estimates of volatihty by estimating GARCH models. Dougal et al. focus 

not on word counts but on the so-called journalist effect and have concluded that the analysis 

of S&P 500 returns has the same result. If the market moves unexpectedly then perhaps one 

might use indices like VIX - the square root of the risk neutral expectation of the S&P 500 

variance over the next 30 calendar days. VIX has been popularly referred to as the ’Fear 

Index’: however as it is an aggregate of a range of opdons on the S&P 500 perhaps VIX 

captures traders’ sentiment as well as the sentiment extracted from news reports and opinions 

about the market. As the interest is in examining any potential link between sentiment 

extracted from financial news and future market movements experiments similar to those put 

forward by Tetlock and others who have provided extensive research within this field will 

be used. Similai'ly to previous works sentiment extracted from news which has be indicated 

as concerning the US economy will be examined against m ajor financial indices within the 

United States. The three Indices for examination; Dow Jones Industrial Average, S&P 500 

and VIX are selected as they represent key indicators of financial performance within the 

US and have also been previously studied in regards to the impact of sentiment on financial 

indices. In order to evaluate the performance of the system in regards to examining the impact 

of sentiment within financial news towards future market performance the impact of sentiment 

will be examine in a similar m anner to Tetlock [104], namely a simplified version o f the 

regression model put forward (section 3.4.2).' The results from the regression analysis aim 

to examine the previously identified observations within sentiment analysis and its impact on 

finance movements whereby a lag in regards to sentiment has been found to have a statistically 

significant impact on market returns, followed by a reversal, which has been argued to be a 

return to market fundamentals. Secondly the performance of refined legacy lexica once feature 

selection methods have been applied with the aim of the removal of terms which within the 

given context have been misclassified is examined. From this an examination o f the terms 

selected for inclusion and exclusion within the refined lexica is also o f interest as it allow's 

us to examine firstly if terms which have been identified through manual examination are 

misclassified within this domain w'hile also potentially providing insight regarding nuances

'Tetlock and others provide complex regression m odels including a number o f control vaiiables which ai'e 
outside the scope o f this re.search.
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within the language.

4.2 DataSet

For an examination o f sentiment within the domain o f financial news there are two key aims 

in regards to data curation and corpus development; firstly an extensive coipus with a high 

num ber of articles occurring on a daily basis, while secondly as little human intervention 

in terms of the corpus selection and refinement is preferable. Articles are retrieved through 

the online repository LexisNexis, this repository provides the abiUty to search across a large 

num ber of sources with provided search tenns and time frame refinement. A single source is 

selected for news collection, the Associated Press financial Newswire, this source provides 

an extensive num ber o f articles on a daily basis and is frequently reprinted across a num ber 

of other news sources. The selection of a single source is to account for the event in w'hich 

each source will be discussing a single event and as such should provide no new information 

however is a potential source of future reseai'ch.

Lexica

In the GI dictionary the negative entries comprised nouns, adjectives, verbs, and. adverbs some 

of the end'ies just lemma while others have inflected or derivational forms as well, the total 

num ber of entries were 2.004. According to Loughran & M cDonald f 17] the coverage of the 

GI dictionary w'as not comprehensive on two counts; first not all the inflected or derivation 

terms of sentiment w'ords were included and the authors show that upon including the different 

m orphological form of entries the num ber of negative tokens in the GI dictionary can be 

increased to 4,187, this expanded word list (refen'ed to here as Negative-lnf) was produced 

by Loughran & McDondald which inflected version of word “to forms that retain the original 

meaning of the root word” [64]. Second Loughran & M cDonald also identified a num ber 

of words used in the financial language, which have a negative and positive connotation 

the negative tenns amount to 2,337 and the positive terms to 353 (sum m arised in table 4.1). 

Loughran & M cDonald claim  that their contribution is not just that they have added m ore 

sentiment tenns and variance but more importantly that 73% of GI negative entries are classified 

as negative but those words are used as terms in financial negative.

4.2.1 Corpus Collection

For the purpose of corpus development one consisting of a large number of articles with as few 

data points missing as possible is preferable. The criteria for aiticle selection is intentionally 

left relaxed, articles must have been identified by LexisNexis as concertinaing the United States,
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Table 4.1; Summar>' of Lexica.

Category # Terms Source Domain

Negadve 2,004 General Inquirer General Language

Negative-inf 4,187 General Inquirer General Language

Positive 1.634 General Inquirer General Language

Negative Financial 2.337 Loughran & McDonald Financial

containing the terms Economy or Economic a minimum of three times, all articles containing 

less than a total of 15 tokens are excluded as such articles tend to provide simply tables or 

references to graphs which give no textual infoiTnation. Hovv'cver as the aim is to limit the level 

of human interaction no further user based refinement is implemented.

The time-frame for selection begins in 2006 extending until August 2012, this time period 

provides a certain level of variation over tune periods. During this time period there were 

major changes in the market with nearlj' all financial instruments having price inflation from 

2006-2007 followed by losses in 2008, followed by modest recovery. Table 4.2 provides a 

breakdown of news frequency on a yearly basis, it can seen that the level of news flow is highly 

volatile, a doubling in the level of financial news arrival which fits the filters of economy and 

economic is observed. This is followed by a decreases seen during the period o f a fragile 

market recovery within the United States. This does not necessarily imply an increase in total 

news but only that which fits the given filters.

The levels of duplicates and reprints within new's is of interest, the levels at which duplicates 

occur is surprising; as much as 8.8% of all news items within the corpus appear to be exact 

word for word duplicates, while a further 13% are identified to be near duplicates, in that they 

contain m inor alterations. The impact of these duplicates may have a non-trivial impact on 

textual analysis and will be examined independendy in three datasets; firstly the entire Raw  

corpus with no attempt to exclude duplicates, a second where word for word exact duplicates 

have been excluded, and finally a refined corpus where all articles identified as duplicates 

according to one of the methods outlined in section 2.4.2 have been excluded. Table 4.3 

provides summary statistics for die three corpus collections for the num ber of individual 

articles per day, where No Exact Duplicates is the size of the corpus once only exact duplicates 

have been removed and No Duplicates where both exact and near duplicates have been removed. 

Even once duplicates have been removed there is a large degree of standard deviation in terms 

of the size of the corpus. As show'n the volume of news data can vary significantly over time, 

in terms of the num ber of news items retrieved. The day with the single most unique news 

items of 166 took place on January 23''^ 2008.

Figure 4.1 provides a graphical representation of news flow over time compressed to a
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Table 4.2: Yearly Breakdown of Article Frequency.
Duplicates Filtered Texts

Raw Corpus %Duplicates 
(a) (b)

%Near Duplicates 
(c) (d=a-b) (e==d-c)

2006 11,672 4.2% 13.24% 11.174 9.628
2007 20,485 11.7% 19.3% 18,087 14,145
2008 18,498 5.8% 16.6% 17.413 14,342
2009 20.210 3.5% 19.2% 19.505 15.613
2010 14,473 23.5% 4.7% 11,069 10.382
2011 11,110 8.1% 1.49% 10.210 10.044
2012 5,797 1.3% 0.7% 5.720 5.676

Total 102,245 9.067 13,348 93.178 79.830

Table 4.3; Stylized Facts of Frequency of Aiticles Per Day For Each Coipus.
Raw Coipus No Exact Duplicates No Duplicates

Mean 42 39 33
Median 38 36 34

Standard Deviation 34 31 24
Skewness 1.2 1.2 0.7

Kurtosis 2.0 2.4 0.9
Minimum 1 1 1
Maximum 213 194 166

monthly time-frame, the significant decrease of news items within the first half o f 2008 is 

suiprising. while there is no guarantee that no errors occuired within the data curation process 

follow-up examination of the data flow showed no inconsistencies in the data curation process, 

the cause of this drop in information arrival is outside the scope of this research.

As can be seen in figure 4.2 the returns of article frequency on a monthly basis, the natural 

logarithm of the num ber o f articles over the total num ber o f articles published during the 

previous month can be examined. This m easurem ent provides a means for the evaluation in 

rate of change at which the number of news items are released over time. There appears to be a 

large degree of variation in regards to the rate of news arrival, with the latter half of 2008 and 

early 2009 marked by a significant increase in the frequency of news items.

When examining stylized variables regarding the frequency of duplicate news items within 

the corpus in table 4.3 the extent to which duplicate news items occur within the corpus can be 

seen. On April 24'̂ '̂ 2009 as many as 116 duplicate news items were released. O f these 116 

duplicates 105 were the same item being updated during the day with the changes in content 

being due to updated market prices. These duplicates are frequently detected through the 

distance algorithms since the changes from one item to the next tend to be updates of numbers. 

Four news items were reprinted a single time, two updated twice each and one modified three
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Figure 4.2: Return of Articles Per Day Compressed to Monthly.

times during the course of the day. The methods for detection of duplicates on April 24̂ ^̂  2009 

are given in table 4.4, while the distance algorithm alone is capable of finding almost all of the 

duplicates for time purposes the inclusion of exact equals and begins with detection methods 

are beneficial.

Neai* duplicates would suggest rather than exact reprint expansions clarifications and other 

edits tow'ards previously released news items. The rapid re-releasing and re-editing of a news
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Table 4.4; Detection Methods for Duplicates on April 24'^' 2009
Method Number of Duplicates Percentage Detected

Exact Equals 3 2.6 %
Begins W ith/Ends With 2 1.7%

Distance Algorithm 105 90.5&
Longest Common Substring 6 5.2%

Total 116

topic could suggest that the topic for discussion is of significant importance; as such these 

events may be of significant interest. W hile the repetition o f an event with m inor changes 

should present a limited amount of new information, its repetition and expansion may signify 

the topic's importance and thus the inclusion of such texts with the corpus may prove of interest. 

In regards to the reprinting o f exact duplicates figure 4.3 illustrates that there was a marked 

increase in exact duplicates during the latter half of 2010. followed again by a rapid decrease. 

Table 4.5 outlines the frequency of exact duplicates and near duplicates on a daily basis, as can

Table 4.5: Stylized Facts of the Frequency of Duplicate Articles Per Day.
Near Duplicates Exact Duplicates

Mean 5.6] 3.81
Median 1 1

Standai'd Deviation 10.56 8.46
Skewness 3.61 3.54

Kurtosis 17.25 13.58
Minimum 0 0
Maximum 116 59

be seen the frequency of duplicate news items per day varies greatly. The standard deviation 

of the number of exact duplicates is over twice that of the mean, while the frequency of near 

duplicate news has a ratio of 1 : 1.88.

A summary of the stylized fact of duplicate news items is presented in table 4.6, here the 

average number of tokens for each form of duplicate is presented. This is can be of interest 

as firstly is can explain if the collision detection methods are influenced by article length and 

if duplicates tend to be shorter or as they may be expansions of a previous news item they 

may indeed be longer. First the descriptive statistics o f the num ber of tokens in individual 

articles is presented in table 4.6, this table is obtained from examining the total number of 

terms witliin all news items in the raw coipus with no duplicates excluded. There appears to 

be a significant difference in terms o f the total length of news items of the corpus while the 

average token count is 627.84 the standard deviation is nearly 460 tokens. Clearly there is a 

significant degree o f variation when it comes to the size of the news items in the corpus. The
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Figure 4.3: Duplicate Time-Series within NewsWire Coipus.

Table 4.6: Stylized Facts of The Number of Tokens contained within Articles in the Corpus.
Raw Corpus

Mean 627.84
Median 586.00

Standard Deviation 459.18

next table 4.7 examines the average token frequency for each collision detected by methods. 

The interest here is to see firstly if the methodology appears only work in ceitain text sizes and 

if there is a difference in the types of collisions which can be seen when examining the token 

frequency. The table shows that for three of the four collision detection methods the size of

Table 4.7: An examination of Duplicate Article Lengths by Detection Methods
Duplicate Type Average

Length
Duplicate Difference From 

Average
Difference From 
Median

Exact Duplicates 548.8 -79 -37
Begins W ith/Ends 808 175 217
With
Longest Substring 526 -101 -59.6
Distance Algorithm 594 -33 8

the news items is below that of the average and the mean when compared to the corpus as a 

whole. Only the second method Begins With/Ends With returns news items much large than the 

average. This may likely be due to the fact that these collisions represent instances where news 

items have been expanded with content added to the beginning or end of a news item as shown 

in section2.4.2. While These results do not necessarily mean that there is some issue with these 

methods as the article length increases. The Exact duplicate count is below' the average but 

since this is a simple comparison betw'een two strings the length of the texts would have no 

impact on the method. Also it should be noted that from table 4.6 the standard deviation of 

article length within the corpus is large and these values are well below the standard deviation
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by a significant factor. An examination of the nature of duplicates and the m ethod by which 

they can be identified is an interesting area and worthy of future research.

4.3 Experimental Results

Presented here are the results obtained from regression analysis of the affect time series, a time 

series of sentiment scores obtained in the analysis, against mai'ket returns observed over the 

con'esponding time period. The time series is generated by counting the frequency of certain 

affect terms as defined by one of the lexica, all news items are evaluated on a daily basis and a 

sentiment score is calculated. With these values ordered in a chronological manner a time series 

of sentiment as defined by each lexica can be created. The first area for consideration is the 

impact that duplicate news items within the corpus have on results obtained from the regression 

model. As the frequency of the near and exact duplicates is substantial their impact may have a 

considerable effect on the results o f the analysis. The second area for examination is that of 

term weighting; as noted the weighting scheme applied within textual analysis may play an 

important role regarding the performance of a system towards textual analysis & sentiment 

quantification. Three schemes will be evaluated; that of a purely frequency based measurement 

based on absolute term frequency, and secondly that obtained using a standard tenn frequency 

inverse document frequency analysis, and a relative affect frequency where the frequency of 

affect terms is di\'ided by the total number of terms.

4.3.1 Impact of Duplicates

Firstly the interest is to examine the impact, if any, that duplicate news items have on an affect 

time series when examined against market movements over the corresponding time period. This 

produces three separate time-series; one consisting of all files retried from the data-curation, a 

second whereby only those files identified as exact word for word duplicates are removed, and 

finally all those which have been identified as duplicate, hi order to evaluate this time-series the 

regression model mentioned previously in section 3.4.2 is examined , incoiporating a lag for 

the sentiment variable from r — 1 to r — 5, and also include the lag of the market returns. What 

follows are the results from my regression model over the time time period July of 2006 to 

August 2012; examining the absolute frequency of Negative terms within the General Inquirer 

against the Dow Jones Industrial Average using equation 4.1. The previous five data points for 

market returns and sentiment are regressed against next day market movements. The results 

from the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression given an estimate of the im pact o f each 

vai'iable on market movements. Since the interest is in evaluating a statistical relationship 

between sentiment and mai'ket movements results are examined in a manner similar to Tetlock.
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Two variables o f interest ai'e the coefficient o f determ ination (R-)  from  the regression m odels 

and the P-value fo r sentim ent. R-  gives a statistical m easure o f how well the regression  line 

approx im ates the real data points. P — Value(Sent)  gives the significance o f  the sentim ent 

values in the regression m odel, estim ating if their inclusion shows a statistically  signification 

relationship.

Dowi =  a ]  + f5\ .L5{DoWf) +  y l .L5{Sent , )  (4.1)

Table 4.8: Im pact of D uplicates W hen R egressing Against the Dow Jones Industrial Average.
This table presents the Ordinarv' Least Square (OLS) regression results o f the Dow Jones Industrial Average 

(DJIA) across negative sentiment extracted from our .AP financial Newswire corpora examining the impact on the 

inclusion and exclusion of duplicate news items. Negative sentiment is measured as an absolute terni frequency 

count o f terms as included in the General Inquirer. Each coefficient measures the impact of an increase in one 

standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a return o f 0.01 %). The regression is based 

on 1.531 observations, we u.se Newey and West standard errors similar to Tetlock so as to account for 

autocorrelation. Italics denotes a .significance level o f 90% (*), bold denote a significance level o f 95% (**) bold 

and italics denotes a significance level o f 99% confidence leveK***).

Sentim ent M easurem ent No N ear D uplicates No E xact D uplicates Raw' C orpus

Sent r_i -13.4 .29.7=!-!= =1=

Sent t_2 9.9 13.5 13.7
Sent r_ 3 -1.8 5.9 6.6
Sent ? _ 4 9.7 8.5 7.3
Sent t-f, ■12.4* -6.1 -5.7
Dow /_ | -19.3**-'= -19***
Dow / _ 2 -11.3 -11.3 -11.2
Dow f_ 3 4.6 5.3 5.7
Dow ? _ 4 -2.4 -2.1 -2.1
Dow -9.2 -9.3 -9.2

R- 3.53% 4.57% 4.55%
AIC -8700 -8716.5 -8716.2

P — Value{Sent) 0.32 0 .05** 0 .03**

An exam ination o f the results identifies two issues, firstly that w hile the sentim ent at tim e 

r — 1 is significant to the 99%  within tw o o f  the proposed regression m odels w hile the th ird  

m odel having  excluded all duplicates is not statistically  significant, values beyond r — 1 are 

statistica lly  insignificant, w hile the reversal o f  sign from  negative to positive is the sam e as 

observed by Tetlock [104] with the level of statistical significance dropping beyond r — 1. Such 

a result indicates that an increase of negative sentim ent is followed by a downw ard m ovem ent 

w ithin m arkets on the follow ing day, such as w ould be expected and has been observed  in 

previous works. Tetlock argues that the reversal o f the sign from negative to positive indicates 

that the im pact o f  sentim ent is short lived and beyond day before there is a return to  m arket 

fundam ental, in both his work and the results here there is a reversal o f the sign of the coefficient
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but in both cases the impact is not as statistically significant. Tetlock argues that while there 

is a return to market fundam entals the reversal is not significant enough to offset the initial 

decline.

There is a strong statistical significance (to 99% confidence level) between market returns at 

time t and past market returns but only to a lag of r — 1. Results are presented in a manner similar 

to Tetlock where the coefficients of regression indicates the average impact of a one-standard 

deviation change in negative sentiment as defined by the General Inquirer.

Secondly there is a significant difference regarding the performance of the dataset which 

includes duplicates when compared to that without. The p  — value for the null hypothesis 

that the five lags of negative sentiment does not forecast returns {P -  ValueiSent))  is 0.05 and 

0.03 for the corpus excluding exact duplicates and including all duplicates respectively which 

implies that negative sentiment may be related to future mai'ket returns. The exclusion of exact 

duplicates increases the coefficient at time r — 1 by one basis point. Indeed while the datasets 

with some fomi of duplicates are statistically significant to 95%, there is no significance in the 

refined dataset with all duplicates excluded.

At this stage it is useful to examine the relative performance of one model when compared 

with another, while the R~ values do show which performs in a superior way. aim ing to 

quantify the level to which one performs better than alternatives. An exam ination o f the 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) allows for an evaluate the performance of one model when 

compared to another. It provides the relative measurement of the performance of a statistical 

model when compared to other models for a given data set. While this will in itself not be able 

to provide us with an indication regarding exactly how well the model performs it does allow 

for a means of selecting the best performing among the proposed models.

The AIC value may be calculated according to fonnula 4.2;

AIC  = 2 k - 2 l n ( L )  (4.2)

Where k is the number of pai'ameters and L is the maximized value of the likelihood function 

of the regression model. In inclusion of k means that the AIC value of a model is not based 

only on how well it fits the data, but takes into account the number of variables included. The 

penalty applied when a model increases the number of parameter k is to account for overfitting. 

Once the AIC has been calculated for each model each may be compared.Firstly the difference 

between each model A, is calculated and the lowest AIC; that obtained from the best model 

calculating where A, =  A/C,- — ininAlC. W hile this provides a relative value when com pared 

to the other given model a superior method for their inteipretation is to noim alise the relative 

values as weights; Akaike weights vt’,-.
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The Akaike weights may be calculated as:

exp{—Q.5 * A/) 

Ef=i^?-V7H-0.5*A,)

Table 4.9: DJIA AlC Weight Calculation.
We calculate the AIC weights to evaluate the effect o f  the exclusion  o f  duplicates and near duplicates within our 
corpus. These results are obtained from an exam ination o f  absolute negative affect frequency w'ithin the three AP  

financial N ew sw ire corpora, with negative terms identified according to tlie GI regressed against the DJIA. 
Results in italics indicate that the relative w eight o f  the m odel indicates that the m odel can be excluded from

further analysis.

Model AIC A/ exp{—0.5*Ai) Wi

No Exact Duphcates -8716,52 0 1 0.53

Raw Coipus -8716.21 0.30 0.947 0.46

No Near Duplicates -8700.07 16.45 2E-4 0

The relative weights of the results obtained from each of the three models and datasets are 

presented in table 4.9, these results demonstrate to what extent the exclusion of all duplicate 

news items have on the regression modeling. The value W’, is the probability that model 

i provides the best approximation, clearly here the model with all duplicates excluded is 

significantly poorer in performance. Commonly when evaluating the weights of multiple 

models those with a value W, which is not within 10% of the highest may be excluded [87]. 

While the values obtained from the coipus with no exact duplicates is slightly superior there is 

no evidence to conclusively state that the inclusion of exact duplicates has a negative impact in 

the affect time-series generation.

The above experiments are expanded to examine if the observed results apply to alternative 

market indices. In the interest of brevity the analytical results are presented in appendix B. 

W hen examining the role of sentiment against the S&P 500 there is a statistical significance 

link between future market returns at time t — 1 (with a significance level of 99%) and negative 

affect as defined by the General Inquirer (table B .l) . This significance however is seen only 

against the affect time series obtained from the corpus allowing for the inclusion of duplicate 

news items (AIC w'eights presented in table B.2). Again similar to the DJIA analysis the 

coefficient at time f — 1 is negative which is followed by a reversal to positive, this suggests, 

as discussed by Tetlock that the impact of negative sentim ent is short lived and followed by 

a return to market fundamentals. Indeed an increase of one standard deviation in sentiment 

at time t — 1 has an impact of 30 basis points on the following days market returns w'hen 

examining the coipus compri.sed of no exact duplicate news items. The inclusion of sentiment 

within the regression model is significant to the 95%  confidence level when some form of 

duplicates are included but is statistically insignificant once duplicates are excluded.
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When examined against the VIX index (table B.3), this index is of interest, as it has been 

examined in previous works within sentiment analysis demonstrating a statistically significant 

link with a negative affect time series produced through an examination o f Google search 

queries [17]. This series shows a much lower level of statistical significance, where the 

inclusion of sentiment lags is significant to 90% only when examining the coipus containing no 

exact duplicates, however sentiment at time r — 1 is significant to 95% for corpora containing 

some form of duplicates. A striking contrast between the analysis o f the VIX and previous 

market indices is that while the DJIA and S&P 500 showed little statistical significance 

with previous market returns beyond time t — \ the VIX demonstrates a level of statistical 

significance for all lagged return values. A further contrast is that while both previous results 

have displayed a negative coefficient at time t — 1 indicating a fall in returns following an 

increase in negative sentiment, within the VIX this sign is positive followed by a reversal 

to negative at times beyond / — 1. Such a result indicates that a increase in negative affect 

will result in an increase in VIX returns. As the VIX is a m easurem ent of market volatility 

witnessed within the S& P 500 such a result suggest that negative sendm ent has an impact 

on investors’ feai's and as such volatility increases, as has been witnessed in previous studies 

examining the role of sentiment on market returns and volatility [5]. However as the level of 

significance is somewhat weak within these results it may not necessarily draw any definitive 

conclusions (AIC weights calculadons presented in table B.4). It has been demonstrated that 

negative affect as defined from the GI extracted from two of the three corpora has a statistically 

impact on next day market returns, the effect is followed by a reversal of the sign o f the 

affect coefficient and the level of significance drops sharply beyond one day. Across the three 

market indices the inclusion of duplicate news items within the corpus for examinadon has a 

statisdcally significant impact on the analysis, and while there is some improvement through 

the exclusion of identical news items where an news article has been replicated in-toto the 

difference is not sufficient to draw lasting conclusions. Unless otherwise indicated all future 

results are those obtained from an examination of the corpus containing no exact duplicates.

4.3.2 Impact of Weighting

The impact of an alternative weighting metrics applied to the affect dm e-series is examined. 

As the previous results have outlined there is a statistically significant impact on the inclusion 

of duplicates within the corpus for sentiment analysisan examination of three weighting 

function is applied for the extraction of sentiment from the news corpus which include no exact 

duplicates. A simple feature frequency (absolute) teiTn count is applied, a.tf — i j f  weighdng 

function and a relative term frequency analysis. W ithin relative term frequency all articles 

occuiTing on a single day are summ ed and exam ined as a single lai'ge news item. Reladve
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teim  frequency was included for two reason, earlier in this research I exam ined the im pact o f 

relative term frequency extracted from Irish financial news and its impact on the Irish financial 

m arkets [18], This m easurem ent was also included as it was used in T edock’s research in the 

area o f  sentim ent analysis, how ever in T etlock 's research  w here he exam ined a single new s 

item  each day (A breast O f The M arket) w hile here the num ber o f  new s item s returned from  

the search criteria varies on a day to day basis. W hile relative tem i frequency evaluates new's 

Item s as a single text docum ent sum m ing the length T f  — I d f  score calculation factor in the 

num ber o f  new s item s. This m easurem ent was included as the usage o f  such a w eighting  

function is com m on within textual analysis and was also applied in the research by Loughran 

and M cD onald [64],

Table 4.10: Im pact o f  Sentim ent Score C om putation A gainst DJIA.
This table presents the OLS regression results o f  the DJIA across negative sentim ent extracted from our AP  

financial N ew sw ire corpus containing no exact D uplicates. We com pare the impact o f  three weighting functions 

A bsolute negative term frequency, relative term frequency and t f  — i d f  as defined b)' the General Inquirer. Each 

coefficient measures the impact o f  an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point 

equals a return o f 0.01% ). The regression is based on 1.531 observations, w e  use N ew ey and West standard errors 

sim ilar to Tetiock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level o f  90% (*). bold denote

a significance level o f  95%  (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level o f  99% (***).

Sentim ent M easurem ent A bsolute T f-Id f Relative

Sent t - \ .29.7=:==!==;= .27.9=!==!==;= -8.1*
Sent 13.5 13.4 5.07
Sent r_ 3 5.9 4.8 -1.4
Sent r_ 4 8.5 8.5 6.7
Sent r_ 5 -6.2 -6.9 -6.5
Dow r_i -1 9 .3 ^ - - -18.9***
Dow r_7 -11.3 -11.3 -11.2
Dow' r_ 3 5.4 5.2 4.9
Dow r_ 4 -2.2 -2.3 -1.6
Dow r_ 5 -9.4 -9.7 -8.5

R- 4.57% 4.52% 3.17%
AIC -8716.5 -8715.8 -8694.3

P — Value[Sent) 0.05*=̂ 0 .04* * 0.17

An exam ination o f these three w'eighting functions against the D JIA  is presented in table 

4 .10 A cross all three w eighting function there appears to be little to no statistical significance 

beyond tim e r — 1. W hile there appears to be little d ifference betw een the results ob tained  

through absolute term  frequency and t f  — i^if there is a significant difference when exam ining 

the relative term  frequency. W hile sentim ent at tim e r — 1 is significance to the 99%  across 

absolute term frequency and relative term frequency within relative term frequency this is only 

significant to 90% level. And while the inclusion o f sentim ent is significance to 95%: for both
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absolute and tf-idf. the p  — value for relative frequency is 0.17 as presented in table 4.10.

W hen examining the AlC weights in table 4.11 it can be seen that the relative weighting 

method may be excluded, however while absolute term frequency is superior to t f  — i d f  it is 

not to a significant degree. Similarly the R- values while better in the absolute term frequency 

time series (4.57%) when compared to i f  — id f  (4.52%) it is not sufficient to draw a lasting 

conclusion regarding the impact of these two weighting methods.

Table 4.11: AIC Sentiment Score Computation Analysis for DJIA and Negative Affect 
We calculate the AIC weights to evaluate the perfonnance o f each o f the three weighting methods absolute term 

frequency, tf-idf and relative term frequency o f negative affect terms as defined by the GI regressed against the 

DJI.A.. term frequency is obtained from our corpus o f no exact duplicates from the retrieved AP Financial 

New'swire. Results in italics may be excluded from further analysis.

Weighting Method AIC A/ exp{—0.5 * A/) Wi

Absolute -8716.52 0.00 1.00 0.58
Tf-Idf -8715.84 0.68 0.71 0.42

Relative -8694.32 22.2 0.00 0.00

Similar results are obtained when examining the S&P 500 and VIX (presented in tables A .l 

& A.3). for the S&P 500 the inclusion of sentiment is significant to 95% for both absolute term 

frequency and t f - i d f  the p — value for the relative affect time series is 0.15. The significance 

level observed against the VIX is to a lower extent (90% for the absolute tenn frequency) there 

is a improvement over the other weighting methods. When examining the AIC weights (tables 

A .l  & A.4) relative affect frequency can be excluded yet find similar results between absolute 

frequency and tf-idf.

Initial Findings and Discussion

The above findings suggest a statistically significant relationship between negative affect 

sentiment and future returns in each of the three given indices. In each instance the inclusion of 

duplicates appear to have a significant impact on the analysis of the resulting affect time-series. 

while there appears to be some improvement from the exclusion of identical news items shown 

in tables 4.8, B .l & B.3 the im provem ent is not sufficiently significant to draw any m ajor 

conclusions. The cause of this improvement and the apparent impact of duplicates is interesting 

and while outside the scope of this research is certainly an area for future consideration. There 

is the potential that not only does the reprinting and expansion of a news item have in itself 

some impact, but that news sources will expand and recommend on a topic or issue purely if it 

is of importance, however such coinments are at present purely speculation.

The coefficient of negative affect at time t — 1 across the three given indices is illustrated 

in figure 4.4 in basis points, illustrating the impact of a change of one standard deviation on
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Figure 4.4; T  ~  I C oefficients for N egative A ffect at r — 1 
The coefficient y\ from the given regression model of absolute negative affect frequency contained within our 

corpus of no exact duplicates regressed against the given index. Each coefficient measures the impact of an 
increase of one standard deviation of negative affect on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a return of 
O.Ol %). Results are obtained from Absolute Negative term frequency from our corpus with no exact duplicates.

m arket returns on the following day. W ithin both the D JIA  and S& P 500 an increase in negative 

affect will cause a dow nw ard m ovem ent on m arket returns on the follow ing day, w hile for the 

V IX  index this increase w ill resu lts in an increase in re turns. A s the V IX  is a m easu rem en t 

on volatility  w ith in  the S & P  500 this suggests that negative affect resu lts  in an increase  of 

volatility  w ithin this index.

W hile the im pact o f  sen tim ent on financial indices is m odest these findings do p ropose a 

relationship betw een the tw o which have been noted in previous research yet there is at times a 

tem ptation w ithin current literature to overstate the potential value o f such inform ation. Indeed 

w hile the resulting  values are low they rem ain statistica lly  significant.

A nd w hile  som e have p roposed  the developm ent o f  trad ing  system s based  on sen tim ent 

[9 ,90 ] and have at tim es show n encourag ing  resu lts, o ther have d em onstra ted  that a system  

to determ ine m arket trading strategies based  on sen tim ent extracted  is flaw ed and unlikely  to 

consisten tly  produce positive returns over tim e [51].

In the in terest o f  b rev ity  resu lts that fo llow ing  w ill concen tra te  on sen tim ent p roduced  

using absolute term  frequency extracted from  the corpus contain ing no exact duplicate unless 

o therw ise  stated  due to  the fact that the resu lts ob ta ined  th rough  th is co rpus and w eigh ting  

m ethod  appear to p roduce slightly  su p erio r resu lts over tf-id f and the inclusion  o f  exact 

dup licates w ith in  the co llec ted  corpus. A lso  as the area  o f  in terest is an exam ination  o f  the 

sen tim ent coefficien ts the coefficients for m arket re tu rns a  w ill be exc luded  from  future
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tables.

4.3.3 Alternative Lexica

Having considered the im pact o f w eighting schem es and the role o f duplicates and near 

duplicates w ithin this corpus the evaluation is expanded to exam ine the perform ance of 

alternative lexica w ithin sentim ent analysis o f financial news against the aforem entioned 

market indices.

Initially the regression model used within the previous evaluations including lagged values 

of sentim ent and m arket returns to a tim e t — 5 will be used. Based on the previous finding 

regarding the role of duplicates; in that the inclusion of duplicates has a statistically significant 

impact on regression analysis all further results will be those obtained through and examination 

of our corpus which contain no exact duplicate news items, while there is a modest improvement 

through the exclusion of non-exact duplicates it is not however sufficiently significant to draw 

lasting conclusions regarding their impact. Similarly as there appears to be little difference in 

results obtained using absolute term  frequency and tf-idf, unless indicated all future results 

presented will be those obtained using absolute term  frequency with no weighting function 

applied.

The lexica selected for exam ination offer a num ber o f issues to be exam ined, firstly the 

expansion of the negative affect lexicon to include stem m ed version of all term s, while the 

impact o f stem m ing term  m ay be view ed as superior as it will identify term s which while 

having sim ilar m eanings m ay not be found within the initial lexica and are the result purely 

of gram m atical, rules this im provem ent is by no means guaranteed [59,69], furtherm ore this 

lexica is include as the larger size of it posses extra challenges when implementing methods to 

refine this lexica. As the feature size increases (in this instance the number of individual terms) 

optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm optim ization may run 

into issues whereby the large feature space makes the convergence of the system less likely as 

discussed in section 2.5.1. The choice o f lexica also allow an exam ination o f positive affect 

frequency; this examines the previously observed results where positive affect frequency while 

having an im pact on future m arket returns is shown to be less significant when com pared to 

negative affect frequency. Lastly is an exam ination o f an alternative lexica developed within 

a dom ain specific context, in this instance financial reports. This allows for an evaluation 

of legacy lexica developed for general language against dom ain specific lexica, intuitively it 

may be assume that a lexica developed through expert knowledge of language and the domain 

would capture sentiment to a greater extent, as term misclassification is less likely while terms 

which may not be included within a general language lexica due to their dom ain specific 

nature are included. How ever as noted w ithin other areas of textual and sentim ent analysis
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such suppositions are not alw ays found to be true. W hile an exam ination  o f the language 

within a coipus does provide insight when developing a dom ain specific lexica tlirough hum an 

intervention, on occasion term s with the greatest in form ation have not been included w ithin 

those put forw ard by hum an respondents. F irstly the perform ance o f varying lexica against 

the D JIA  is exam ined, w here previously  the greatest level o f statistical significance when 

com pared to results obtained from the other proposed indices was found.

Table 4.12: Regression o f Varying D ictionaries against DJIA.
T he table sh o w s the O rdinary L east Squared (O L S  ) regression  resu lts o f  the Dow Jones Industrial A verage ("DJIA I 

across the four d ic tio n a r ies . T h e  a ffec t tim e se r ies  is extracted  through  an ab so lu te  term  freq u en cy  cou n t. Each  

co effic ie n t m easu res the im pact o f  an in crease in o n e  standard d ev ia tion  on returns in b asis p o in ts (o n e  b asis point 

eq u a ls a retun i o f  0 .01  % ). the regress io n  is b ased  on  1.531 o b sen -a tio n s . 1 u se  N e w e y  and Vv'est standard errors 

sim ilar to T etlock  .so as to  a ccou n t for autocorrelation . Ita lics d en o tes a sig n ifica n ce  lev e l o f  90%  (* ). b o ld  den ote

a s ig n if ic a n c e  le v e l o f  95%  ( **)  w h ile  b o ld  and ita lic s  d en o te s a s ig n if ic a n c e  lev e l o f  99%  (* * * ).

Sentim ent M easurem ent Negative N egative-lnf Positive Fin Neg

Sent / “- I -29.2*** -29.2*** -2S.9*** -25.S***
Sent r _ T 13.5 14.8 8.4 11.1
Sent 6.0 5.8 1 1 . 8 5.0
Sent r_4 8.5 6.1 5.5 2.6
Sent -6.2 -4.7 -3.1 -0.9

R- 4.57% 4.53% 4.24% 4.14%
AlC -8716 -8715 -8711 -8709

P — Value{Seiit) 0.05** 0.06* 0.138 0.13

S im ilar to previous exam ination  the im pact o f the sentim ent score on the day before is 

significant (to the 99%  confidence level), how ever at tim e lags beyond this tliere does not 

appear to be a statistically  significant im pact on the D JIA . In each instance the coefficient o f 

the initially lagged value r =  — 1 is negative while those following are positive; again alluding 

to the return to m arket fundam entals. This holds true even when exam ining the frequency o f 

positive term s w ithin the given corpus.

W hile researchers have stated that positive words contain less inform ation than negatives 

[31] the negative sign o f  the p o sitive  a ffect coefficient suggests that an increase in positive 

affect term  frequency is followed by a downward m arket movem ent on the following day. The 

results are counter intuitive in that the sign of the regression coefficient is negative which would 

suggest that an increase in positive affect term  frequency results in a dow nw ard m ovem ent 

in m arkets. The intuitive ju d g m en t w ould suggest that the positive sen tim ent should have 

a positive coefficient and resu lt in an upw'ard m ovem ent if there is a re la tionsh ip  betw een 

financial m arkets and the sentim ent m easurement. W hile the coefficients at r -  1 is statistically 

significant the im pact o f the sentim ent tim e series is not w'ith a p-value o f  0 .138 against 

the D JIA . This is in contrast to the N egative affect score and the N egative-ln f score w hich
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Table 4 .13: R egression  o f  Varying D ictionaries against S& P 500.
The table shows the Ordinan- Least Squared (OLSj regression results o f the Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 50Q) 

across the four dictionaries. The affect time series is extracted through an absolute tenn frequency count. Each 

coefficient measures tlie impact o f an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point 

equals a return o f 0.01 %). the regression is based on 1.531 observations. 1 use Newey and West standard errors 

similar to Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a .significance level o f 90% (*). bold denote

a significance level o f 95% (**) while bold and italics denotes a significance level o f 99% (***),

Sentim ent M easurem ent N egadve N egative-ln f Positive Fin N eg

Sent r_i -50.07**^- -3 0 .36*** -29 .36** -2 7 .46***
Sent 12.91 14.30 7 .02 9.83
Sent r_ 3 4.13 4.01 11.01 3.52
Sent r_ 4 11.05 8.32 8 .09 4 .5 6
Sent r_ 5 -6 .87 -5 .12 -4 .42 -0.21

R- 4.27% 4.24% 4.0% 3.9%
A lC -84 2 7 .7 9 -8427 .253 -8422 .82 -8422.41

P  — Value(Sent) 0 .05** 0.061 * 0.15 0 .14

are significant to 95%  and 90%  respectively. W hile  the results are counter intuitive given  

the P-Value for p ositive  sentim ent it m ay not be .stated that there is a statistically  significant 

relation.ship betw een m y positive affect tim eseries approach and future mai'ket m ovem ents.

The performance o f  the Financial Negative {Fin Neg)  dictionary is striking; such a reference 

lexicon should in theory capture financial reporting to a greater degree having taken into account 

the specific m eaning o f terms when applied towards the financial domain. H owever it should be 

noted that the authors did not suggest that such this lexicon accurately reflects general financial 

new s language but rather that contained within a m ore technical report format. H ow ever it 

w ould  be intuitive to assum e that term inology  accurately defined w ithin technical financial 

reporting is used w ithin  a different context w hen found w ithin financial new s reporting. Yet 

there is the potential that the terms found w ithin the financial negative dictionary are o f  a 

technical nature w h ich  w ould  not be found w ith in  general language reporting on econ om ic  

affairs, and as such this w ould low er the volum e o f  incom ing affect terms.

A  com parison o f  the values across the four given reference lexica identifies the greatest 

values obtained from the negative affect lexicon vv'hich is shghdy superior to a stem m ed version 

o f  the negative lexicon .

The regression results against the S& P 500 across the given lexica pre.sented in table 4 .13  

and are in -line w ith those previously  observed. A gain  there is a greater level o f  statistical 

sign ificance w hen com paring negative affect than that obtained from  positive affect term 

frequency. W hile again the financial negative lex icon  produces m odest results, the im pact o f  

w eighdng appeal's to have little im pact on the resulting analysis.

Again the analysis against the VIX performs poorly when compared to the previous indices;
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Table 4.14; Regression o f Varying D ictionaries against VIX.
The table show s the Ordinar}' Least Squared (O LS) regression results o f  the C hicago Board O ptions E xchange  

Market Volatility Index (VIX) across the four dictionaries. The affect tim e series is extracted through an absolute 
term frequency count. Each coefficient m easures the impact o f  an increase in one standard deviation on returns in 
basis points (one basis point equals a return o f O.Ol'Jr). the regression is based on 1.531 observations. 1 use N ew ey  

and W est standard eiTors sim ilar to Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance  
level o f  90% (*). bold denote a significance level o f  95% (**) w hile bold and italics denotes a significance level

o f  99% (***).

Sentim ent M easurem ent Negative N egative-lnf Positive Fin Neg

Sent t_] 85.3** 87.6** 75.6* 88
Sent r_T -37.5 -37.5 -16 -26.5
Sent r_ 3 22.25 6.1 -3.9 -5.7
Sent t - 4 -45.2 -45.9 -43.6 -31.8
S e n t / _ 5 3.3 -1.7 -1.7 -17.1

R- 3.68% 3.71% 3.50% 3.70%
AIC -3719.96 -3720.53 -3717.23 -3720.27

P — VaIue{Sent) 0.11 0.09* 0.4 0.084*

w ith .some level o f  stati.stical significance w ith tlie negative lexica yet little evidence against 

alternative given lexica (table 4.14). Across each of the lexica there continues to be a reversal of 

signs o f the coefficients when com pared to those see against the DJIA and S&P 500 regression 

m odels (tables 4.12 and 4.13). A gain indicating that an increase in frequency across any o f 

the given lexica results in an increase in future returns yet is again reversed later in the w'eek 

where the coefficient turns negative, this is in contrast to the two alternative indices which are 

fo llow ed by a dow nw ard m otion on the fo llow ing day. T he regression o f sentim ent against 

the V IX  appears to confirm  that it is indeed such an index if  only  because the regression 

co-efficient for the day before is positive across the four lexica used individually (GI Negative, 

Negative-lnf, Gl Positive and Financial Negative). The key difference here is that the statistical 

significance is not the same as my previous results for the DJIA (table 4.12) and S& P500 (table 

4.13). In that fir.st tlie regression co-efficient is only significant to the 90% confidence level and 

second this is only achieved when using the extended term  list by Loughran & M cD onald  or 

their financial negative tem i list.

4.3.4 Decreased Lag Of Sentiment

A s there appears to be no statistical significance in  any o f the regression series beyond the 

im pact o f  the day before sentim ent it may be o f interest to exam ine the im pact o f sim plifying 

the m odel by reducing the window of lagged sentiinent values. Below is an exam ination o f the 

im pact o f a shorter lag across all the d ictionaries, these m odels are sim plified w hereby  only 

the values for the previous two days are included w ithin the regression m odel. Two days are
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Table 4.15: Shorter Time Lag Regression of Varying Dictionaries against DJIA.
Tlie table shows the OLS regression results o f the DJIA against absolute frequency extracted from the four 

dictionaries of AP financial newswire articles with no exact duplicates included reducing the previously given 

regression model to include sentiment and market returns to a lag of 2. Each coefficient measures the impact o f an 

increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a return o f 0.01%). The 

regression is based on 1.531 observ'ations, we use Newey and West standard errors similar to Tetlock so as to 

account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level of 90% (*), bold denote a significance level of

___________95% (**) while bold and italics denotes a significance level o f 99% (***).__________

Sentiment Measurement Negative Negative-lnf Positive t  Fin Neg

Sent,-.\
Sent, _ 2

-26.82***
18.28* *

-26.66***
18.29* *

- 23.46* *

15.62*
-23.03***

13.84*
R- 3.72% 3.74% 3.28% 3.45%

AIC -8734.3 -8734.6 -8727.29 -8730.1
P — Val ue{Sent) 0.008*** 0.01*** 0.07* 0 .025* *

picked so as to examine if there is an apparent reversal of the impact of sentiment on market 

movements, Tetlock identifies that at a lag beyond t =  —  I there appears to be a reversal in the 
coefficient of sentiment stated to be a result to market fundamentals [104].

Table 4.15 outlines the results of the new simplified regression model, when compared 
to the results within table 4.8 an improvement in w'ith a significance increase from 95% to 
99% across the first two datasets is seen. With the lagged value of r =  —2 being significant 
to 95% suggesting a potential impact of sentiment beyond r =  — 1 while again witnessing the 

reversal from a negative coefficient to positive. Note that the results reported in section 4.3.3 
and 4.3.4 are based on the use of a corpus where exact duplicates have been removed. The 
impact of keeping or removing duplicates on the regression coefficients and by implication the 

fitness function is small (The results of tliese difference corpora types is in appendix B). These 
results are continued across the alternatively proposed lexica seen in table 4.15 indeed there is 
a significant improvement seen for both the positive affect time series results and the negative 

finance time-series.

Firstly that all are statistically significant to 95% and above, and as has been shown in 
previous studies the results from negative affect appear to be more statistically significant that 
those obtained using positive affect frequency. Of interest is that there appears to be little 

difference between the results obtained though a stemmed version of the negative dictionary 
and those obtained through the un-stemmed raw' negative term hst obtained from the General 
Inquirer. Secondly the Negative Finance dictionary provided froin Loughran & McDonald does 

not perform as well, while this dictionary was propo.sed for financial reports it may be assumed 

that the con'ect classification of terms when applied to more complex financial reports should 
hold true when applied to financial news reporting. In the production of this lexicon specifically
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tailored to financial terms approximately 73% of terms in the GI Negative category were 

removed as they were viewed to be incorrectly classified w'hen it came to financial language.

Note positive result is only significant to 90% confidence level where as the impact of 

negative sentiment is at 99% confidence level and financial negative to 95%. The results for 

the inclusion of lagged values of sentiment beyond t — — \ for negative affect are compared as 

a means for examining if it may be concluded that lags beyond t — 2 may be excluded for the 

purpose of future analysis.

Table 4.16: AIC Analysis of Shorter Lag for Negative Affect Against DJIA 
The table below  evaluate.s the perfonnance o f  the exam ination o f  negative affect against the DJIA where the time 
tag o f  the past sentiment and market returns is reduced from r — 5 to ? — 2. Values in italics m ay be excluded from  

__________________________ further exam ination._________________________

Maximum Lag AIC A/ exp{—0.5 * A,) Wi

Lag f — 2 -8734.3 0 1 0.99
Lag 1 — 5 -8716 ]8.3 0 0

Through an examination of AIC weights in table 4.16 the impact of the reduction of the 

maximum time lag from ? — 5 to f — 2 can be compared, the results indicate that all values 

beyond ! -  2 may be excluded from future analysis as there appeal's to be little to no little 

significance.

The inclusion of r -  2 remains statistically significant and through the sign reversal main

tains the indication that the impact of sentiment is reversed after its initial impact. These results 

are similarly seen when examining negative affect against both the S&P 500 and VIX (tables 

E.5 and E.9). As such within all future analysis the maximum time is limited to a lag to r — 2.

4.4 Evaluation

Following is an evaluation of the implementation of term feature selection from each of the 

proposed lexica with the aim of reducing the num ber of affect terms across increased lexica 

with the aim of eliminating terms which within this domain are misclassified and its potential 

for the improvement of regression analysis.

The previous section presented an examination of lexica and the impact of weighting 

lagged values and duplicates within the corpus against the three proposed indices. These results 

obtained from Raw  lexica provide a base-line for an examination of the performance increase 

through the usage of refined lexica as produced through biologically inspired algorithms. This 

section will concentrate purely on results obtained using a coipus containing no exact duplicates 

as the previous results show this coipus tends to produce the optimal results, and will also 

concentrate on results obtained using absolute frequency counts due to the observation that
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relative frequency performs poorly while there is a small improvement in the implementation 

of absolute frequency count when compared to tf-idf. Due to the previously observed superior 

results obtained from the reducing of maximum lag to r — 2 all further results w'ill concentrate 

on the modified regression model. However the training method used for the development o f  

refined lexica used the original model as an fitness function w'ith the obtained R- appUed for 

fitness value. However the analysis from the original time frame is presented in appendix D.

4.4.1 Refined Lexicon Performance

The first lexicon for examination is the negative affect category as found in the General Inquirer. 

The regression results from the original dictionary are compared with the results from the two 

refined dictionaries. The com plete regression analysis results are presented in appendix E in 

tables E. l .  E.5 and E.9. Follow ing is a comparison o f the performance o f the Raw  negative 

lexicon obtained from the General Inquirer and those obtained through feature selection using 

both genetic algorithms and particle swai'm optimization in table 4.17.

Table 4.17: Comparison o f Refined Negative Lexicon DJIA 
This table presents the OLS regression results o f the DJIA across negative sentiment extracted from the AP 

financial Newswire. Negative sentiment is produced from a raw absolute frequency count o f temis as defined 

against the General Inquirer and then refined using both genetic algorithms and particle swarm. Each coefficient 

measures the impact o f an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a 

return o f 0.01%). The regression is based on 1.531 obser%’ations. I use Newey and West standard eiTors similar to 

Tetlock so as to account for autocon-elation. Italics denotes a .significance level o f  909c (*). bold denote a

significance level o f 95% (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level o f 99% (***)

Sentiment Measurement Negative Negative cenetk Negative panicle

Sent r_i -26.5**^= -28.96*** -29.51***
Sent r_2 18.28^^- 18.65** 20.73**

R- 3.72% 4.22% 4.06%
AIC -8734.282 -8742.251 -8739.632

P  — ValueiSent] 0.008'*** 0.006*** 0.003***

Both the lexica developed through genetic algorithms and particle swairn appear to perform 

superior to the R aw  General Inquirer negative lexicon. The signs o f the coefficients remain 

the same; a negative at r — 1 indicating a downward pressure on market returns followed by a 

reversal. When comparing the predictive value o f the regression m odels an increase o f in the 

R- value of 13% for genetics (3.72% increasing to 4.22% ) and 8% for particle swarm (3.72%  

increasing to 4.06% ) can be seen. By exam ining the A lC  weights obtained from the three 

models it may concluded that the negative GI lexicon can be excluded with a weight of 0.005, 

and while there is a significant improvement seen within the Negative Genetic word list it is not 

sufficiently superior to that obtained frorn particle swarm.
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This is followed with an examination of the perfom iance o f negative affect and feature 

selection against the S&P 500 index in table 4.18.

Table 4.18: Comparison of Refined Negative Lexicon against S&P 500
This table presents tiie OLS regression results o f  the S& P 500  across negative sentim ent extracted from the AP  

financial N ew sw ire. N egative sentim ent is produced from a raw ab.solute frequency count o f  ternis as defined  

against the General Inquirer and then refined using both genetic algorithm s and particle swarm. Each coefficient 

m easures the impact o f  an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a 

return o f  0.01% ). The regression is based on 1.531 observ'ations. I use N ew ey and W est standard errors sim ilar to 

Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level o f  90%  (*). bold denote a

significance level o f  95%  (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level o f  99% (***)

Sentiment Measurement Negative Negative cenetu- Negative panide

Sent r_i -27 . 91* * * - 30 .78* * * - 30 .53* * *

Sent r_i 17 .92* * 19 .97* * 20 . 14* *

R- 3.64%^ 4.20% 3.95%
AlC -8449.096 -8457.995 -8454.008

P — Vahie{Sent) 0 .012* * 0 .002* * * 0 .004* * *

Again there is an improvement in results when examining returns in the S&P 500, the 

obtained P -  Value for the impact of a lagged value of sentiment increases from 95% confidence 

within the raw' lexicon to 99% confidence within both obtained through feature selection. Which 

leads to an improvement in the R- values of 15% and 7.4% for genetics and particle swarm 

repetitively (Full analysis in table E.5). As with the DJIA when comparing the AIC weights 

obtained from the models the raw negative lexicon (with a weight o f 0.01) may be excluded 

while again the improvement obtained through genetic algorithms is superior it is not to the 

extent that particle sw’arm (weights 0.87 and 0.12 respectively) can be excluded. From this it 

can seen how the refinement process has indeed improved a number of the regression analysis 

results when using the refined negative affect lexicon in particular the results of the genetic 

algorithm ba.sed refinement.

There does not appear to be a significant improveinent when examining the VIX index, 

indeed the im plem entation o f a refined lexicon has a detrimental impact on the regression 

analysis. W hile there is little evidence of a .statistically significant relationship between my 

sentiment based time series and the VIX as shown in table 4.19 whereby the affect time series 

obtained from the GI is significant to 90% (full analysis in table E.9). This is not a definitive 

result that there is no relationship, simply that none w'as found using the machine learning 

techniques and lexica in my implem entation. If there w'as no statistical relationship in the 

method proposed it is possible that die techniques applied attempted to overfit the data. It 

is possible that as the VIX is a somewhat more complex m easurem ent of financial indices 

m easuring volatility in the S&P 500. By attempting to force a solution in my approach the
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Table 4 .19: Com parison o f  Refined N egative L exicon  against V IX
This table presents the OLS regression results of the VIX across negative sentiment extracted from the AP 

financial Newswire. Negative sentiment is produced from a raw absolute frequency count of temis as defined 
against the General Inquirer and then refined using both genetic algorithms and particle swarm. Each coefficient 
measures the impact of an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a 
return of 0.01%). The regression is based on 1,531 obserx’ations. 1 use Newey and West standard errors similar to 

Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denote.s a significance level of 90% (*), bold denote a 
significance level of 95% (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level of 99% (***)

S endm ent M easurem ent N egative N egative Genetic N egative Panide

S e n t /_ i 73 .09* * 60 .41* * 71 .02* *

Sent 1-2 - 61 .73* * -48 . 12* * -58.02*
R- 2.52% 2.42% 2.48%

A IC -3723.6 -3722.1 -3723.1
P — Vaiue{Sent) 0.08* 0.07* 0.11

evo lv ed  solution d oes not describe any underlying reladonship  and as such w ould  perform  

poorly against data not used in its training. This is illustrated graphically in figure 4 .5 , where 

the relative change in R~ across the three given  indices is show n w hen the proposed feature 

selection  m ethods are applied.

F o llow in g  is an exam ination on  the im pact o f  feature se lection  applied to the stem m ed  

version o f  the negative affect lex icon . A s previously d iscussed  this lexicon produces issues in 

that the feature space is large w ith a total o f  4 ,1 8 7  individual term s w hich as d iscussed  m ay  

prove problem adc towards both gen etic  algorithm s and particle swarm.

Table 4 .20: C om parison o f  Refined N egative-ln f against DJIA
This table presents the OLS regression results of the DJIA across negative sentiment extracted from the AP 

financial Newswire. Negative sentiment is produced from a raw absolute frequency count of terms as defined 
against the stemmed version of the General Inquirer and then refined using both genetic algorithms and particle 
swarm. Each coefficient measures the impact of an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points 
(one basis point equals a return of 0.01 %), The regression is based on 1.531 observations. I use Newey and West 

standard eiTors similar to Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level of 90% 
(*), bold denote a significance level of 95% (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level of 99% (***)

Sentim ent M easurem ent N eg a tiv e-ln f N egative-ln f Ceneric N egative-ln f p a n ic ie

S e n t,- \ -26.66*'*'* -2 8 .5 0 * * * -2 8 .75***

Sent, - 2 18 .29 * * 19 . 91* * 20 .37* *

R- 3.74% 4.2% 4.00%
AIC -8734 .591 -8741 .993 -8738 .667

P  -  V alu e{S en t) 0.01*'*'* 0 .00 2 * * * 0.01***

Table 4 .20  illustrates that the refined lex ica  have a superior perform ance to that obtained  

through the raw G1 lex icon , in this instance there is a 12% im provem ent in the value
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Here I illustrate the im pact o f  the feature se lection  m ethods on the predictive values obtained from  regression  

analysis o f  absolute negative affect frequency w ithin the corpus o f  no exact duplicates, against the three given

indices.

Figure 4.5: improvement in Negative Affect regression across each index with both feature
selection methods

when im plem enting genetic algorithm s and a 6% im provem ent when im plem enting particle 

swarm. These results indicate that while the feature space does contain a significant num ber 

of variables the proposed m ethodology appears to have successfully evolved  a solution which 

produces superior results within this instance. However this is not always the case where the 

genetic algorithm approach to the negative+ dictionary applied to the S&P 500 has a (minor) 

detrimental impact, reducing the value by 2% (table E.6), however the particle swarm 

successfully produced a superior lexicon with R^ value o f 3.94%  an im provem ent o f 7%. A 

sim ilar outcome is observed against the VIX (tableE.lO) where the lexicon produced through 

genetic algorithm s is som ewhat inferior the raw GI dictionary while the lexicon produced 

through particle swarm is somewhat superior (to the degree of-2.5% and 3.24% respectively). 

However there remains little indication of statistical significance between the affect time series 

and future movements within the VIX index.

Following is an examination of the performance of the positive affect time series regressed 

against the DJIA, as has been noted positive affect is deemed to have a lesser impact on investor 

sentiment and as such any analysis is proposed to produce results which predict market returns 

to a lesser extent. An examination of the performance o f positive affect and the refined lexica 

is presented in table 4.21, an initial examination o f the results identifies that positive affect is 

not as significant as negative affect, while Sent /_ i has a significance level of 99% across the
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negative affect time series and is significant to 95% when examined against the GI positive 

lexicon. As has been seen previously the lexicon produced through the genetic algorithm 

approach has lowered the value, however the affect time series generated through the usage 

of particle swarm optimization is now significant to 95% compared to 90% for the other two 

lexica. While this is an improvement when examining the AIC weights this difference is not 

statistically significant to draw any definitive conclusions. Of note is the sign of the coefficient, 

as with the other lexica the coefficient at time / — 1 is negative followed by a reversal. This 

suggests that an increase in positive affect as defined by the lexica results in a downward 

movement in the following day’s market returns. This observation hold when examining the 

S&P 500 (table E.7) while with the VIX the signs are reversed with t —  1 being positive (table 

E. 11), this reversal of signs in the VIX analysis is apparent across all lexica.

Table 4.21: Comparison of Refined Positive Affect Against DJIA 
This table presents the OLS regression results o f  the DJIA across negative sentiment extracted from our AP 

financial Newswire, Positive sentiment is produced from a raw absolute frequency count o f terms as defined 

against the General Inquirer and then refined using both genetic algorithms and particle swarm. Each coefficient 

measures the impact o f  an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a 

return o f 0.01% ). The regression is based on 1,331 observations, we use Newey and West standard errors similar 

to Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level o f 90% (*), bold denote a 

significance level o f 93% (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level o f 99% (***)

Sentiment Measurement Positive Positive Genetic Positive Particle

Sent -23.4* * -21.8* * -23 3***
Sent t - 2 15.6* 13.3* 15.0*

R^ 3.28% 3.24% 3.30%
AIC -8727.3 -8726.7 -8727.6

P —  Value{Sent) 0.07* 0.06* 0.03* *

When examined against the S&P500 there similarly seems to be little statistical significance 

between the inclusion of lagged positive sentiment and future market returns (significant to 

90%) indeed the lexica produced through genetic algorithms results in a 12% lower than 

that obtained from the raw lexicon, this is to the extent to which Positive Genetics may be 

excluded with a AIC weight of 0.02. As with previous evaluations there appears to be no 

statistical link between the affect time series and future VIX returns.

Lastly the regression analysis of the affect time series obtain from the Financial Negative 

(Fin Neg) lexicon produced by Loughran & McDonald is presented. As noted this lexicon 

performed somewhat poorly when evaluated in its raw form, this lexicon was produced with 

the domain of financial language in mind, and while developed for an examination of financial 

reports of a more technical nature than news reporting, not only have past studies applied this 

lexicon to financial news analysis, it may be assume that there would be little misclassification
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as while the nature of the documents have changed the domain has not.

Table 4.22; Comparison of Refined Financial Negative Regressed Against DJIA
T h is  table p resen ts the O L S regress io n  resu lts o f  the D JIA  a cross 'F in an cia l N e g a t iv e ’ sen tim en t extracted  from  

o iu ‘ A P  financial N e w sw ir e . 'F in an cia l N eg a tiv e ' sen tim en t is prod u ced  fro m  a raw a b so lu te  freq u en cy  cou n t o f  
term s as d efin ed  again st the terra list p rov id ed  b y  L oughran  & M c D o n a ld  and  then refin ed  u sin g  both g en etic  

a lg o r ith m s and particle  sw arm . E ach  co e ffic ie n t m easu res the im pact o f  an in crea se  in  on e standard d ev ia tio n  on  
returns in b asis  p o in ts (o n e  b a sis  poin t eq u a ls a return o f  0 .0 1 % ). T he reg re ss io n  is b ased  on  1.531 o b serv a tio n s, 

w e  u se  N e w e y  and W est standard en'ors sitn ilar to T e tlo ck  so  as to acco u n t for  au tocorrelation , ita lic s  d e n o te s  a 

s ig n if ic a n c e  le v e l o f  90"% (* ), bold  d en o te  a s ig n ifica n ce  lev e l o f  95%  (* * )  b o ld  and ita lic s  d en o tes a s ig n ifica n ce
lev e l o f  99%  ( * ^ * ) .

Sentiment Measurement Fin Neg Fin Neg Genetic Fin Neg Panide

Sent r_i -23.03*** -27.49^^^^^ -23.75^^*-
Sent r_T J3.84* 14.81** 12.40

R - 3.45% 4.23% 3.66%
AIC -8730.0 -8742.4 -8733.3

P — Valiie(Sent) 0.025** 6».W>5*** 0.01**

A significant improvement in the performance of the financial negative lexicon once refined 

through genetic algorithm refinement method can be seen with an R- increase of 22%  (from 

3.45% to 4.23%). While the improvement is not as apparent when the particle swarm method 

is applied both increase the level of statistical significance from 95% to 99%. Similarly there is 

some improvement examination against both S&P and VIX however not to the same extent 

(tables E.8 and E.12). The performance of this lexicon once refined may potentially reflect 

the domain specific nature (finance in this instance) and that through some refinement and 

improvement provides a valuable resource for the extraction sentiment within financial news 

once modified somewhat for the style of financial news reporting.

Discussion

This section examined the impact of feature selection on legacy lexica within the domain of 

sentiment analysis of financial news. Six months worth of news items and market movements 

were used in training the system to produce a refined word list aimed at best capturing relevant 

affect terms in the initial lexica. From these refined word lists the affect time series for the 

remaining time period could be examined. The strategy was to take a word hst produced 

by the genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization techniques, based on six months 

of news selected from a chronologically organised dataset between January 2006 and July. 

This analysis produced a word list which had the highest value for the fitness function and 

used to compute the iinpact of sentiment on the affect time series as a time series for the 

coiTesponding time period from January-July 2006. The impact of sentiment based on the 

handcrafted word lists is then compared with that produced from genetic algorithms and
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particle swai'm. This computation was carried out on a seven year period, July 2006-August 

2012. Tlie corresponding asset values of the time series were used in the regression. In several 

cases the usage o f such refined lexica produce superior statistical results when com pared to 

those obtained using the raw  legacy lexica. A stati.stically significant relationship betw'een 

sentiment and future market returns in the DJIA and S&P 500 has been demonstrated. For both 

indices an increase in sentiment (positive or negative) is followed by a downward movement of 

returns on the following day which is later reversed, such observations are consistent with the 

works of Tetlock and demonstrate that while small the impact of sentiment on market returns is 

statistically significant.

Through the application of machine learning a methodology has be proposed which removes 

terms from a given lexicon which may be misclassified within the target domain. In a number 

of these cases the improvement is statistically significant such that the raw lexicon m ay be 

excluded from future analysis. This improvement is not guaranteed however, in some instances 

the produced lexica perform worse than the raw legacy lexica. W hile unfortunate this is 

not to be unexpected, generally when the produced lexicon performs worse there appears 

to have been little statistical significance to begin with. W hen examining the frequency of 

positive affect terms the statistical significance is weaker (90%) when compared to negative 

affect frequency (95%). There is the potential that there is little underlying relationship to be 

extracted from lexicon refinement and the improvement obtained during training and lexicon 

refinement is merely an example of data mining leading to over-fitting to the training time 

period. A secondary issue for consideration is the size o f the problem space, as noted each 

of the given lexica com prise a large num ber o f features which can be problem atic w'ithin 

biologically inspired algorithms. This could be of issue specifically when exam ining the 

stemmed version of the negative affect lexicon which has almost twice as many term s as the 

other given lexica. However while not consistent there is a general improvement in the results 

of the regression analysis indicating that the proposed methodology can deal with large feature 

spaces to a degree. As a means for compai'ison of the varying lexica against each index results 

are summarised in table 4.23 which outlines the co-efficient of regression for sentiment at time 

r — 1, in a manner similai' to Tetlock results indicating the impact of an increase in one standard 

deviation in sentiment against the following days market returns in basis points.

4.4.2 Refined Lexicon Content

While the resultant time-series produced from the refined dictionaries provides evidence for the 

success of refined lexica within the field of sentiment analysis, an examination of the resulting 

dictionaries themselves is also o f interest. Specifically the terms which have been selected 

for inclusion and exclusion by the various dictionary refinement methods, an exam ination of
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Table 4.23: A compaiison of coefficients at r -  1 for all Dictionaries and Refinement Methods 
This table summarize the coefficient o f  r -  1 across each o f  the given lexica  in their raw form and refined through 

genetic algorithm s and particle swarm optim ization. T hese results are obtained by regressing the lagged  
sentim ent to a m ax o f  f — 2 across the given index, our affect time series is produced through absolute tenn  

frequency within our corpus o f  no exact duplicates, com prising o f  1.531 observations, w e use New'ey and W est 
standaid errors siinilar to Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Each coefficient indicates the im pact o f  an 

increa.se o f  one standai'd deviation o f  sentim ent on the fo llow in g  market day returns in basis point.s (one basis 
point equals a return o f  0.01 %). Italics indicate the coefficient is significant to 90% . bold to 93%  w h ile  bold and 

italics indicates the coefficient is significant to 99% . Instances w here the im pact is greater than that occurring
from an increase o f  one standai'd deviation o f  market returns are underlined.

DJIA S&P 500 VIX

Negadve Nesadve -26.S2*** ■27.91-** 73.09**
Genetics ■28.96--* ■30.78*** 60.41**
Particle -29.51**^ ■30.53*** 71.02**

Necative-hif Negadve-lnf -26.66*** -27.94*** 73.32
Genetics -2S.5r>*** ■26.43*** 65.60
Particle -25.75*** ■29.95*** 79.06

Posidve Posidve
Genetics
Particle

-23.46**
-21.77**

-23.31'^**

-24.08**
-16.69*

-22.85**

54.83
46.77
57.57

Fin Nea Fin Nes .23.05*** ■24.27*** 67.75**
Genetics ■27.49-*- ■25.57*** 67.84**
Particle -25.75*** -25.65*** 77.55**

such terms may provide insight into the nature of language in financial reporting, previous 
works have stated that when examining sentiment analysis lexicon development based on 

a corpus examination may be superior that that developed purely from intuition and prior 

knowledge [81].

HeniA' & Leone [37] provide an extensive examination between a domain specific lexicon 
and that given through a general language lexicon; in this instance the General Inquirer. They 

examine not only the improvements in results when examining affect term frequency within the 

corpus used by Tedock [104] but also an examinadon in terms included and excluded across the 
varying dicdonaries. A specific example is that of the term ‘division ’ while in general language 

such a term is indeed negadve in this instance the condition of disagreement or antagonism 

between two groups, within financial news such a term would most likely simply refer to 
varying departments or branches of an organisation. So as to evaluate the performance of the 

system and investigate the produced lexica table 4.24 provides a sample of tenns selected for 

exclusion and inclusion from the G1 Dictionary Negative category, this dictionary is obtained 
through training the system against the Dow Jones Industrial Average over a six month period
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in 2006 from the given dataset.

Table 4.24: Sample of Include and Exclude Terms obtained from the Pruned Negative GI 
Lexicon. ___________________________________________________________

Exclude Include

abolish, angry, argue badly, bane, contagious

bar, bail, bribe chaos, contamination, crisis

capital, chase, clash demise, distress, fallout

competition, complex, concern handicap, hectic, liquidation

division, drop, fail m isinfonn. pain, peril

tax, pound, push pretense, rebut, rat

At this instance it may be of interest to examine and discuss some of the terms and the 

reasoning for their inclusion/exclusion. The exclusion o f the term ‘division' is prom ising as 

this was a key term identified by Henry & Leone stating how' while a division is indeed negative 

when it is applied to a disagreement between two individuals, with finance this term will simply 

reference different departments within a single company. Capital within negative affect is most 

likely referring towards capital punishm ent, yet within financial or economic term inology is 

used in reference to one of the factors of production, money or assets used within the course of 

production. Pound similarly is a violent negative term meaning beating yet here it can expect 

its usage is for discussion of the British currency. Lastly Tax while a negative term to most 

individuals and indeed is relevant within financial news may provide no information without 

future contextual information, taxes may be discussed in tenns of government levies, company 

Pre-Tax Profits or numerous other instances, this demonstrates that while negative and relevant 

within financial language is not in itself a negative affect term within the domain. However 

there are also terms which would not intuitively be expected for excluding a relevant in the 

field of financial news. Temis such as bride and bail are both negative and it could be assumed 

that there is no possibility these could be used as anything other than negative in financial 

and economic reporting. This indicates that while the proposed methodology does excluded 

a num ber of terms which may be m isclassified when exam ining financial news, there is no 

guarantee that all will be excluded. When applying Genetic Algorithms to problem areas with 

a large number o f features problems can emerge, in this instance the evaluating the Negative 

GI dictionary results in 2,004 individual features with one for each term in the word list.

Regai'ding terms selected for inclusion within the refined lexicon; contagious and contam

ination ai'e both note worthy terms, while the origin of these was towards the spread of disease 

and impurity due to a foreign substance both are used in a metaphorical sense within financial 

and economic new's most recently when discussing the risk of debt influencing the economies
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Table 4.25: Sam ple o f Include and E xclude Term s ob ta ined  from  the Pruned P ositive GI 
Lexicon. __________________________________________________________

Exclude Include

aid. asset, aware acquit, baptism , buy

boom , boost, capitalize clout, efficacy, em brace

com m ission, com pany, council exuberant, flirt, good

credit, interest, partnership infer, m obilize, m odest

pay, shai'e, train outstanding, peace .rally

o f other countries.

U.S. Banks Face C ontagion R isk From Europe D ebt- B loom berg N ovem ber  17' '̂

20 ] ]

These provide an example of the expressive and m etaphorical nature o f language; financial 

news style is not without its adoption o f various dom ains' term inology for m etaphorical usage. 

W hile terms such as chaos and crisis, ai'e both highly emotional term s with significant negative 

bearing both frequently used for the description of large decreases wdth economies and markets.

W hile the system  has excluded ten iis that appear intuitive there ai'e term  selected  for 

inclusion that are questionable such as handicap&  rat, an exam ination  o f the train ing coipus 

identifies that such terms never occur as would be expected; thus their inclusion has no bearing 

on the fitness function how ever dem onstrate  the po ten tial value o f  im plem enting a penalty  

function based on solution com plexity as the if there is a later usage o f such term s m ay prove 

detrim ental to analysis.

H enry & Leone provide a list o f the 20 m ost frequent term s w hich are not categorised as 

negative w'ithin a specialised dictionary yet are w ith in  the GL

expense, taxes, cost, costs, tax, press, loss, dijfer, capital, depreciation, sen ice s , excluding, 

service, services, charges, charge, short, l im ite d , foreign, com petitive, involve

T he authors argue that such term s are m isclassified  w hen exam ining term inology w hen 

applied to the financial dom ain w'hich dem onstrates issues with the usage o f the raw  negative 

affect lexicon.

O f this word list the only term s not selected  for exclusion ai'e ‘se rv ic e ’ and ‘s e n d e e s ’. 

These results are encouraging as they provide a benchm ai'k by w hich to com pare the system ; 

wherein expert have manually exam ined a com prehensive lexicon and made refinem ents based 

on their own understanding o f the term inology w hich is sim ilar to those produced through the 

system, however in an autom ated manner.
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Table 4.25 provides a summary o f terms selected for inclusion and exclusion from the 

positive affect categor>' of the GI when refined using the GA refinement on the DJIA series. 

W hen examining the output again a num ber of terms selected for inclusion such as ‘f l i r t ’, 

'modest' and ‘clout’ would appear to have no meaning within financial news are again have no 

occurrences within the training data and as such their inclusion has so bearing on the system 's 

performance. By contrast the exclusion of terms such as ‘share’, 'com pany’, 'credit' and 

'interest' is beneficial, these four terms are extremely common within financial literature, the 

term share when applied to stock markets is in itself a completely neutral term with no affect 

bearing. Similarly to company, credit and interest; the system appears to have successfully 

excluded such terms which here are merely financial concepts.

‘R a lly’ when used with this domain would be applied to “A period o f  sustained increases 

in the prices o f stocks, bonds or indexes. again a term which when manually exam ined 

does have a positive affect when applied to the financial domain. The inclusion of the term 

exuberant is striking, within economic commentary this term is most famously associated with 

a speech by Alan Greenspan then chairman o f the Federal Reserve Board in W ashington's 

usage of in the quesdon

"But how do we know when irrational exuberance has unduly escalated asset 

values, which then become subject to unexpected and prolonged contractions as 

they have in Japan over the past decade?”-December 1996

This phrase has been defined as “Unsustainable investor enthusiasm that drives asset prices up 

to levels that aren’t supported by fundam entals’' This concept and the potential impact of 

this single statement was later explored regarding the dot-com bubble and its subsequent burst 

by Schiller [89].

Henry & Leone provide a sim ilar list of comm on positive terms within the GI which are 

not found within their domain specific lexicon:

share, company, forward, shares, interest, equity, basic, actual, common, contact, outstand

ing, consolidated, commission, value, call, primarily, paid, gain, ability.

As with the negative affect category the system has eliminated all but two of these terms 

"common " and "outstanding ” again suggesting the successful ability of the system to accurate 

automated lexicon refinement reaching similar results to those compiled through manual 

examination.

Lastly a summary of the refined Financial Negative lexicon provided by Loughran & 

M cDonald is presented; as noted this lexicon differs from the others in that it was produced 

through expert knowledge and while aimed towards financial reports rather than news it does 

however provide a valuable resource. A summary examination of table 4.26 provides some

- http://www.investopedia.eom/terms/r/rally.asp
■’http://www.investopedia.eom/terms/i/irrationalexuberance.asp
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Table 4.26; Sample of Include and Exclude Terms obtained from the Refined Financial Negative 
Lexicon. _________________________________________________________

Exclude Include

abuse, adverse, bailout aberrant, abused, accuses

bankrupted, closed, costly allege, annuls, anomalies

defraud, devalue, embaixass bankruptcy, bribery, caution

fraud, late, loss default, defer, dismal

omit, resign, shut fail, foreclosures, liquidations

interesting analysis, a number of tenns within the Financial Negative Lexicon are in reference 

to legal concepts such as 'Fraud' and inter company issues such as 'Resign'. Within an 

individual company or organisation the resignation or act of fraud of a senior employee could 

be assumed to indeed have a major impact on the companies returns. However as we are 

examining sentiment on a much wider level such instances would not in themselves impact 

greatly on the economy or overall market index as a whole. The exclusion of a term such 

as closed is of note as when applied to the economy as a whole this term may be frequently 

used in reference to the closing value of a market index, yet in a company's financial reports 

this could be in reference to the closure of offices. W hereas we can see that terms such as 

bankruptcy and default may have a wider impact on the economy. The exclusion of the temi 

bailout is noteworthy; our natural opinion would be such that this term would be of key issue 

and its exclusion is unfortunate however this may be due to the time-frame across which the 

system was trained. The importance of bailouts has become more common during the period 

of the financial crisis and is potentially absent from the time period on which the system was 

trained. Alternatively this may simply be another example where the complexity of the system 

and wide number of variables demonstrates the failure of genetic algorithms and particle swarm 

optimization regarding a thorough problem space exploration.

We summaries the refined lexica sizes in table 4.27

Table 4.27: Refined Lexica Size.
Lexicon Raw Lexicon Refined Lexicon % Eliminated

Negative 2004 785 60.8%

Negative-lnf 4187 1762 57.9%

Positive 1634 617 62.2%

Negative Financial 2337 906 61.2%

As is visible each instance results in a lexica refined by approximately 60% while improving
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Table 4.28; The Top 30 Terms by T f  — I d f  score from a sample of the corpus

Term

yen percentage sales

dollar oil trade

index bank billion

cents fell million

rates rate rose

points euro stock

shares prices currency

quarter spending European

he countries Japanese

interest US treasury

regression analysis in a num ber o f instances. This demonstrates as has been proposed that 

through some process it is possible to eliminate a substantial number of terms from a legacy 

lexicon towards the production of a domain specific contemporary lexicon while improving 

textual analysis results. The above results are those obtained from applying genetic algorithms 

for lexica refinement by regressing the affect time series against the DJIA returns.

4.5 Keyword Identification

Following is a short evaluation of key term identification within this corpus using a teirn 

frequency inverse docum ent frequency ( t f  — idf)approach.  As mentioned in section 2.3.2 

by evaluating the frequency o f a term in a document and examining it against how many 

documents it is found in across the entire corpus a list of key terms can be generated. An 

advantage of  r f  — i d f  is that while easy to calculate it has been shown to perform rather well 

when it comes to identifying key terms in a document [85]. As this coipus was collected for 

sentiment analysis of financial news it would be expected that a t f  — i d f  measurement would 

return a large number of terms related to the financial world. Temis with a high t f  — i d f  score 

are said to be im portant in describing documents, while those with low scores occur many 

times across all documents, to an extent that they possibly provide little descriptive infomiation. 

these term will frequently be so called Stop Words as mentioned in section 2.3.2.

A number of the terms in table 4.28 are ones that would be expected to be important in a 

news coipus on financial news concerning the US economy. Several of these terms most likely 

relate to stock markets, terms such as trade, index, fell, rose, stock and countries. Through the
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analysis of the frequency of temis within a corpus compared to the num ber of documents it 

term is in provides a method for the automated generation of key terms in the given domain. 

If the terms with the lowest T f  — I d f  scores are examined many are terms such as lo, a. the, 

of, as previously mentioned these are common stop terms w ho's frequency is found across 

all documents the i d f  score is sufficiently low' that they can be supposed to provide little 

information about the key topics in the corpus.

4.6 Findings and Chapter Discussion

Within this chapter we have examined the impact of sentiment within financial news on future 

market movements, the impact of duplicates and the effectiveness of automated refinement of 

legacy lexica as the main areas of focus.

Follow'ing an examination on the configuration in regards to weighting and the impact of 

duplicates w'e examined the impact o f varying reference lexica when regressed against the 

DJIA, S&P 500 and VIX. The initial results showed that similarly to past studies negative 

affect was shown to have the greatest level of statistical significance when compared to the 

positive affect time series. While both negative affect series obtained from the negative lexicon 

were statistically significant to 95% within the DJIA and S&P 500 this was no observed within 

the positive affect time series. Similarly there appears to be little statistical evidence of a link 

between corpus sentiment and movement in the VIX. Interestingly the expert lexicon examined 

performed poorly; w'hile noted that this lexicon was compiled for an examination of negative 

affect within coiporate reports it would be expected that there would be less misclassification 

within this lexicon.

Having examined the impact of vaiying lexicon against the three proposed indices we 

obser\'e statistical significance only at the point t — L  The regression model is then simplified to 

include a maximum lag of r -  2, which leads to an increase in the level of statistical significance 

from 95% to 99%. We observe that w'hile the inclusion of a lag at r — 2 is significant to 95% in 

the negative affect models regressed against future market returns.

We observe that in a number of regression models the usage of the U'ained refined lexicon 

outperform the results obtained from the initial legacy lexicon. W hile there is not a consistent 

improvement obtained from the refined lexica as noted due to the number of features obtained 

from the reference lexica. Secondly in some of the instances there appears to have been little 

statistical significance w'hen examining the any of the affect time series against VIX returns.

The secondary method for an evaluation of the effectiveness of the system to refine lexica 

is through a manual examination of the produced lexica content. We observe a num ber of 

terms which have been identified as being misclassified w'ithin financial new's yet have obtained 

these through an objective machine learning technique rather than through subjective manual
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examination. We observe that the developed system successfullv removes approxim ately 

60% of terms from the raw lexica while generally improving performance accuracy. These 

reductions may be increase given that as noted a num ber of terms were not selected for 

exclusion due to them never having occurred within the coipus.



Chapter 5 

Closing Remarks and Future Work

The research presented in this thesis has examined the implementation of biological algorithms 

which allow for the automated refinement o f a given lexicon within the field of sentiment 

analysis as applied to financial news. The following chapter presents a discussion of some of 

the key learning outcomes and achievements and proposes open areas of future work.

5.1 Contributions

The primary goals within this research were an examination of sentiment within financial 

news and producing a system allowing for the refinement of a given lexicon to better extract 

sentiment within the given domain. The developed system allows for the large scale collection 

a refinement of texts for corpus development. With an collection of news items the corpus can 

be examined for collisions and a time series can be generated using a given word list3.2.2. This 

systematic nature allows for the generation of affect time series in a manner requiring minimal 

human interaction.

A key topic within this work has been firstly the importance of the domain towards which 

the reference lexicon of affect terms is being applied. Secondly that while valuable; the 

subjective nature of lexicon developed from interviews or researcher's knowledge o f the 

domain present problems. The automated manner by which the system evaluates a reference 

lexicon and refines or eliminates terms by evaluating against the concuixent financial market 

provides a systematic approach to this problem. The financial movements provide an external 

source of information from which we may evaluate the system.

The results obtained when examining the perform ance of the developed system against 

alternative lexica are encouraging. W hile by no means perfect the produced refined lexica 

frequently outperformed the initially presented raw lexica, and display a high level of statistical 

significance when examined against financial indices. This supports past findings that when 

examining a legacy lexicon against a given domain the correct affect identification of terms is
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not guaranteed. The system appears to successfully allow for the refinement of a given lexicon 

through the elimination of term which within the field of financial news have a different affect 

bearing.

Furthermore when examining the terms selected for inclusion and exclusion we witnessed a 

number of instances where the same terms had been identified as those chosen through manual 

evaluation. This is a secondary benefit of lexicon refinement in that by examining the resulting 

refined lexicon we may develop a better understanding of the nature of financial reporting 

language. Through an examination of terms selected for exclusion and inclusion presented in 

section 4.4.2 we may gain insight into the nature of financial language. W hile the exclusion of 

pound & capital from the negative affect dictionary would appear intuitive, excluding/o// & 

drop would not necessarily be identified from manual examination. We may suppose that these 

terms do not provide adequate information on their own but rather the surrounding context 

must be taken into consideration.

An evaluadon of the im pact o f duplicates was a secondary outcome. W hile inidally 

developed to sanitize the corpus to account for duplicates news items which in themselves may 

contain litde to no new information; experimental analysis indicates that the inclusion of such 

items has a significant impact on results when examining sendm ent against market returns. 

We may suppose that the repetition of a news even indicates its importance, similarly to the 

repeddon of a term with a dom ain indicates its acceptance and importance within dom ain's 

language. When news items are released which speculate on upcoming announcem ents ai'e 

followed with a near idendcal piece with modificadons being a summary of the announcement 

it should appear that the early item contains no new informadon. However this may indicate 

the level of importance of the topic being discussed.

5.2 Future Work

During the course of research a number of areas of future potential research arise. The four 

main areas of future work are outlined following.

•  Firsdy as noted the exam ination of collision provided some interesting results. The 

impact of such duplicates was an unexpected outcome; future work may examine the 

frequency of which these news items occur and their natui'e. During a period of financial 

turmoil we may expect a large number of collisions are news items are being condnuously 

re-released with m inor modificadons containing updated market values. This would be 

consistent with modern reporting; a continuously updated stream of information.

•  While an examinadon of the frequency of such collisions is of interest the nature of such 

collisions is also an area of potential future research. In section 2.4.2 we presented a
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sample of identified collisions with a sample coqDus. Within one there was a tonal shift 

with the movement from a rise in oil prices due to growth towards a rise resulting from 

potential conflict with Iran. An exploration of collisions would allow for a examinauon 

of how a news item changes over time. Do authors frequently alter the tonal shift of a 

news item for the purpose of sensationalism while providing no new infoiTnation?

• An additional presented collision indicated a shift from a speculative news item Stocks 

Set to Open Down on Oil Prices to a conform ation later in the day Stocks Open Lower 

on Oil Prices along with a confinnation regarding the nature of an upcoming report due 

for release. A relaxing of the criteria for a coUisions would allow for the development 

of a system allowing for the tracking of discussion o f an event over time. Rather than 

idendfying duplicate news items it may be possible to identify news items discussing the 

same topic.

• The origin and nature of the provided lexicon is iirelevant. regardless o f the nature 

of the terms the system should be able to refine any given list removing irrelevant 

or misclassified terms. Therefore it may be of interest to integrate this system with 

some form of corpus based approach to lexicon development. A reference lexicon 

composed o f a number of terms with the highest frequency of occurrences within a 

training coipus could be provided to the system and potential valuable insight may be 

obtained. Alternatively a weirdness based approach could be implemented, the returned 

terms can be concluded to being important within a given domain based on the higher 

level of occurrences when compared to general language. If these terms are important 

to the given domain the refined lexicon should contain affect term which are important 

within the given domain.

Lastly as discussed while this work was developed towards an examination of sentiment in 

financial news the domain should in theory be irrelevant. Provided there is some available 

performance measurement function the system should be able to produce a refined lexicon.
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Appendix A 

Impacting of Weighting Analysis

Table A. 1: Impact o f  Weights When Regressing Against S& P 500.
This table presents the OLS regression results o f the S&P 500 across negative sentim ent extracted from  our AP 

financial N ewswire coqius containing no exact Duplicates. We compare the im pact o f three weighting functions 

Absolute negative term frequency, relative term frequency and t f  — i d f  as defined by the General Inquirer. Each 

coefficient m easures the impact o f an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point 

equals a return of 0.01%). The regression is based on 1.531 obser\'ations we use Newey and West standard errors 

so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level o f 90%  (*), bold denote a significance

level o f 95%  (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level o f 99%  (***).

Absolute Frequency T f - l d f Relative Frequency

Sent -29 . 5 * * * - 8 .9* *

Sent r_ 2 12.9 12.8 5.9
Sent 7-3 4.1 3.6 -3
Sent r_ 4 11 10.4 7.9
Sent -6.9 -7.5 -6.8

S& P 5 0 0 ? -1 -21.5*'^'* -21.6*'*^^ -2 1 .1 - -^
S& P 5 0 0 ? - 2 -13.3 -13.2 -12.8
S& P 5 0 0 r - 3 3.7 3.6 3.2
S& P 5 0 0 ? - 4 2.1 -2.2 -1.8
S& P 5 0 0 ? - 5 8.7 -9.1 -8.2

R - 4.27% 4.31% 3.07%
A lC -8427.8 -8428.4 -8402.3

P-Value(Sent) 0 .05* * 0. 04* * 0.15
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Table A .2; S&P AIC Weights Analysis 
This table presents an evaluation o f the different w eighting functions applied to  negative affect against the S&P 

500. Negative affect is extracted from  the AP Financial N ewsw ire corpus with no exact duplicates. O ur 

regression m odel includes lags o f ; — 1 to r — 5 o f both sentim ent and m arket returns. Results in italics indicate

the model m ay be excluded from further analysis.

Weighting Method AIC Ai ex p {—0.5 *  A/) Wi

T f-ldf -8428.43 0.00 1.00 0.58
Abs -8427.79 0.64 0.73 0.42

Relative -8402.26 26.16 0.00 0.00

Table A.3: Impact o f  Weights When Regressing Against VIX.
This table presents the OLS regression results o f the VIX across negative sentim ent extracted from our AP 

financial Newswire corpus containing no exact D uplicates. We com pare the im pact o f three weighting functions 

Absolute negative term frequency, relative tenn  frequency iuid t f  — i d f  as defined by the General Inquirer. Each 

coefficient m easures the impact o f an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point 

equals a return o f 0.01%). The regression is based on 1.531 observations we use Newey and West standard enors 

so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level o f 90% (*). bold denote a significance

level o f 95%  (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level o f 99%  (***).

Absolute Frequency T f - I d f Relative Frequency

S en t/_ i 48.7'-!=* 84.6** 19.4
Sent -21.3 -37.9** -55.9**
S e n t / _ 3 1.3 7.5** 13.8
Sent r_ 4 -25.8 -45.9** -7.0
Sent /‘_ 5 1.9 5.6** 15.5

VIX r -1 - 104. 6* * * - 104. 8 * * * m ^ V W

VIX / - 2 - 66. 7* * * -66.9** -59.2^^'
VIX t - 3 - 53 .2* * -53.2** -48.0 **
VIX t - 4 -36 .]* -36.5* -33.9*
VIX t - 5 - 50 .0 * * * -50.6** -49.3**

R- 3.68% 3.70% 3.46%
AIC -3719.9 3720.3 -3716.4

P-Value(Sent) 0.13 0.13 0.19

Table A.4: VIX AIC Weights Analysis
This table presents an evaluation o f the different weighting functions applied to negative affect against the VIX. 

Negative affect is extracted from the AP Financial New’swire corpus with no exact duplicates. O ur regression 

m odel includes lags o f r — 1 to ? — 5 o f both sentim ent and m arket returns. Results in italics indicate the model

m ay be excluded from further analysis.

Weighting Method AIC A/ ex p {—0.5 * A/) W,

Tf-Idf -3720.32 0.00 1.00 0.50
Abs -3719.96 0.66 0.83 0.42
Re! -3716.48 3.84 0.15 0.07
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Impact of Duplicates Analysis

Table B . l ; Im pact o f D uplicates W hen R egressing A gainst S& P 500.
This table presents the OLS regression results o f the S&P 500 across negative sentim ent extracted from  our AP 

financial Newswire corpora examining the im pact of duplicates. Negative affect is constructed based on absolute 

term frequency of negative terms as defined against the General Inquirer. Each coefficient measures the impact of 

an increa.se in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a return of 0.01% ). The 

regression is based on 1.531 we u.se Newey and West standard errors .so as to account for autocon'elation. italics 

denotes a significance level o f 90% (*). bold denote a significance level o f 95%  (**) bold and italics denotes a

significance level o f 99% (***'|.

No D uplicates N o Exact D uplicates Raw Corpus

Sent ?_i -13.1 -29.2***
Sent /‘_ 2 9.9 12.9 13.2
Sent r_ 3 -4.3 4.1 5
Sent f_ 4 11.8 11.1 9.6
Sent r_ 5 -14.4 -6.9 -6.3

S& P 500 r - 1 -27.5*** -27.2***
S& P 500 r - 2 -13.2 -13.3 -13.1
S& P 500 r - 3 2.8 3.7 4.1
S&P 500 t - 4 -2.4 2.1 -1.9
S&P 500 t - 5 -8.6 8.7 -8.5

3.41% 4.27% 4.25%
AIC -8414.17 -8427.79 -8427.43

P — Value(Sent) 0.24 0.05* * 0 .04* *
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Table B.2: S&P 500 Duplicates AIC Analysis
We calculate the AIC w eights to evaluate the effect o f  the exclusion o f  duplicates and near duplicates w ithin our 

corpus. These results are obtained from an exam ination o f  absolute negative affect frequency w ithin the three AP  

financial N ew sw ire corpora, with negative terms identified according to the G1 regressed against S& P 5 0 0  returns. 

Results in italics indicate that the relative w eight o f  the m odel indicates that the m odel can be excluded .

AIC A, ex p {—0.5 *Ai) W.

N o Exact Duplicates -8427.79 0.00 1 0.54
Raw Coipus -8427.43 0.36 0.83 0.45

No Duplicates -8414.17 13.62 0.00 0.00

Table B.3: Impact o f Duplicates When Regressing Against VIX.
This table presents the O LS regression results o f  the V IX  across negative sentim ent extracted from  our AP  

financial N ew sw ire corpora exam ining the impact o f  duplicates. Negative affect is constructed based on absolute 

term frequency o f negative terms as defined against the General Inquirer. Each coefficient m easures the im pact o f  

an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a return o f  0 .01% ). The 

regression is ba.sed on 1.531 w e use N ew ey  and W est standard errors so as to account for autocorrelation, italics 

denotes a significance level o f  90% (* ). bold denote a significance level o f  95% (**) bold and ita lics denotes a

significance level o f  99%  (***>.

Basis Points N o Duplicates N o Exact Duplicates Raw Corpus

S e n t/_ | 27.6 85.3=^* 81.2**
Sent/_T -5.4 -37.3 -38.9
Sent r_ 3 8.6 2.2 -1.8
Sent t - 4 -39.9 -45.2 -35.4
Sent f_ 5 15.6 3.3 1.8

VIX t - l -104.8*** -104.6*** -104.2***
VIX t - 2 -64.0** -66.1** -66.0**
VIX r - 3 -54.9** -53.2** -52.4**
VIX t - 4 -36.0* -36.1* -35.6*
VIX t - 5 -49.5* -50.0** -49.6**

R- 3.19% 3.68% 3.19%
AIC -3712.33 -3719.96 -3712.33

P — Value{Sent) 0.84 0.01* 0.84

Table B.4: VIX Duplicate Impact AIC Calculations 
We calculate the AIC w eights to evaluate the effect o f  the exclusion o f  duplicates and near duplicates w ithin our 

coipus. These results are obtained from an exam ination o f  absolute negative affect frequency within the three AP  

financial Newsw'ire corpora, w'ith negative terms identified according to the GI regressed against V IX  returns. 

Results in italics indicate that the relative w e ish t o f  the m odel indicates that the m odel can be excluded.

AIC A/ e x p {—0.5 * A/) Wi

No Exact Duplicates -3719.96 0.00 1.00 0.57
Raw Corpus -3719.33 0.63 0.73 0.42

No Duplicates -3712.33 7.63 0.02 0.01
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Varying Lexica Performance

The following tables present the results of OLS regression results cross all dictionaries against returns 

for each of the three indices. Sentiment is calculated as absolute term frequency obtained from our 

coipus of no exact duplicates. Regression models include a lagged sentiment values from ? — 1 to / — 5. 

similarly lagged values o f maj'ket returns are also included in the regression model. Each coefficient 

measures the impact of an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point 

equals a return o f 0.01%). The regression is based on 1.531 observations, we use Newey and West 

standard errors similar to Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance 

level of 90% (*). bold denote a significance level o f 95% (*’0  bold and italics denotes a significance 

level of 99% (***)

Table C. l: R egression o f  Varying D ictionaries against DJIA.

D JIA -B asis Points N egative N egative-ln f Positive Fin N eg

Sent r_i -29 .2*** -2 5 .9 * * * ■ 75

Sent r_ 2 13.5 14.8 8,4 11,1
Sent r_ 3 6.0 5.8 11.8 5,0
Sent f_ 4 8.5 6.1 5.5 2,6
Sent r_ 5 -6 .2 -4.1 -3.1 -0.9

R- 4.57% 4.53% 4,24% 4.14%
AIC -8716 .52 -8 7 15 .89 -8711.31 -8709 .78

P  — ValueiSent ] 0 .05** 0 ,0 6 * 0 .138 0.13
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Table C.2: Regression of Varying Dictionaries against S & P 500.

S&P-Basis Points Negative Negative-lnf Positive Fin Neg

Sent r_i -30.01*^'^ -29 .36* * -27,46* * *

Sent 12.91 14.30 7.02 9.83
S e n t / _ 3 4.13 4.01 11.01 3.52
Sent r_ 4 11.05 8.32 8.09 4.56
Sent r_ 5 -6.87 -5.12 -4.42 -0.21

R- 4.27% 4.24% 4.0% 3.9%
AIC -8427.79 -8427.253 -8422.82 -8422.41

P-Value(Sent) 0 .05* * 0.061* 0.15 0.14

Table C.3: Regression o f Varying Dictionaries against VIX.

VIX-Basis Points Negative Negative-lnf Positive Fin Neg

S e n t /_] 85 .3* * 87 .6* * 75.6* 88 .2* * *

Sent -37.5 -37.5 -16 -26.5
Sent r_ 3 22.25 6.1 -3.9 -5.7
S e n t / _ 4 -45.2 -45.9 -43.6 -31.8
Sent 3.3 -1.7 -1.7 -17.1

R-Squared 3.68% 3.71% 3.50% 3.70%
AlC -3719.96 -3720.53 -3717.23 -3720.27

P-Value(Sent) 0.11 0.09*- 0.4 0.084*
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Refined Lexica Analysis

The following tables present the results of OLS regression results cross all dictionaries refined using two 

feature selection methods genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization against returns for each 

of the three indices applying the two feature selection methods genetic algorithms and particle sw;irm 

optimization. Sentiment is calculated as absolute term frequency obtained from the corpus of no exact 

duplicates. Regression models include a lagged sentiment values from t - 1 lo t - 5. similarly lagged 

values of mai'ket returns ai'e also included in the regression model. Each coefficient measures the impact 

of an increase in one standard deviation on returns in basis points (one basis point equals a return of 

0.01%). The regression is based on 1.531 observations, we use Newey and West standard errors similai' 

to Tetlock so as to account for autocorrelation. Italics denotes a significance level o f 90% (*), bold 

denote a significance level of 95% (**) bold and italics denotes a significance level of 99% (***)

Table D . 1; N egative DJIA Refined L exica

N egative N egative Genetics N egative P a n k tc

Sent r_i -29. 2 * * * ■34.6*-- -32.3***
Sent L3.5 12.6 16.8*
Sent r_ 3 6.0 6.1 4.4
Sent f_ 4 8.5 9.9 6.9
Sent r_ 5 -6.2 -2.0 -3.5
D ow  r_] -19.3*** -19.9*** -19.2***
D ow  r_9 - U .3 -11.5 -11.2
D ow  r_ 3 5.3 5.4 5.1
D ow  r_ 4 -2 2 -1.8 -2.2
D ow  f_ 5 -9 .4 -9.8 -9.3

R- 4.57% 5.23% 4.79%
AIC -8 7 16 .52 -8727.171 -8 720 .108

P-V alue(Sent) 0 . 05* * 0 .03* * 0 .02* *
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Table D.2: Negative-Inf DJIA Refined Lexica

Ne gative-lnf Negative-Inf G en e tic s Negative-Inf p a n i d e

Sent /“_] -29.2*** -31.1*** -31.6***
Sent 14.8 17 .4* * 16.7*
Sent r_ 3 5.8 3.2 7.8
Sent r_ 4 6.1 5.5 3.7
Sent r_ 5 -A.l -2.7 -4.0
Dow r_i -19.5*** -19.5*** -79.P***
Dow r_-> -11.5 -11.3 -11.5
Dow r_ 3 5.3 5.2 5.2
Dow f_ 4 -2.0 -2.1 -2.0
Dow r_ 5 -9.5 -9.7 -9.6

R- 4.53% 4.94% 4.77%
AIC -8715.88 -8722.48 -8719.81

P-Value(Sent) 0.05** 0.02** 0.05**

Table D.,3: Positive DJIA Refined Lexica
Positive Positive(j^„£,,/c^ Po.sitive P a r tic le

S e n t /-I -28.8** -27.8*** -29.4***
Sent r-o 8.4 3.4 5
Sent r_ 3 11.8 14.0 13.1
Sent r_ 4 5.5 15.3* 11.3
Sent / ' _ 5 -3.1 -11.1* -5.8
Dow r_i -18.5*** -18.4*** -18.6***
Dow -9.9 -8.9 -9.6
Dow r_ 3 4.5 5.4 4.8
Dow f_ 4 -2.7 -3.5 -2.8
Dow r_ 5 -10.2 -10.4 -10.1

R- 4.24% A.11% 4.52%
AIC -8711.314 -8719.768 -8715.859

P  — Vahie{Sent) 0.13 0.01** 0.036**
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Table D.4: Financial Negative DJIA  Refined Lexica

Fin Neg Fin NegQ(,„f. ; , ' ( ;5 Fin Negp„,-r,c/f

S ent;_ j -25.84^^ -̂^^ -27.40*^-=’̂
Sent /_T 11.12 10.29 7.98
Sent r_ 3 4.99 7.88 6.81
Sent ? _ 4 2.55 0.71 4.62
Sent r_ 5 -0.92 1.36 -1.35
Dow ;_ i -19.74^'^^^' - 19, 77* * * . 19,84^^**

Dow -11.81 -11.34 -11.78
Dow / _ 3 4.59 3.78 4.57
Dow / ‘ _ 4 -1.94 -2.53 -1.93
Dow / _ 5 -9.58 -10.23 -9.69

R- 4.14% 5.06% 4.48%
AIC -8709.777 8724.395 -8715.19

P — Valiie{Sent] 0.13 0.0432** 0.1

Table D.5: Negative S&P 500 Refined Lexica

S&P Negative Negative Genetics Negative PSO

Sent r_ i -29.PS*** -36.98**-^' -36 .25***
S ent / _ 2 12.90 15.33* 14.89
Sent r_ 3 4.13 5.60 2.24
Sent r_ 4 11.04 6.22 12.40
Sent ? _ 5 -6.87 1.03 -2.05

S&P 500 r_i ■21.53--- -21.66**^ -21.69'— '̂
S&P 500 r_T -13.29 -13.14* 1 bo

S&P 500 r_3 3.72 3.82 3.68
S&P 500 r_4 -2.08 -1.63 -1.72
S&P 500 r_5 -8.65 -9.42 -8.31

R- 4.27% 4.84% 4.59%
AIC -8427.79 -8436.88 -8432.94

P — Value{Senr) 0.05** 0 .01*** 0.02**
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Table D.6: Negative-Inf S&P 500 Refined Lexica

N egative-lnf Negative-lnf Genetics Negative-lnf PSO

Sent r_i -2P.2*** -31.6***
Sent 14.8 17.4** 16.7*
Sent r_ 3 5.8 3.2 7.8
Sent r_ 4 6.1 5.5 3.7
Sent f_ 5 -A.l -2.7 -4.0

S&P 500 ?_| -19.5*^'* -19.5*** -19.9***
S&P 500 -11.5 -11.3 -11.5
S&P 500 r_3 5.3 5.2 5.2
S&P 500 ?_4 -2.0 -2.1 -2.0
S&P 500 r_5 -9.5 -9.7 -9.6

R- 4.53% 4.94% 4.77%
AIC -8715.89 -8722.48 -8719.82

P —  Value {Sent) 0.057* 0.02* * 0.064*

Table D.7: Positive S&P 500 Refined Lexica
Positive Positive Genetics Positive PSO

S e n t / _ 1 - 29.37* * -15.51* -31 . 11* *

Sent r_T 7.02 0.25 1.60
Sent r_ 3 11.01 3.47 15.90
Sent r_ 4 8.10 14.66 15.15
Sent /‘_ 5 -4.43 -8.12 -10.47

S&P 500 r_i -20.77*** -20.36*** -21.15***
S&P 500 r_2 -11.74 -11.49 -11.47
S&P 500 r_3 3.07 3.39 3.54
S&P 500 r_4 -2.60 -2.72 -2.77
S&P 500 r_5 -9.64 -9.52 -9.78

R- 3.96% 3.87% 4.36%
AIC -8422.82 -8421.34 -8429.22

P —  Value{Sent) 0.149 0 .025* * 0.06*
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Table D.8: Financial N egative S&P 500 R efined Lexica

Fin Neg Fin Neg G enetics Fin N eg PSO

Sent r_] -27.46̂ ^̂ ^̂ = -24.99^-^^* -29.64-^-^^^
Sent 9.83 7.40 12.37
Sent ? _ 3 3.52 1.65 6.81
Sent r_ 4 4.56 5.15 3.43
Sent r_ 5 -0.21 2.50 -1.82

S&P 500 r_i -22.09*'^*
S&P 500 -13.87* -13.62* -13.40*
S&P 500 /_3 2.86 2.11 3.42
S&P 500 r_4 -1.81 -1.71 -1.61
S&P 500 r_5 -8.89 -8.54 -9.01

R- 3.93% 4.23% 4.40%
AlC -8422.41 -8427.08 -8429.91

P — Value (Sent) 0.14 0.10* 0.05**

Table D.9: Negative VIX Refined Lexica

Negative N egative G enetics Negative

Sent r_] 85.23** 74.50* 98.56**
Sent / _ 2 -37.29 -53.65 -37.32
Sent r_ 3 2.25 57.16 17.95
Sent r_ 4 -45.12 -77.46** -62.S0*
Sent r_ 5 3.32 16.85 -6.69
VIX r_i -104.64*^* -101.09*** -105.01***
VIX -66.69** -66.33** -66.24**
VIX A_3 -53.21** -51.20** -53.60**
VIX /_4 -56.06** -37.02** -55.95**
VIX -50.00** -49,49** -50.33**

3.68% 3.73% 3.12>%
AIC -3719.96 -3720.86 -3720.75

P — VaIue{Sent) 0.111 0.124 0.087*
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Table D.IO: Negative-Inf VIX Refined Lexica
Negative-Inf Negative-Inf Geneihs Negative-Inf panicie

Sent r_i 87. 69* * 75 .21* * 89.90* *

Sent t- 2 -37.53 -36.23 -40.19
Sent r_ 3 6.06 5.78 9.86
Sent r_ 4 -45.99 -46.99 -51.86
Sent r_ 5 -L73 14.20 1.55
VIX r_i -105.23*^^^^ -103.50*** -104.04***
VIX -67.60*** - 64 .80* * - 67 . 12* *

VIX r_ 3 - 53 .34* * - 52 .79* * - 52 .63* *

VIX r_4 -35.86* -35.49* -35.40*
VIX r_5 - 50 . 14* * - 51 .20* * - 50 .22* *

R- 3.71% 3.64% 3.82%
AIC -3720.53 -3719.45 -3722.30

P — Value(Sent) 0.091* 0.193 0.07*

Table D.l 1: Positive VIX Refined Lexica
Positive Positive Generic.'! Positive Pan/df

Sent /“_! 103.43* 90.26 125. 61* *

Sent r-T -21.84 -21.26 -17.42
Sent r_ 3 -5.36 -9.93 -8.44
Sent r_ 4 -59.64 - 98.44* * -81.49*
Sent -2.45 54.27 -5.24
VIX r_i -102.96*** -101.97*** -103.18***
VIX r_i - 63 .21* * - 61.75* * - 63 .34* *

VIX r_i - 54 .68* * - 52 .97* * - 54 .68* *

VIX f_i -3729* -37.91* -37.38*
VIXr_i - 52 .39* * - 50 .98* * - 52 . 92* *

R- 3.50% 3.57% 3.64%
AIC -3717.23 -3718.32 -3719.38

P — Value{Sent) 0.404 0.252 0.21
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Table D .l2: Financial Negative VIX Refined Lexica
Fin Neg Fin Neg Genetic.'; Fin Neg

Sent r_i 138.83*** 149.75***
Sent r_T -48.92 -21.70 -57.06
Sent r_ 3 -10.42 -5.57 -4.44
Sent r_ 4 -58.66 -78.42 -56.58
Sent -31.51 -8.62 -20.75
VIX r_i -107.14*** -705.35*** -106.01***
VIX 1-2 - 66. 07* * * -68.68***
VIX /_3 -54.70* - 54 . 15* * - 54 .30* *

VIX r_4 -34.64 -J5.J7* -34.58
VIX r_ 5 - 50 .84* * - 51.68* * - 50. 82* *

R- 3.70% 3.88?^ 3.84%
AIC -3720.266 -3723.162 -3722.546

P — Value{Senr) 0.084* 0 .05* * 0 .028* *
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Appendix E 

Reduced Lag Lexica Performance

The fo llow ing tab les present the results o f  O L S regression  resu lts c ross all d ictionaries using tw o feature  selection  

m ethods genetic  a lgo rithm s and particle  sw arm  o p tim iza tion  against re tu rns for each  o f  the three  indices. Sen tim ent 

is c a lcu la te d  as ab so lu te  te rm  freq u en cy  o b ta in e d  fro m  the  c o rp u s  o f  n o  ex ac t d u p lica te s . R e g ress io n  m o d els  

include a lagged sen tim ent values from  t - 1 to t - 2. sim ilarly  lagged  values o f m arket re tu rns are also  included  in 

the reg ression  m odel. E ach coefficient m easu res the im pact o f  an increa.se in one  standard  dev ia tion  on re tu rns in 

basis poin ts (one basis poin t equals a return o f 0 .01% ). The reg ress io n  is based on 1.531 obser\-ations. I use N ew ey 

and W est standard  erro rs s im ilar to Tetlock so as to accoun t fo r au tocorrela tion . Italics denotes a significance level 

o f  90%  (*). bold deno te  a significance level o f 95%  (**) bo ld  and ita lics denotes a significance level o f  99%  (*** )

Table E .l; Negative DJIA Reduced Lag Refined Lexica

Negative NegativeGcv,f;/c.v Negative Pa„icie

Sent r_i -26.52*** -25.96*** -29.51-"*^^
Sent r_T 18.28** 18.65** 20.73**
Dow t - \ -19.44=^** -19.24*^^*
Dow t - 2 -12.17* -12.08** -11.94*

R- 3.72% 4.22% 4.06%
AIC -8734.282 -8742.251 -8739.632

P  — Valiie{Sent) 0.008 0.006*** 0.003***
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Table E.2: Negative-Inf DJIA Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Negative-Inf Negative-Inf cenerics Negative-Inf Panu-ie

Sent r_i -26.66*** -25.50*** -25.75***
Sent r_i 18.29* * 19.91* * 20 .37* *

Dow r_i -79.52***
Dow / _ 2 -12.36* -11.95* -12.45*

R- 3.74% 4.21% 4.00%
AlC -8734.5 -8741.9 -8738.6

P — Value [Sent] 0.01*-^* 0.002*** 0.01***

Table E.3: Positive DJLA Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Positive Positive G enetics Positive P a n ic le

Sent f_i 
Sent r_i 
Dow /_] 
Dow r_ 2

- 23 .46* *

15.62*
- 18 .32* * *

-11.40

- 21 .77* *

13.34*
- 18 . 19* * *

-10.93

-23.31*** 
15.00* 

- 18.25* * *  

-11.21
R-

AIC
P — Value[Sent)

3.28%
-8727.29

0.07*

3.24%
-8726.691

0.06*

3.30%
-8727.585

0 .033* *

Table E.4: Financial Negative DJIA Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Fin Neg Fin Neg G enetics Fin Neg P arH de

Sent /_] 
Sent r_ 2  

Dow r_i 
Dow' t- 2

-23.03***
13.84*

-19.78***
-12.58*

-27.49***
14 .81* *

-19.50***
-12.32*

-23.75***
12.40

-19.69***
-12.62*

R-
AIC

P — Value{Senr)

3.45%
-8730.039

0 .025* *

4.23%
-8742.458
0.005***

3.66%
-8733.328

0.01***

Table E.5: Negative S&P 500 Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Negative Negative G enetics Negative p „ r n d e

Sent/_i  
Sent r_ 2  

S&P 500 t-x 
S&P 500 r_2

-27.91***
17 .92* *

-21.50***
-13.69*

-30.78***
19.97* *

-21.23***
-13.57*

-30.53***
20 . 14* *

-21.45***
-13.8*

R-
AIC

P — Value{Sent)

3.64%
-8449.096

0 .012* *

4.20%
-8457.995
0.002***

3.95%
-8454.008
0 .004* * *
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Table E.6: Negative-Inf S&P Reduced Lag Refined Lexica

Negative-lnf Negative-lnf cenetics Negative-lnf Pankie

Sent r_i -27.94 -26.43 -29.93
Sent r_T 18.07 16.97 19.80

S&P 500 r_i -21.71 -21.68 - 21.63
S&P 500 r_2 -13.91 -13.74 -13.85

R- 3.67% 3.60% 3.94%
AIC -8449.64 -8448.50 -8453.84

P — ValueiSent) 0.01-*- 0 .025*=^ 0.008*^^*

Table E.7: Positive S&P 500 Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Positive Positive Genetics Positive Panicle

Sent r_i 
Sent t - 2  

S&P 500 r_i 
S&P 500 r_2

- 24 .08*^=

14.74
■20.54--*

-12.81

-16.69*
7.87

20.55***
-12.54

-21.%5**
12.07

-20.81***
-12.95

P

R-
AlC

— Value(Sent)

3.23%
-8442.60

0.087*

2.83%
-8436.27

0.196

3.22%
-8442.38

0.081*

Table E.8: Financial Negative S&P 500 Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Fin Neg Fin Neg Qenelics Fin Neg P a n id e

Sent f_i 
Sent t_2 

S&P 500 r_i 
S&P 500 t-2

-24.27***
13.18

-21.99***
-14.16*

■25.57***
13.25

-21.42***
-13.87

■28.63***
17. 60* *

-21.80***
-13.98*

P
AIC

— Valiie{Sent)

3.45%
-8446.032

0 .031-*==̂

3.67%
-8449.636

0.016 =̂ -*

3.86%
-8452.543
0.006***

Table E.9: Negative VIX Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Negative Negative Genetics Negative p„,r,cte

Sent ;_| 73.09=!=* 60.41* * 71 .02* *

Sent r_-i - 61 .73* * -48 . 12* * -58.02*
VIX /_i -96.95*** 96.34*** -97.33***
VIX r_2 - 53 .02* -52.44* -51.93*

R- 2.52% 2.42% 2.48%
AIC -3723.646 -3722.101 -3723.105

P — Value{Sent) 0.088* 0.072* 0.115
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Table E. 10: Negative-lnf VIX Reduced Lag Refined Lexica

Negative-lnf Negative-lnf cenetks Negative-lnf panicie

Sent r_i 73.32** 65.6** 79.1**
Sent /‘_T -6L61** -52.44* -65.94**
VIX r_i -97.38*'** -96.70*** -96.62***
VIX r - 2 -53.37** -5L57* -53.01*

R- 2.53% 2.47% 2.62%
AIC -3723.914 -3722.909 -3725.206

P — ValueiSent) 0.0973* 0.12 0.065*

Table E. 11: Positive VIX Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Positive Positive Genetic.'^ Positive Particle

Sent r_i 54.83 46.77 57.57
Sent -39.95 -33.31 -41.82
VIX r_i -95.75*** -95.68*** -95.58***
VIX t - 2 -51.02* -50.28* -51.08*

'R - 2.30% 2.26% 2.33%
AIC -3720.2 -3719.5 -3720.6

P — Value(Senr) 0.357 0.319 0.3

Table E.12: Financial Negative VIX Reduced Lag Refined Lexica
Fin Neg Fin Neg Genetic.<t Fin Neg P a n id e

Sent r_i 67.75** 67.84** 77.55**
Sent r_? -54.83* -42.86 -65.56**
VIX -98.12*** -96.72*** -97.24***
VIX r_2 -53.63** -52.50* -53.84**

R- 2.50% 2.52% 2.65%
AIC -3723.318 -3723.755 -3725.75

P — Value(Sent) 0.115 0.0973* 0.047**
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